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floor has contended, ought not to be taxed at
The great lumber interests ot our counJOHSTT.OUiMAW.
try were not taxed at all in the internal revepit bunted at N«. Mi EICHAKGK STEEL!, by
nue tax, because the lumber of the British
State of Rhode Itland and Providenoe
provinces could come in to compete with it,
N. A. FOITSR d» CO.
Plantations.
and we had no authority under the reciproci[Form of Return for Insurance Companies with speTh> roaTLAKD Daily Paxssls pablished atgS.OO
ty treaty to lay any impost tax upon that procific Capitals, doing business in ibis State, as repay year in advance.
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•BijBARH."
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in,
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business

who haa had long experience In
Grooery and Provision business. He will enIn
honorable
any
employment that is remunergage
ative. Address S, Press Offioe.
ian27dlw*

Tuesday Morning,

Tonnage.

earnings

Co.,

Jiort

...

man

a

BY

who wish to make from $6 to $26 per day,
fn a legitimate business, by an investment of
from $ .0 to $500, are larited to call at Inventors Exchange nnd examine some of the most Important new
inventions ol the age, several of which have never
before been introduced in the New England Stages.
A rare opportunity is here offered to enterprising
men with small or large capital to make money.
It
you wish a choice call early,as the best chanoea will
soon be taken up.
E. CHAPMAN, Jr.,

——-

that we should get no tax, that we should
make no whisky, that the foreign article
would supply the whole demand, end the
men who have invested their property in real
estate and machinery for the purpose of distilling, would be ruined. The same principle
will hold in regard to the toanage ot the country. If we tax the tonage of the country, and
it has got to compete with the untaxed tonage
ot otner countries, tne result will be Mat our 1
tonage will go, as it is fast going, into the
ban Is of foreigners, where it is not taxed.
But the same result will not come to the own
er of the tonage that would come to the owner of the distillery.
Why, sir, he can take it
auy where and sell it; he can whitewash it, as
the phrase is, and,as a great deal of our tonage is being done now, put it under foreign
flags,aud own it ani pay no taxes at all upon
it depriving the Government of all the benefits
and getting rid of all the burdens.
There are gentlemen, and many gentlemen,
concerned in this species of property who will
never do this, who will not own property covered by the British or any other flag except it
is the flag of our own country; and I trust the
legislation of Congress will be such that these
men shall not be driven entirely from this class
of property. It is a iavorite clasB of property.
It is a kind of property which gentlemen who
have been engaged in owning dislike to abandon. There is a sort of lottery about it: sometimes it pays finely, makes magnificent returns,
ami again it is is a blank, it is a failure. It is
a favorite property in this country.
But, sir, within the last three years,I think,
for we have no data brought up to a recent
time; but I think when a data Is brought up I
shall lie found to bo correct that one half of all
the sea going tonnage of this country has gone
from under our flag. This has not been entirely owing to the legislation of Congress.
Kngli-h pirates have been out preying upon
our commerce. This bas seemed to create a
great hardship, and no doubt it has been to
the people owning this sort of property; bu
upon the whole I am not sure that it has not
been fortunate for the country that England
lias allowed these pirates to go out and prey
upon our commerce. I saw it slated but a
short time since that the Admiralty of Eagland
were compelled to haul up, dismantle, aud lay
up od6 of her largest-class frigates requiring
something like a thousand men, because they
could not ship the men to man her; and to day
England has more men in her commercial marine than any other country in the world.
How have we got the fifty thousand sailors
that have been enliated in our Navy within the
last three or four years? It is stated by the
Secretary of the Navy that sixty-four thousand have been enlisted. It is because the

Euglish pirates have driven

our

flag from the

sea, have driven our seamen from the ocean,
and consequently they have gone into the Navy of the United States. So it will be with
the English when there shall be a war between
England and a great naval Power whose cruisers shall drive her Bhips to
sanctuary; then
inrtead of laying up a vessel for want of mena
man
can
thousand such vessels with her
she
seamen.

I doubt very much If members
upon this
floor have any idea of the taxes that have been
laid upon this species of property, which I con-

tend, and which almost every Senator

on

this

CATARRH
▲■D

MODS 09

REMEDY,

TB11TUW

I*

Tne Acme of Perfection!

tion has been taken.
Am t of claims for losses resisted by the Co,Am’t of dividends declared, and due, and
1,648 00
unpaid,...
Am’t of dmdendsether cash dr scrip, declared but not yet due..
Am t of money borrowed..
Am’t of all other existing claims against
the company. 1,191 32

Total am’t

jan23dlw

ever.

It removes all the wro'ched symptoms of this
loathsome malady, and aver.s consumption.
It c'eans the head, deodorises
fords the most grateful relief.

the breath, and al-

It alleviates more agony and silent suffering than
tongue can tell.

or

It is noted jor curing the most
that every known means failed in.

hopeless

cases,

S. Mauran, President.
J. S. Parish, Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn before me, this ninth day of
Ubvby M. Kawson,
January, a. d., 1865.

MEiN

For the Army I

No 166

It cures Bay, Rose and Periodic
most obstinate and violent

types.

^Nofarm eff Catarrh
its

or

penetrating power

ha‘
&><aj<^&&
this fell disease.
with

Catarrh, of the

noise in the head

oan

resist

,

for ihe frontier service
Volunteers
Substitutes wanted Sailors’'anted. Firemen and Co 1-h.avers wanted.
Colored men wanted fo the Army and Navy
Now la ihe lime to Gel a Big Bounty,
wanted.

tag appplioation

Company

lifetime battling
triumph 1* complete.
a

Hi.

Portland, Me.

Catab»h Rratuv is a harmless
liquid, inhaled from the palm oft he band
,,

Iloodale it known throughout th- country
theau-borof the ontv True Theory ot Catarrh
published. Where its Orinln—What its Kavuires— Mode of I reatment—and Rapid Cure in all its
forms.
Dr. R.

as

ever

Dr. lioodale's Pamphlet
read by .very one. It oan
est agincy, or by sending a

office.

Catarrh should be
be obtained at our nearpostage stamp to our ol-

on

$1,204,188

BY

WANTED!
pny tub cents per lb. for ail Pamphlets
delivered at the office oi the Portland Sugar Co.,
eorner Commercial and Maple ats.
Jan21dtf
J. M. BBOWN.

l

40.

WM. E. WABKEN, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Secretary.
Portland Board of References:
John B. Brown & Son, Heksey, Fletcher ft Co.
H. J. Libby ft Oo.
John Lynch & Co.
The undersigned having been appointed Aoknt
and Attorn by ior this Company, is now prepared
to issue Policies on Iusuiable Property at current

JUST
And

tf Portland Office, 166 Fore Street.
JOHN W. HUNGER & Co, Ag’ts.
June

3,1864.—dtf.

OPENED,

PARTICIPATION.

will be sold attho

Auction Room of C. E.

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

Cotton,

No. 86 Exchange Street,
Formerly oooupled by Btowart fc Pioroe,

DRY AND

FANCY

a

Company.
Company will issue Policies to be free after
the payment of six, eight or ten Premiums at
the option of the insured, and at rales as low as any
other Company The issue of F'ree Policies renders
It at leas' equal if not superior to the participation
Companies.
Office No. 103 Middle Street.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Free
EDWAKDSHAW, Secy.

This

stookoi

GOODS,

Consisting

of tbe following, vit:—Doeskins, Cassimeres, Satinets, all wool 8hirting. Under Shirts and

Drawers Detains, Shirting, Linens, Table Linens,
»'■ wool Table Covers,
8ontags, Hoods,
Uoop SkirU- Cotton and Linen

Feb. 16—dfcwt.f

Threads*604"1188’
and Pocket

Large Lot of Silver-Plated Wore.
cutlery, Tranks, Valises, ko.

Auction Sale*

Table

Every Evening.

CMAS. E.
COTTON, Auctioneer,

ootai-dtf

Copartnership
have this Bay formed
the style of FDLLng ^
aud retail dealers In
and Mirrors at

WE

copartnership under
8TSV11BB
wboli.lo
Photographic Stock, Frames,

147 Kiddle Ftreet,

undersigned
THEnership
under the

day formed a eepartand style of FLING ft

have this
name

WHITTEMORE, and have taken the store
occupied by Hen y Fling, N™. 91 Commercial street,
where they intend doing a Commission and Whole•ale business in Teas, Tobaooo, W. I- Goods, Groceries and Provisions.
HENRY FLING,

formerly

STEPHEN WHITTEMORE.
dtf
Portland, July 8.1864.

a

Portland, He.

8. FoiLts.
L'harlrs W. Btbvirb.
janSOdkw*

Jouw

January 28th, 1886.

Notice.

Copartnership Notice.

JUST

RECEIVED!!

NICE lot of New Bcokwheat, Graham
Fluor, Oatmeal, Hop Yxabt Cakes, and
for sale by

A

DANFORTH
novSOtf

A

CLIFFORD,
S Lime street.

Furnishing Goods,
ABIELM. SMITH, 171 Fore St.

PICTURE^ FRAMES!

Purchase;

BRICK HOUSE, situated in the Western part of
the eity. Possession to be had May 1st 1-86.
Address Box No. 70. P.rt'and P. O., stating looalIty, price to., for three weeks.
deol9dwtf

A

147

St.,*

Middle

on

ON
a

An

Overooat.

P. MORRELL f CO., have a good assortment at itti
prices, 118 Exchangestreet.
decl4dtf
SITUXIION

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,
Lower than any other Establishment

given.

ence

GILDING

tf

Press Office,

__

—

the evening tjf the 16th between
Deering Hal)
and Oantorth street, a large Gold CroBs chased
The finder will meet with a liberal reward by loavingtt at
LOWELL A uENTKB'S,
novl/d f
Exchange street.

BY

Wanted.
Gentleman, Wife and Daughter,
a

8 years
old, good suit of rooms with board. Booms
furnished or unfurnished, for which liberal compensation will be paid. Address G. J., box!U(H.
Portland, Oot. S6th.
oct27tf

H QTELS.
B E O BENK D!

NEW FURNITURE ft FIXTURES!
S. G.

DENNIS, Proprietor.

W*The public are specially informed that the
well-known Hallowell
HouBe,
Hallowell, two miles from
Augusta, and four miles from Togus Spring, has
been refurnished, and is open for the reoepuob oi
company and perm&nentSboarders.
Every attention will be given to the oomfort ol
guests.

OLD FRAMES

b"l

ST A

I 1ST

fresh

supply

of

FRAMES,
constantly on hand.

Gfotton House \
Center St.,

Opp.

Lancaster Hall,

Mantl* and Pikr Glabmm made to order.
With the facilities afforded them they can
get np
any piece of work in their department of business
as well snd as
oheap as can 09 done in Boston
Sew fork. Liberal disoount nude to the trade.

or

pt27—dtf

U

It will be

kept

on

THE FIRST CORPS!
being organized at Washington under
mand of
now

Free

MILLER, Proprietor.

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE
Known AS THI

McClellan

EVER Y VETERAN WILL RECEIVE

Special Bounty

The public are respectfully informed
that this spaoious, convenient and well
known House, situated at

MORRILL’S CORNER,
2^niieSrom Portland, has been re-furnished and Is
for
the
open
reception of Company and PleasureParties. Every attention will be given to the comfort of g nests.
kM’” The Cars from Portland eveiy half hour.
WIN8LOW & THAYER.
Westbrook, Oct. 10—dtf
_

Copartnership Notice.
p.

a

copartnership under

MERRILL

&

CO.,

have taken the store

formerly oooupied by Mr. C. C. Packard, where
we

will oontinue the

Retail

Shoe

Trade.

Mr. W. P. Merrill, having been in a retail Shoe
store on Middle street for several years, and recently had a store on St. Lawrence Streq£, would most
respectfully invite all his old friends and natrons,
and many new ones to oall and see him.
52 Union
fctreot.
W. P. Merrill,
M.
Merrill.
L.
janlddlw*

NOTICE.
T H E

New Weed

WITH

Sales Room, 137 1-2 Middle St,
Where Machine Findings of all kinds are oonstantly
on hand.
Machines of all kinds repaired in the best
manner by experienced workmen.
Instructions given on all kinds of Machines. All
kinds of Maohines taken in exchange for the Weed.
Also Machines to let by the week or month.

Ifo.

Sewing

LOCAL

Free

San

Francisco.

Th'eClioper Barque "OilllJD,” 700
tone, T Batche’der, Commanrter, bar.
most of her oargo enraged, will
,ing
hare quick dispatch
Kor frtight apply to the Captain on Bo 'rd, pr
SAMUEL MEBRITT,

Bath, Jan 17,1866.

Sagadahock

K.

PERSON

We

K. HBH8EY, ASent,
J*m98 dtf

LEMONT,

KWCarrlages and Sleighs on

«. L.

are

the thing

itory

hand and

Sootoh

STOKER &

CO.,

58 and 60 Middle St., Portland Me.,
Oeaeral State Agents.

SILVER

200|
800 do Navy Fine
Delivered 1a Portland or Bottom.
B«th. April SO, 1868.

XAXBB OB

Force

Warm, Cold and Shower
Wash
Bowls, Brass A Silver Plated Cocks,

War*•__auc6d0m

New Bedford

Copper Comp’y.

YNVEBY

PERI1TIAN HAIR REGENERATOR
Will sorely remove Bounr, Dakdbofv, and onre
all humora of the aoalp.

J.

GRAN T
Whottest, DoAior in all

READY-MADE CLOTHING
AND FURNISHING
GOODS,
Ohamtcn

j!

,

kinds of

tfoe. 1 an4 1 PVee Street Block
(Over H. J. Ubby A Co.,)

l£&

P.

PORTLAND, MJt.
jyildtt

COFFEE, SPICES,

TRUNKSj

Salaerntus ft Cream Tartar,

VALIBRSj

AND

Nets Cqfee mad Spice Mills, 18 and 16 Union etreet,
Portland, Me.
Coffte and Spices pat np for the trade, with
aay
Address, In all variety of packages, and warranted
as represented,
Oofte roasted and ground tor ths trade at short

Traveling Bags
Manaihotared
and for

I

tala

■ WHOLESALE anti
RETAIL

DURAN

aotioe.

BT"All good! entrusted■ t the

D»el

■anahetoren and Wholesale Dealers In

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

REGENERATOR!

Woto, V1»t»r« lor

«J. T. Lewis &c. Go.,

GRAHT'8 COFFEE ft 8PI0X MILLS.

Will aorely raatore gray hair to ita original color
where a thorough trial ia given it.

of

PUMPSfelMesoriArt‘KT

at short notion and delivered at any port
raqalrad.
McGLLVBBY, BYAM * DAVI8.
*
...
Sept 6.—dtf

HAIR

dMvripUoB

Et ling Houses Hotels, Pnbllo
Buildings, Bbopfco., arranged and set ap in the beet
manner, and 11
executed. A
‘hlthfnliy
2I23I*ifi.0,T?oroou“trJ'
kinds el lobbing promptly attended to.
Constant.

Dolt Copper, Bolt Yellow Metal,
Spiket. Nails, fo.,

tlray Hair Restored to its Original Color.

and Water Closets,
STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

Re-Jlnishing Old Silver

fllHE undersigned, agents of the above Company,
X are prepared to rarniah suite of

Rot 17—dim

Pumps

NO. 194 EXCHANGE

manner.

and

.p1!l(ti

PLUMBER!

WARE,

IW“Ali ktadj of Ware, suoh u Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, fco., plated in the
beet

Repairing

j

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

OF

S3* Congress St., Opp. Court Haute,
Portland, Me.

AIjo,

A CO.

Path, Mb.

PEARSON,
Plater,

AXS MAHUFAOTDRBR

Gar-

BY-

JAMES T. PATTEN

OP

Rooms, 110 mad 113 Sudbury Si., Bottom, Mask.

M.

Boys

and

OauvaH,

wfO! SALS

Carriages and Sleighs,

Daily

long aonghtlor.

Hnvy Uniforms,

septlklti

made to

Silver

ao

and

ments.

°T*ar-_;_JuaeUdt/
G. P. KIMBALL,

CLOTHING

And know they

Manufactures to order and in the beat manner. Mil-

Portland, Me.

•

Strodt,

Reeve*,
Tailor Ac Draper,
08 EXCHANGE
«T.y

Preble street, (Wear Preble Boas*,)
PORTLAND, MB.

IS OUB

No. 10 Union

Alexander H.

Jnneltf

them

Using

are

Rooflug

FOX FLAT ROOFS.

Carriage Manufacturer,

MAWUVAOTVmU

House.

janStdiw*

Washington,

veterans will be carod

SOLDIERS’ REST.

THE

They will be formed into Companies and Regiments aa fact as they drive;
persoal preferences being regarded when practicable.
This Corps will be provided with the beat arma in
the posseasion of tne Government, and the men will
be allowed to retain them at the expiration of aer*
vice. All applications for commissions muse be addressed to th Adjutant General of the Army, and
must state,
l»t—The date of original entry into service;
2d—The rank on en<r)»into servioe;
3d—Date and cause of discharge;
4th—Rank at time of discharge;
6th—Organisation in which service was rendered
The application may be accompanied by teatimopi'
als from commanders. When applications are favor
ably considered. the neoesaary ins*motions will b«
sene to the
applicant by mail or telegraph. All inquiries for in o'mation to be addressed to the Adjutant General, Uead-qu&rters 1st Corps.
Veterans wilt be furnished with free transportation to Washington, by
applying to cither of the following officers

U'

p2£ljN.

Doughty, Pro. Mar.

1st

District,

Capt.
Moubill, Pro Mar. 2d Dist., Auburn.
Capt, a. P. Davjb, Pro. Mar 3d Dist., Augusta.
Capt. E. Low, Pro. M*r. 4th Dist.. Bangor.
Capt. Wm. H. FoQLBB.Pro. Mar 6th Dist. Bel last.
R M. LIITLER,
R. C. A. A. P. M. General.
Dec. 18,1864.—declBdkwtf

Major V.

Augusta, Me.,

STOVES, stoves]
On Sate

or to

Let t

owner's risk.
msrohlOdtf

»0.

A BRACKETT,
MIDDLE STREET.

185

AND

Stoves,

for

City

and

Deo 1—diton

Country

use.

LAW AND COLLECTION

No. 117 Middle St., Portland.

janlStl

Dissolution.
copartnershipheretofore existing between
Benjamin F. Brock and George R. Mersey, an*
the style of Brook and Bersey, is this day dli-

THE
der
•ojed.

Portinnd, Jan 21.18S3.

GEORGE R MERSEY.
Jan28dlw*

a

Board and Rooms.
A

VERY des rable Suit of Rooms, front on oor*
Congress and WUmot streets—possession iu

ner
*

kjanawiw-203

CoB,r'““d

streets.

vited to eall and examine.
Repairing done with neatness and

nov4dtf

The Cabinet Organs
MA DE EXCLUSIVELY BY

MASON & HAMLIN

instruments are In constant use in the oonearts ot
the most distinguished artists—as Oottsohalk and
others—as well as In the ypyraa in the principal oitsuoh instruments are required. Prioe
•86 to 9600 each. Theee instruments may be found
at tbo Husio Booms of the subeoriber, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers' prices.

^believer

H. 8. EDWARDS,
No.349) Stewart's Blook, Congress St.
aprlSdtf

DR. JONATHAN MOOR’S

House to Let.
Iob Boos* on Center street, whioh bus
for
used 30
fee by Mr;

Landing will be built to suit the oeoupuut. This is very
desirable locality iora Stable keeper, or that qi al“°»t
»"d a
lease
be
given, if desired. Pie se apply to
* mi<Ua 8‘
ot a new

fong

jan24eod8w

the

Ranges,
“ken in

wTk

generoae share ol public lav or.
Uot. 38—dtf.

subscriber having purchased the Stock of
and Wood, and takesi the stand recently
ooout
by Messrs. Sawyer f Whitney, head of
Maine Wharf, are now prepared to eupply their
former patrons and the public generally, with a
line eueortment of

ECONOMYJS

Old

THEnbwiiber
in general that ho will

Company Lehigh,

Repair Gentlemens’Garments

Sugar Leal Lehigh,
Hazelton Lehigh,
Locust Menu tain.

earn be Saved in theee
War Timee.
J. H. 8TORY, No.23
Exohnnge 8t
An* *7—dtf

Lorherry,

the beet quality of

Cumberland

Coal I

A

Superior Goodfor Black tmiths.
▲Iso, Hard and Soft Wood,
Delivered to order in any part of the olty.
The former eostomers of Messrs Sawyer k Whitaoy are respect/tally invited to give as a call.

j

BAND ALL, MoA LLISTKB k CO.
Portland, Jane 13,1364.—dly

George Darling,

COMMISSION

MERCHANT,

Pork Packer ft Provision Dealer,
And Curer of Extra
Family Hams,
Railroad

Campy Martin,,

Hotel Building*,

HATCH & FROST,
Produce Dealers,

No. 16 Lime Street.

PORTLAND, ME.
k,T5?
klnas.

* OSIAH HEALD
u b nr tist,
It. 2S6 Cngnu 8treet, eorter of
It reel.

Ttmplt

Oot 7—dtf

as

WH;f. iKn’

Skates I Skates I

MAJN>-_

eaocmeove

to

HATCH, CtjrFORf) Jk CO.

•

Pirst National Bank of
Detroit,
P. Preston a Co
Bankers, Detroit
Moore, Foote fc Co., Merchants, Detroit.
ME E- Co I>etroit,
k “eebe.Com. ‘il*1’1
Mcroht. Chicago, III.
aeowdam
Bun gor Courier oopy.

P0BTLAMI>-

danporth a Clifford,

Detroit, Mick.

the purchase
paid
neit^.*ttention
*« for the East*
m*ik« y„,7'Ul0!,V °™*».
e!we“ k*’ d Would "spotiully refer to, refer-

m,jk<t Pric«‘ paid for produce of ah
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AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR
PRICES
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Together

WEALTH.

reapeotfelly Interna Mg friend,
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WELL PICKED AND SCEMMNMD

Produce
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AMD D1A

Merchants,

LBaa IX

cheese, eggs, lard.
Bemng, Dried Apple., Ac.
MO. 3 LINIE STREET,

butter,

Hams

“Pt”

PORTLAND,

MK

dtf
___

Skates, Cents. Skates, Boys’ Skates,
Norwich Clipper 8kates, Blondin Skates,

LADIES’

llaan’t

And

Straps.

THE LABGBST ASSORTMENT
SPATES, eod •* " LOW PRICES, to

be
found in tbe olty.
and
ennini before'parcbaaing.
Please oall
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Nor. 1-ordtf CHA8. DAY, Jr., 114 Middlo 01.
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Blip down Ladies, as well
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SlLate
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W’hen you

Pat. Ankle Support Skates,
WILLIAM’S A MOUSE SKATES,

Douglas's

Ice
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and
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storage
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Buslneu,

®f »u kinds, of
8rV7E8'
approved
patterns.

moat

Tin and Mallow Ware.
aT°VMb0a'?h‘- «

THCoal
led

Lile,

SAN EXCELLENT MEDICINE. It cures Coughs,
Colds and Whooping Cough, and ail diseases ol
the Throat and Langs, and it works like a charm i
qoieiing children when teething. Try it. Preoared
E. E, HAYWaRD, Hadley Miss
by
W. Phillips k Co„ Agents.
Jaol8deod6w

ol

and

Furnaces

The latest styles of oarriages and sleighs oonstanton hand, and made to order
The new and olegant'M n tor" sleighs are now
on exhibition, and those wishing to purebaae are in*

com-

publishers
any news journals
in Maine, in Boston, in New York or elsewhere who
would like to enjoy the ready correspondence of an
experienced writer and j mrnalist at the Capital ol
this State. He flatters himse f that his acquaintance
with thelocal transactions and the publio measures
and the public men of the State aad Country, as well
as his long experience in
typographical and editor!•
al labors, give him an advantage in this reepect
which few others possess He knows bow to write
“copy" for the printer that will require no revision
after it passes out of his hands. He is also a good
and expeditious “proof" reader, and is
willing to
engage with any publisher who may desire his seryioes at home or abroad, in that capacity.
WILLIAM A. DREW
Augusta, Jan’y 2, 1866.
fan6dtf

en

newest

ly

pensation,

the
THE
b
years
David Bobinson, will be let
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N£.

Stove and Furnace

Ho- 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me.

an

Essence ol

OFFICE,

Hugh.

SLEIGHS,

News-paper Correspondence.
ex-editor of this city, heretenders hi4 aersices, for
THEbyundersigned,
reasonable
to the
of

D. VERRILL’S

Exchange Street.

Coal aud Wood)

Government 7 3-10 Loan.
This Bank ia prepared to receive subscriptions to
the now 7 8-18 loon in anas of $60 and upwards,
paying interest from date of subscription to August
16tb, the dote of the new loan.
The notes are oonvertable at the end of thro*
years into specie paying 6 per oent. 5-30 bonds.
One-eighth per cent, will be allowed on all amounts
of «t»0 and over.
B. C. 80MERBY,
PoAland ug. 1,1864.
dti
Cashier.

Leave Year Demands for Collection
At B

Bank..

hare given written testimony to this effeot, and these

And various other patterns of Cook and Parlor

126

Randall,

AND

Regenerator

Canal

orders in the oity or from the
country prompt

dlled.septilSdtl

tormor

Are the best instruments of their elasa In theworld.
Nearly all tbe most prominen' artiste in the oountry

SEE

It

IPhinnev,
customers
carriages, W*thi hinh^T?1 P* fr!end**nd

Everybody should use Pnaovian Haia Buenana&ToB. Beware </ Imitation$
Call for Peruvian Ha r
aed receive no other.
Jones A Kav wholesale agents, 170 Washington at,
Boston; Also Weeka k Potter,Carter, Ru-t A Co
and others. At wholesale by Sheppard A Co. Portland. Atre'allL. C. Gilson If Market Square,
Shout k Watkuhoosu, oor Congress I Middle at..
Crossman k Co., and J. B. Lunt.anddealers genernov 24—dim*
ally.

171 and 173 Middle Street.
COME

All

Manufactory.

Busoeaaor to J. W. Libby,
Manufacturer of

C. H. STUART & CO.’S,

The oe] eh rated large oven P. P. Stevmrt Cook'and
Parlor Stoves.
The Hew Carpenter McGregor.
The Meridian Cook.
The Parlor Gas Burner,

SSfe Carriage
F- Jl3L.

BOUNTIES.

Transportation

On arriving at
for at

the aeoretiona or the aearf skin of the
aoalp,giving life te the rooto of the hair and preventing it from falling off.
Aota upon

I* ft* moat prnleet Hair Kenewer In nee.

To Washington, where all enlistments are consummated. can I’e obtained of any Provost Marshal, if
the appptioant is a proper subject for enlistment.—

Machine Co..

C. W. BOBIHSON, Agent.

for

SATISFY

COMPOSITION,

Gt-ravel

_Junsldtf

—

soon as mustered in, and a further
bonntyol
*100 for one yenr’s enlistment, *200 for two years,
and *300 for th'ce years; one-third being
down
paid
and the remainder in instalments. T >ey wul be credited to the Districts where they or their families are
domiciled, and will therefore rec jive the

187 1-2 Middle Street, Portland.

eot24

OF

As

Sewing Machine,

all the rooent improvements, possesses
points of exoellenoe and acknowledged merit
which plaoe it far in advanoe 01 any other Machine
now in use.
While many other good Machines have
been offered to the public, we have long folt the neeesslty of a Bowing Machine more perfectly adapted
to all kinds of b'amily
Sewing, as well as Heavy
Tailering and Leather Work; and to meet this demand a large amount of labor and capital has been
expended in perfecting the Weed, which we unhesita-ingly claim to be the best 8ewing Machine in the
world, and ice Warrant every Machine to Give Perfect Satisfaction, for they have been tried and improved by eleven years of practical experience and
oonstroctod upon true mechanical principles by skillful workmen, and every part i« made of the best
material, nicely adjusted and highly finished.
The Machines can be seen at the

Weed

CO.,

fOBTLAHD.

Preble Street,

I

Three Hundred Dollars!

house,

He-opened with New Furniture A Fixtures,
WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietors.

this dav formed
WEthehavestyle
of

FELT

inroKviiii

WATER-PROOF

OramUo Block.

B^W? Qkg»ae*' |
E.

AND

_

Meals Cooked to Order at all hours.
day at 11 o’clock.

VOKMXKLY

Three Years!

or

—

lunch every

G.D.

Nor tlx.

Ter. of
adiaa Produce,

1*7 Commercial Strut,
Charles Blahs, )

SUPERIORITY.

Gen. Hancock.

European Plan.

deciidtf

EXAMINATION

PB R U VIA N

ENLIST in this CORPS!

A

*

in nse.

oem-

All able*bodied men who have served two
years,
and have been honorably discharged, may

the

warhbn’s
FIRE

Greatest Wonder of the Age. Yellow Metal & Copper Sheathing,

One, Two

This Houbo is now open to tbe Publio,
having been leased by tbe subscriber for a
term of years, and has been thoroughly ren_ovated, and sp.endidly furnished, regardof < xpenss. Rooms to let by the day or week.

ftbiodly

Commiaaion Agents,

JONES Ac

WOOD,

delivered to any part of the oity.
Ovpiob CowwnnoiAL fir., head of Franklin
Wharf.
■* *OIIr,Ds * SON.

Brokers,

BLAKE,

Sale

Ifc., fc.

PORTLAND, ME.

now

Machine,

ITS

They have also a large variety of
^
Stock and Chemicals, Cases, Camaras, Photograph

Maj.

any

NAlFACmii DEPARTMENT!

Plates of all Sizes Re-Sel.

■AMD AND SOFT

(Late Rotifer, Cooper | Cb.)

And Re
Western and C

Trenoh

GILT

Or,

moh26 eodtf

Tlxl»

Rosewood, Black Walnut, and all Kinds ol

are

WILLIAM P. SONOJBT A CO.,

FLOUR & GRAIN DEALERS,’

they offitf at lowest rates.

which

ILr4.^t8e

dtf

OF

ANY

EBONY AND ROSEWOOD
FRAMES,

Is

Board at United States Hotel.

LIVERPOOL, ISO.

Simplicity Si Perfection Combined

Cleaned and Varnished in the bat style.
a

LEHIGH, HEZJLTOM.
8UGAK LOAF, OLD COMPANY
LEHIGH LOOUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS,
DIAMOND, \vr Hi*.
TEE and BLACE HEATH. These Coale are ol toe
?ulllly’
Je£lSr“n#d unJ pieksu, usd
warranted to
gi.e satisfaction.
Also Ibr sale baet ol

bo

Portraits & Pictures,
They htve also received
imitation of

CHEAP FOR CASH !

PHYSICIAN,

No. 1 Tower Suildirxee

nlaMlte>Ba£>

’"**—7;

th#

WOOD AND COAL

OFFICE HO. 8 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
MARKET SQUARE-

And General

*

j**^*?^**'"”

M. D.,

neTl5

/

on

Wot 11—dflm*

pronounced by the mofct profound experts to

RE-GILT,

To look equal to new.

popular hotel

a

amply provided.
Hallowell, Feb. 1 1861.

It is

WILL

and
spacious,inconvenient
the centre of

and all the usual conveniences ef

kinds of work of

AN

SET and most WORKMANLIKE MANNER.

Looking-Glass

HALLOWELL HOUSE

BESTl

Which has proved itself to be ths beat salted to ell

DEPARTMENT,

they oan assure their customers andthepubiio
generally that all work will be done in tho NEAT.

ON

a

superintend the

to

MR.
■T" Work executed In every part of the State.

THE EMPIRE!

and

or as a

Addrese ‘‘H. F.

oity.
Q. SMITH, formerly of

nrgrttzzz.
•d
inaort Artificialitr/ci.’uiS
Tooth
tho*^

Street,

PORTLAND,

ARE YOUIAT WAATT OF A

In New England—purchased before the very great
advance In all kinda of materials—are
prepared to

Book-keepor in a wholesale
Copyist. Best of refer-

as

A establishment,

No. 144 Middle

Ship

CAM,' AND EXAMINE

the sunny side of Exchange

SOKUMAfiWWU,
Fresco and Banner Painter, flA(m^io*D^a*o fer£ald"

PICTURE AND OVAL Sewing Machine?

The services of Mr. H.
Boston have been secured to

street, about midway between New City Hall and Post Offioe,
good place to buy

KNIGHT,

,

Dr. A. II. HKA) u

SHIPPING, FORWARDING,

hand the largest assortment af

MIRROR,

r«r«Und,lUyl»,18M.

OKAS. J.

OAK TKEEN AILS, for

GET THE

Middl
£ tareei.
...dm.Baoo . and Bnasua

_

______jmneldtl

Treenails.

EVAN’S BLOCK,
Mare

A CARD.

»®NTlSi,
176

SURGEON &

Portland, dune 18,1884.

onhaad

MUIU_

DAVIS,

S.V‘C. HUNKINS,

6 lime St.

M.»wu.u.„.

Premium Paged Account Books.

Scotch Canvass.

A

M "*

* CQ**

(AGENTS.

QR- S. C. FERHALD.

CLIFFOlfu,
No.

100,000.^
SIMONTON

andTli^t^iL

,-r*Jamettf

DANFOBTH A

s

Hoedlos ud Trimming, alwayi

Ann ManuvaoTcnnn or

OAA BOLTS of "David Corsar A Son’s" Leith,
w’IA/ a sail-cloth of superior quality. Just received direct lrom Liverpool, and for sale by
MouILVKKY, BY AN A DAVIS,
Bept 24th—dtf
Ml Commercial 8t.

CLEVELAND Sr OSGOOD,

la the

FOUND.

Apples.

48

1WILL

Wanted to

BU8HEL8 Bye now
from sob
tfwUlf Amanda Powers, and landing
for sale by
WALDBON ♦ TBO«,
deo28d4w*
No 485 Union Wharf.

1

Bookseller, Stationer,

_

Pants, Vests,

*M

Wo. 88 Sxohange Street, Portland, Ho.

TWirCHELL BBuS A CHAMFLIN,
Commercial St.

ootaitf

ef which will bo sold low for Cssb, at the old
stand of Lewis fc Smith.
Sept 20—dtf

Xj,

« E R

WOODMAN. THU*

Maine

Innolatf

OAnn»

SEWING MACHINES

PAPER HANGINGS.

DRIED APPLES.
T f ill S31-8. Choioe Dried Apple, for sale by
iOU
jan28dlw

*1N

'•rUaad,

Wholesale

eastern House Wharf.

200

All

"W^ISTTEID,

Soldier who haa jut returned from Ihe
front, n situation in a Bookstore or Grocery.—
He has had experience in both, and oan
give satisfactory references. Address Box 413 Post Office,
Portland.
jan24dlw*
a

jaalOtf

Bye.

Ready-Made Overcoats,

_

ALSO,

400 HHDS. Frime Sierra Morons Clayed Molasses, for sale by

Work.

We would inform our flrionds and the public that
Intend to keep the best the market affords, and
oan sell at the lowest rates.
Oar Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
Wo wott“* si*0 rail attention to ear

Mo.

3STo. 52 Union St.,

rates.

NORTON fc Co., 8ole Agents. 76 Bleecker street.
New York.
Price Si. Sold by H. H. HAY,
jane! 68-dIy

J.n24d2w*

and

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.
ASSETS

person they will receive more

oash In hand.
Call on Capt. Jambs Fbkbcu or Capt T. B. Gob.
DOB, at the Albion House, No 117 Federal street,

W.

Of New York, Office 113 Broadway.
now

year, In advance.

lamias

Salt,

Dana.)

__

THOS. AS EX CIO & CO.,

we

And

Molasses.

Crop Clayed

<*

Beavers, Cassimeres & Doeskins,

Undercoats,

John A. 8.

nas.

SMITH’S,

Mice Custom

21 Silver street.

19 A

mHHDS.

Boys

and

A. SMITH.

New Crop Clayed Melasste, jnst
landed from brig Castillian, from Carde-

Alio a
stook of Cloths, snob as German and
fin;
American
Moscow and Castor

the

War will be Settled in Thtee Months.
K7~Agent, liberally dealt with. By Recruits makin

Foro St, Port'and, Me.

Insurance

A<T.

New

I¥o. 171 Fore Street.

Men wanted

likely

and

nltot4£itoB8,‘

By Capt*. FRENCH 3k GORDON at the Album
Bouse, No 117 Federal street, Portland, Me.
Men wared for the Artry and Navy, 60 men
wanted lor a Dew Regiment, of Sharp-Shoo era.-—

INTERNATIONAL

Fire

-A-

The Highest Bounty Paid

it is

Men

Clothing l

The

WATSTEtt !

as

Winter

Jan28d4w

May ba found at

be suitably rew arded by leaving the same
40 Danforth Street.
JantOdlw

at No.

Justice of the Peace.

Janl3d8w

cold

•9mm

Suohet Mauran, President, and J. 8. Parish, Bee*
rotary of the Atlantio Fire and Marine Insoraace
Company, being duly sworn, depose and say, that
the loregoing is a true, full and correct statement of
the affairs of the said corporation, and that they are
the above dote ibed officers thereof.

J. W. Hunger & Oo
Agents and Attorneys,

st.

LOST.

LADIES

\

penetrates the secret ambush of this terrible
IT disease,
and exterminates it, ruot and branch,
to

Congress

220

Watch, small size, chased
A Face andGold
chain.
Sack, without guard
finder will

of losses, claims and liablities... $6,839 32

State of Rhode Island If Providence Plantations
I
City and County of Providence.
January 9.1865.

For

MEN

F.

SPLENDID AaSOarUMNT OP

Fafi jwid

Jan27dlw»

Wanted Immediately.

CATARRH

Sir, we have imposed a tax of two dollars a
gallon upon whisky. Suppose we bad done
that and placed no tax on tne imported article,
what would have been the result? Simply

*

Dana & Co.
Flsh

Apples,

For sale by

A

A

___

Dried Apples.

New Western Dried Apples,
I H1N6I 10
8 Tons New Eastern Dried

Lost.
PUB CAPE—Probably on Spring street, between Oak and Bigh street. The finder will be
suitably rewarded by leaving it 83 Spring street.

alioraotur to the Publishers.
° •*®rjr<*e#ortDttOB e*®out§d

DR. R. GOODALE S

^

~7 BUSINESS CARDS.

MERCHANDISE.

L AND WINTER

Situation Wanted.

Oomp'y,

Globe Bank.
20,000 00
there is a tax of three per cent, upon the cost
109
Phenix Bank,
6.000 00
of constructing the ship, and at the same time
101 «
WhatCheer Bank. 6,000 00
an income tax must be paid upon all the earn-$200,000 00
ings of the ship. Then there 1b a special ton6 Amount of
$6,189 66
nage tax of ten cents per ton upon all vessels
premium notes,
7 Amount of bills receivable
Jan. 81, 1805.
arriving from foreign ports, which there is no
other than premium notes,
complaint of, and also upon coasting vessels.
specifying amount loaned
on collateral security,
Ifthey make one voyage to the British prov8
amount loaned on personThe Interests of Oommeroe—Taxes on
inces or to the West Indies,the taxis doubal security,
led upon them for the year; whereas a British
9 Amount of cash on hand,
6,180 42
vessel, running from the provinces to our ports 10 Amount of cash in hands
On the 25th of January, In the U. S. Senate,
of
agents.
7,686 76
constantly through the year, pays the ten 11 Other
assets not above
Mr. Fakwell offered tho following resolution
cents but once. For a charter-party, the tax
specified,
is
from
one
to
ten dollars, according to the
and asked lor its immediate consideration:
12 Amount which may be, by
amount involved in the contract.
On every
charter, assessed upon parResoloed, That the Committtee on Finance consider
ties insured,
manifest
of
nothing.
there
Is
a
tax
of
from
cargo
one to
the expediency of relieving the tonnage of the country
-$12,717 17
five dollars. The sale of vessels is taxed
from ail taxes and dues collected under the internal Refifty
venue act, and also consider the expediency of a reduccents on every thousand.
LIABILITIES.
tion of the dues on chain anchors and canvas,
Then there is an additional tax which it is
18 Amount of marine risks
By unanimous consent the Senate proceed- beleived generally was not contemplated to be
outstanding
120,074 00
4,676 69
imposed on these vessels. It is a tax laid up- 14 Am’t of premiums thereon,
ed to consider the resolution, and Mr. Fab16
Amount
of
lire
risks
out*
on steamboats and common
carriers; but the
well of this State, who is a practical
standing, designating the
ship- language is so constructed by the Department
amount of each class,
4,726,194 00
master and shipbuilder, addressed tho Senate
as to be applicable to all
One Class.
coasting vessels; and
16 Amount of premiums therethat is two and a half per cent, upon the gross
at length. We copy from remarks the followon,designating the amount
earnings of the vessel. If the cost of sailing
ing extracts, which will be interesting to the the
ofeacholass.
62,614 12
vessel, tha eost of keeping her in repair,
One Class.
commercial men of the State:
port charges, and other necessary expenses, 17 Amount of outstanding
claims adjusted and due,
none.
shall have.consumed every cent of the gross
There are Borne articles which will not bear
18 Amount ol outstanding
taxation. That principle has bsen admitted
earnings, as is very frequently the case, then
claims adjusted and not due,
none.
the owners must be assessed upon their other
and bas been acted upon by the Committee
19 Amount of outstanding
of Finance and by the legislation of Congress.
claims unadjusted,
property or other inoomes; they must pay this
4,600 00
It was stated as one reason why the recipro- two and a half per cent—an extremely hard 20 Amount of loans, borrowed money and hank discity treaty should be rescinded, that it pre- tax to pay. Most of the coasting vessels are
counts,
8,000 00
sailed on shares, the captain taking one half
vented the taxation of some leading ar ticles
12,600 00
for his wages and the wages of his crew. All 31 Amount of other liabilities,
in the country. Why does it prevent the taxnone.
22 Largest amount insured on
the other expenses of keeping the vessel in reation of leading articles ? Simply because no
29,000 00
any one risk,
adequate protection can be given to them by pair and the port charges are to be paid by
Providenoe, Deoembcr 81st, 1864.
taxation of foreign articles which come in the owners, and then they are to pay two and
Wm. Comstock,
Tretident.
of the
competition. Now, sir, the tonnage of the a half per cent upon the gross
Walter Paine, Secretary.
country coma* particularly under this denom- vessel as a tax to the Government, which in
ination. The tonnage ot the country cannot
I
State of Rhode Island,
many cases is more than all the net earnings,
"
and in the average is taking more than a tenth
receive any protection by legislation.
City of Providence, January 9, 1866. j
It' is
William
of
all
the
Presinet
to
Comstock,
the
Personally appeared
vessel under this
earnings of
obliged compete not only with the tonnage
dent, and Walter Paine, Secretaryf of the above
one single lax.
of the British provinces, but it must compete
named Company, and severally made oath that the
under this state ot facts, is it wonderful
iu opeu market with the tonnage of the world.
above statement by them subscribed, is, in ther
that our flag is
The only measure of protection that has ever
disappearing from the ocean, I best knowledge and belief, true, andtcatthe amount
been attempted in this country is to exclude as disappearing it is, and disappearing it will, I of capital actually paid in, in cash, and invested,
exclusive of any obligations of the stockholders of
unless this system of taxation is
from the coasting trade foreign tonnage.
changed?
description, amounts to the sum of one hundred
But if our tonnage can be relieved from these I any
I do not ask for the repeal of the taxes upthousand dollars.
John Foster, Justice of the Peace.
on the tonnage of the country for the purpose
taxes, if tonnage dues can be collected at the
cos tom-house every time a vessel arrives from I
of relieving a class of citizens. There is no
J. W. HUNGER A CO..
a foreign port, whether
or
class of citizens in this country, or any other,
foreign
domestic,
then if the receipts shall be enough to
Ag nts and Attorneys,
so completely independent of the legislation
give
the Government as much revenue as they get janl3eod3w
of the country, so lar as their property is conNo. 166 Fore Bt, Portland, He.
cerned, as the owners of toanage. It is a now, I hold that It will not be particularly
property appreciated everywhere.
Every onerous against the tonnage of this country.
ST ATBMS KTT
Why, sir, more than three-fourths of all the
market in the world is open to it; and in every
Of the condition of the
maritime country except this, the greatest fatonnage employed In our foreign trade duty is
cilities are offered for the nationalization of foreign. They go into New York or Boston, Atlantic Fire and Marine In*.
take tneir cargoes, go out, and pay no duties,
tonnage. You can make au English ship of
ON THE
no expense, no tax whereas an American ship,
an American bottom almost anywhere in the
world; in Nassau, in Halifax, in Australia, or which is to run the same voyage side by side,
of December, A. D.f 1864,J
Thirty-First
Day
is taxed in every direction. Give us even
iu Liverpool. The EDglish law grants the auMade to the Secretary of the State of Maine, purthority to their consuls to give a national competition; it is all that is asked. Why, sir, suant
to the 8tatute of that State, entitled “An Act
charter to a foreign ship, and she may be sail- ; the tonnage of this country ran up from 1815,
to regulate Agencies of Foreign lnsnranoe Comwhen it was almost nothing, to 1881, to be the
ed under the English flag merely with a conpanies."
second if not the largest in the world, all this
eular certificate. The Euglish Government,
time competing against the cheap money of
HAMS AHD LOCATION.
whs have always lought, desired, and resolvThe name of this Company is The Atlantio Fire
ed to be all-powerful on the sea, have invariEurope. Bui it was owing to the superior enand
Marine
Insurance
the
Company, incorporated in
of
American
superior intelligence,
ably exempted her tonnage from all taxatiou. terprise,
and-located in the City of Providence, State of
To be sure, the light dues have been paid by
shipmasters and seamen, who upon an average 1862,
Rhode Island.
made their voyages to and from the north of
her tonnage iu part, but they have been so
CAPITAL.
assessed that they made no interference with
Europe back and iortb, for years in succession, The Capital of said Company actually paid up in
in seven days less time than British ships emCash is.... $,200,000 00
uu opeu and fair competition.
All vessels
57,308 32
going to England from foreign ports of what- ployed in the same trade. This gave them the The surplus on the 31st day of Peo’r,..
ever nationality pay the light dues for the suppreference in the market, gave them the adTotal amount of Capital and Surplus. $237,803 32
in
the
of the lights upon her coast. We have
vantage
freight. The saving oi expense
ABBBTS.
or years, while supporting our system of
by the shorter voyages enabled our folks to Bank of Commerce stock,par
with
the
val.
value
of
the
old
#60,market
$52, $104,000 00
coun
cheap money
lights and buoys along our coast and giving compete
Bank stock,par val$60
the use and benefits of them free to England,
try. But when we have got to compete with Globe
00
market val $60.
been contributing largely to pay the expenses these enormous burdens laid upen our tonnage Continental Bank stock, par 26,000
by CoBgress, together with the cheap money
of her system of lights, which is managed by
val $60, market val *60....
20,000 00
of the old couBtry to operate against us, the
Northern Hank stook,par val
a corporation.
$100, market val #100.
16,000 0O
This I have always regarded as bad policy, result will be as it has been and is beibg, to Mechanics
and Manufacturdrive
oar
tonnage from tne ocean.
and I think the Government should put upon
ers Bank stook. par val $60,
I trust, Mr. President, that the committee
market val $60.
10,000 90
tonage arriving from foreign ports, both forRock Bank stock, par
eign and domestic, (as we must if we put it will examine this matter carefully, and, if 1 Lime
00
val $60, market val $60
20,000
am
at
an
introduce
a
measure
I
it
think
right,
early day
upon the foreign, ) a tonage duty.
5 500 00
Merchants Bank stock,.
would not be injurious to the tonage of the of relief. It is a matter that requires the care- 4th National Bank, N. Y. 20,000 00
«•
•«
6,000 00
Chicago,.
country to place a tax upon it that should even ful consideration of the committee. It is an 3d
Coupon Bonds,- 21,600 00
yield as much revenue to the Government as immense interest, not only in its value in di- UBillsS. 6-20
receivable for Marine
rect money value, but in the position it gives
is uow collected from it, it it can be levied di484 42
premiums.
rectly from the touage arriving in the United us among the nations of the world, the power Premiums..
Due from Agents.
4,208 38
States from foreign ports, for that would leave and influence it gives abroad.
Cash in Banks..
The resolution was agreed to.
us even conpetitors in the trade.
If we pay
610 62
cash on hand notdeposted..
it, foreigners pay it at the same time. I sugInterest money acorued and
other assets.
6,450 00
gest, too, that this would be collected with
-$257,303 32
!
very little or no expense or trouble, being
paid at the custom-house upon the entry of the
LIABILITIES.
Bhip, instead of having the assesors all over
Am’t oflosses adjusted,and due and unpaid,
the country assessing it in half a dozen differAm’t of losses incurred and in process of
ent ways, as it is now assessed, and a great
adjustment. $4,100 00
Am’to losses reported on which no acdeal of it never collected in any way.
l-ose of
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History

and

Batolta.
The time of tb« Supreme Judicial Court in

city, was occupied about four
oi last week with the abortive trial of
the libel suit, John M. Adams, Editor of the
Eastern Argus, vs. Newell A. Fosteb,
Publisher of the Portland Daily Press. For
session in thi»

days

the amusement it not

concern,”

we

have

as

profit
briefly

of “whom it may
as

possible,

con-

densed the history of this case, with its result,
for the columns of the Press. In doing this
and therefore do
we have not been under oath,
be used as testinot expect the statement to
but we have stated
mony before a future jury,
the facts with the same fidelity to truth that
we should have done upon the witness stand
in court.
It was

the session of the

legislature
of 1863, that Hon. Samdex. E. Spring, of this
city, in the State Senate, made some remarks
in debate, touching the commissioning of certain gentlemen in this city, as officers of military companies, which the politicians of the
other side construed into an aspersion of the
character ot Portland citizens as patrlots and
He referred to the well-known jubias men.
lant spirit manifested in certain quarters over
during

federal defeats in the field and rebel victories.

These remarks of Mr. Spring, certain officious Democrats, instigated no doubt by the
Argus, and hoping thereby to make party capital by so doing, were pleased to construe into
a general attack upon the citizens ofPortland,
and so resolutions censuring Mr. Spring were
introduced into the Common Council by a
Democratic member, which received three
votes—the entire Democratic strength of the
Board. These resolutions were of course very
patriotic, and very indignant that any person’s patriotism in the city should be doubted.
It was in allusion to this fulmination of
wrath—this "tempest In a teapot”—In the
Common Council, that we specifically referred
to at least one disloyal man on the committee
chosen under Democratic auspices to go to
Boston and invite Gen. McClellan to visit the

quoted his language, denouncing
it as treason of the blackest hue. This brings
us to an interesting fact, not brought out In
the late trial, but truthful nevertheless.—
The editor of the Argus called upon us through
his paper, to name the disloyal person referred to. Of course we did no such thing. The
person referred to was a private citizen, and
the language quoted from him was used in
conversation in our office, and while we had
no sympathy lor his views we respected his
frankness, and had no desire to drag his name
before the public In any unpleasant association. The editor of the Argus knew to whom
we alluded.
Meeting the individual referred
city,

aud we

the equanimity of <mr amiable contemporary,
and made him appeal to the law for a medicathe above
ment to salve his wounds. It was on
article th»t proceedings were instituted, and
for its publication Bro. Adams sought to transof the Press to
fer pj0,000 from the pockets
those of the Argus. It would have been delightful sport for him, if we had called another
citperson by name, and held him— a private
disloyalty,
for
his
alleged
to
izen—up reproach
his own
but when a small missile was shied at
“circumstances altered the case,”
then
head,
was gored.
_it was another man’s ox that
Hoping that “sober second thougdt” might
that our neighbor
do its perfect work, and
to take advice of
conclude
time
in
would
good
his friends and drop a suit unwisely commenced—commenced to punish his neighbor
for using
he has

a

no more exasperating language than,
thousand times used in return—our

columns have seldom contained an allusion to
the pending suit; the defendant has never

crowded for trial, but has been disposed to allow him quietly to drop the matter should he
feel inclined to do so. Beiore the late trial
defendant was assured the matter might be
settled if he would give a writing setting forth
that he did not intend to charge Mr. Adams
personally with the crime of murder or treaHe declined to give any writing, beson.
cause he would write nothing that he would
not publish, and because he insisted that the
language itself conveyed no impression of any
such Intention on his part.
The trial came. Mr. Adams, counsel proposed that if our counsel would disclaim in
writing any intention to charge his client with

personal

crime—-the

honorable meu like

writing to be such as any
Judge Davis, Judge Fox,

Judge Kingsbury, or others whom he namedi
should say was fair, he would drop the prosecution if consented to by us. The next morning our counsel did offer such a paper, and
then they demanded other conditions, which
would have been equivalent to whitewashing
the editor of the Argus and confessing that he
is not only a truly loyal man but a wholesouled supporter of the Government. Of
course defendant could consent to no such
farce, and the trial went on, and like a fever
the small pox, had its

or

ii is

u>

state

regular

nere

run.

tuat

at tue ume

proper
the articles complained of was written, Hr.
Foster wa9 sole publisher of the Press, the
original Arm having been dissolved the 1st of
February previous, nnd the present firm not

having been organized

“HAVE HOT THE

as

follows:

COUBAOE,”

HAVE

WE?

and Mr. Spring roundly auert that there
The Pr
are many dU.oyal Democrats in Portland, but singularly
eoouga they have notoourage to name one, though challenged to do it. Their courage or veracity is aadty at discount—the public can Judge which —[Argus.
m

The Press has never asserted that there are
many disloyal Democrats in Portland, for
two reasons,—first we don’t believe there are
many disloyal men of any kind In our city,
at least we hope not, aud second, a disloyal
Democrat is a misnomer. A real, true, genuine Democrat must be loyal to the government
of the majority. Mr. Jefferson, the father of
American Democracy, made implicit obedience to the expressed will of the majority one
of the first articles In bin creed. A Democrat
Is no copperhead. It is only those whe have
stolen the name Democrat to cover up their
disloyalty—who have stolen the livery of
heaven to serve the devil In—that are copperheads. It is charitable to believe a very
large minority of those who help to make up
what is now called the Democratic party, are
honest, and love their country with a true
and commendable devotion. At least we hope

much.

as

out bucu

people—me nonest masses—-Howor howevmay be
in their heads, are
at

cruelly they

deceived,
right
heart;
and none would detest the copperheads more
cordially than they, could they be made to see
them in their true light.
if the author of the above quoted paragraph

ever
er mistaken

that we have not the courage to name
the self-styled Democrats of Portland,
whom we consider disloyal, he is simply mistaken—was never more so In his lire. Of
course we cannot look Into a man’s heart and
read his motives, but it Is a pretty safe maxim
that yon can tell what a jug contains by what
comes from it.
Grapes are no more gathered
from thorns or figs from thistles now than
they were two thousand years ago. Adopting this rule of judgment—the safest the case
admits of—we dare name at least one selfmeans
one of

a regular
styled Democrat
copperhead
whom we consider disloyal, and that one is
the editor of a disloyal paper styled the East—

ern

—

Argus.

We have the highest Democratic as well as
Republican authority for pronouncing a conditional patriot an unconditional traitor—
a conditional Union man
unconditionally disof the Argus is a condiyal'i Union
t?118 ®litor
tional
man.
When the rebellion was
keopposed the President’s call
for 7o,000 men to protect the federal
capital
and to crush the rebellion. He
suggested dis
uuion, did it gingerly, i„ lhe
of
Abraham to Lot, “Let there be
no strife, I
between
me
and thee.
•
pray thee,
*
*
Is not the whole land before thee ?
Separate
I
if
thyself,
pray thee, from me;
thou wilt
take the left hand then I will go to the
right

i^-ua)fe

or

if thou

depart

to the

right hand, then

I

will

go to the left.”
Such was the position the editor of the Ar-

took, and he has never, to this day,
icated a change of desire in this
regard.
was
for
He
dividing tho Union; for saying to
the South, "Wayward Sisters,
depart in
peace.” What more conclusive evidence

ntheu

Gtan. Dow,

bery"

for his official acts in

dealing with South-

Why, if friend Adams wonld
er,, rebels?
face hit own looking-glass he would find he is
who
one of the last men in Christendom
should complain of defamation.
Nor has he been slow in his kindly greetings of our humble efforts and sheet. Before
the Press was half a month old he allowed a
correspondent to charge it with “a treasonable assault upon the Government,” because it
published an article from one of the truest men
and most amiable gentlemen of our city. Less
than a month later it said “the Press is laboring for the cause Of Jeff. Davis.” A few days
later still it said, of the editors of the Press,
“If anybody merits the muzzle of a prison
they do.” Why, then, should he be so much
disturbed when, in answer to his own challenge, and in the heat of political discussion,
a bit of his own coin is returned to him in
payment for value received?
The conclusion ef the editorial we are noticing is signidcant. Here it is:
If the same result [disagreement of the jury] should follow other trials, the conclusion
will be inevitable that judicial tribunals are
not the places for the adjudication and adjustment of questions and controversies of this
character, and that redress must be sought
elsewhere and through other Instrumentalities.

This is und erstood to squint at “coffee and
pistols for two.” If the law will not award
damages to a man when his own coin is returned to him, then redress must be sought
a la Brooks! This is the meaning of this language ; but does our neighbor realize to what
a dangerous tribunal he is appealing ?
Why,
if every man whom he has assailed and defamed,
should have taken from his hide a particle no
bigger than the thumb nail of a mosquito, he
would have been years ago as skinless as an
eel on a market hook. He will allow us to
suggest that he has made a mistake. He has
used language without considering its import.
We advise him to withdraw It. He will
never vindicate his honor by fighting, any
before a
more than he will his patriotism
Maine jury. He can vindicate both by deeds.
Take our advice, Bro. Adams, and be more regardfui of private reputation in making up

columns, and
truly Joyal by works meet

your own

show that you are
for a generous pa-

triotism.

till a few

days after the
The Gold-bearing Regions of the Great
suit was commenced. This may explain why
West,
the suit was brought against Hr. Foster only,
circumstances combine, just at presMany
when the purpose, probably, was not to strike
ent, to direct attention toward those magnifihim, but to reach some one else.
and silver belts which encircle and
The trial has resulted as moet people sup- cent gold
traverse the western half of this continent.—
posed it would, In a disagreement of the jury. The immense mineral treasures which the acThe whole thing was political, from beginof California opened to the enterprise
ing to end, and the jury, as they could scarcely quisition
of bur people, are measurably well underavoid doing, doubtless weighed it in political
stood ; but of the vast riches of Colorado, Nescales. The charge of Judge Davis was brief,
Idaho and Montana, few of us have any
but remarkably clear and explicit. The Ad- vada,
adequate idea. The great plateau of North
vertiser reports him as follows:
America is 4,000 miles in length, from southHe said It was for them to decide whether
east to northwest; Its area is 2,000,000 square
the article w as libelous or not. The article
miles, and its altitude 6,000 feet above the sea.
was a political one, and it was difficult to
keep the mind free and unbiased; but they One-third of this vast area is within the pres-

as they are, and come to
they could, according to the
law and the evidence. He defined a libel, and
said that the defense was, that the article was
not libelous, and if libelous true; and if either
ground was sustained, the verdict mnst be for
the deiendant. He said the parties differ in
to on the street he said to him—“The Press
the meaning of the language used in the Press.
Plaiutifi' claims that treason is charged, but
means you.” “I know it,” said the individuals
they would see whether treason was intended
“for I used the precise language it has quoted.” or
whether plaintiff was only charged with
“Well” said the Argus man, “If I will push taking a course which, in the opinion of dethe editor of the Press into a corner, and force
fendant, tended to the Bame results. He said
that an article to be libelous, must expose a
him to coll your name, will you respond?”—
man to public contempt, and if the charge onThe Individual promised to do so, meaning, as
ly exposed a man to the contempt of a part of
he has since told us, that he should have writThere had
the public it was not libelous.
I
been times when to call a mad a temperance
matten a communication explanatory of the
man, would expose him to the contempt of a
ter, aud request us to publish It,—which we
portion of the public; and to call a man an abhave
done.
no
doubt,
cheerfully
should,
olitionist, would expose him to the contempt
The above detailed arrangement, to goad
of a larger part of the public, but it was not libelous. And just beiore the war, many able
us up to the calling of a private citizen by
statesmen would have preferred disunion to
name in an unpleasant connection, slightly
war, or any further concession to the South.
miscarried, aud revealed for the more than ten To call that class dlsunlonlsts under the clrthousandth time, that
cumstanoes, would not have been libelous.—
By public contempt is meant the contempt of
“The beet law scheme I -c mlcsan’ men,
people in general, and they were to judge
Gang aft astray."
whether this article was of such a nature.
The Argus came out with a brief challenge,
The Argus itself compliments the charge,
daring us to name one disloyal man in Portand says “no exceptions were taken to the ruland, and intimating very distinctly that if we
of the court or the charge, by the coundid not do so either onr veracity or oar cour- lings
sel on either side.” It also saya “the trial was
age was at a sad discount. Not being accusconducted by counssel on both sides in the
tomed to staud a challenge of this kind, we
most courteous and gentlemanly manner.”

promptly responded

attack of that
Who has forgotten the gross
eighteen months upon
paper within the past
charging him with theft and rob-

must take the facts
a conclusion, if

Judge Howard, counsel for Hr. Adams,
made the best ot his materials. We thought
in his plea that he labored under a good deal
of embarrssment, and that it might be owing
to the consciousness he was himself so recent-

ly tried before that the great jury of the people, and that their verdict was so overwhelming against him.
Hr. Woodman’s plea was what was to be expected, able and exhaustive. He went to the
bottom of the subject, and spared neither pains
nor

effort to secure a verdict for his client.—

ably assisted by Geo. F. Talbot, Esq.,
District Attorney.

He was

0. S.
“So endeth the first lesson.”

The next will
come in course at the next term.
Hr. Adams might hare dropped it before the thing
was carried so far by entering “neither party”—we doubt if he can have that opportnnity
again. He will now have to prosecute the
suit with no possible prospect of a verdict in
bis favor, piling up costs that he can throw
upon the defendant only by such an Impossible verdict, or he must back square out, and
allow his “non-suit to be recorded.”
"

Ooffee and Pistols!”
The editor oi the Argus, in an editorial upon his late attempt to put a legal poultice
on his wounded honor, betrays anything but
a graceful spirit.
He needs a lesson on the
uncertainty of law, and will yet And out that
of ail uncertain things none are more uncertain than those of a doubtful character.

Af-

failing to satisfy a jury that he had cause
complaint, it looks badly in him to turn
about and abuse them, as he does in the following paragraph:
ter

of

It was not for us to assume that men would
be found holding the responsible position of
jurors, who would be either so stupid or so
prejudiced as to be incapable of rightly judging a case, or so regardless of the sanctions
of an oath, as recklessly to overstep the obli-

gations

it imposes to decide according to the
law and the evidence; on the contrary, it was
duty to presume the exact reverse of this,
and to make a fair trial of the tribunal which
the law contemplates and has established for
this purpose.
our

The following sentence is doubtless correct,
and we take no exceptions to it as a common

platitude:
He who deliberately and wantonly libels
his neighbor is more an offender than
who steals his neighbor’s goods, and more
serving of punishment An editor thus
sailed has several modes of redress open

he
deas-

to

him.
The reader will naturally inquire whether
the man—the editor—who thus writes, has
himself preserved a sheet clean from defama-

could be offered that his Unionism was based
upon conditions!
tion of others. if we have not
greatly mis
Now, every day, his paper is arrayed in opfew persons who read this artiposition to the Government It is reeking judged, very
cle will dispute the correctness or
with treason and with the blood of our loyal
justice of
sons who have fallen In this unrighteous strife.
the statement, that no
has ever been
paper
The Indignant protests of the soldier against
published in Maine or New England that has
the coarse that
paper is pursuing, is borne to
more grossly indulged in personal
us cn every breeze.
defamation
The Argusloyal ? Then
is VaUandigham! then is Fernando Wood I of official and private character, than thU
then is Tom Seymour! then is
and
Jeff.
Argus—the "Lying Argus," as it
Floyd
Davis! No. its cnpof
rejoicing would over- known for a quarter of a century.
flow if the Republican Administration were
It has been one of the most unfair, unscruoverthrown, though it were done by Jett Da
vis’ conscripted soldiers.
pulous, and malignant papers, in dealing with
The editor of the Argus need not ask us to
political opponents, ever issued from a printname others.
We have given him a test by
ing office. Who has forgotten when its preswhich to try his friends. If they are like him
and his bantling he may safely label them
ent editor made the gross and indecent attack
disloyal. That test will distinguish between the upon a brother editor,—Mr. Blaine, then of
copperhead and the democrat. The copperthe Advertiser—not stopping with reference
head, of which be is the type, may want the
country saved,but only by his partizan friends, to his political opinions and acts, but diving,
and to afford a field for the exercise of their with the greed of a buzzard for Altb, into his
party sway. To them a Union without party domestic life in another and distant state;
control, like a Union without a slave, would or who has
forgotten that, when Indicted by a
have no attractions. A political heaven would
Grand Jury for his offence, spaniel-like he
be to them the woret of hell, tr
tUev cou|d not
rule—if the slave-driver could not there crack betrayed a spirit of the moet cowardly and
His whip.
fawning character to save himself from just
Here was the denouement which overthrew
punishment?

hi Tel

ent limits of the United States.
It can furnish space enough for the ceaseless tide of
our foreign immigration to pour itself out,

and swell into half a score of first class states,
or empires, ii that be preferred, and there is

gold and

enough in the mountains that
supply the most liberal excheq-

silver

wall it in, to
uers.

It

requires
extraordinary amount of
prescience to perceive that in the necessary
course of events, this vast region must become the field for
developing those surplus
energies of our people which have a constant
tendency to overflow toward the west. The
position of the plateau, its structure, climate
and lavish abundance in everything which excites the desires or stimulates the energies of
man, all conspire to designate it as the future
centre of mighty activities and a splendid
no

civilization.

Its climate is

peculiar,

but uniform.

The

atmosphere is tonic, clear and brilliant, and so
dry that It converts the grasses Into hay and
gives tood to grazing animals the year round.
The sides of the mountains are clothed with
forests, the mountain meadows furnish nutritious grasses. The streams and lakes are
full of flsh; waterfowl and native poultry
abouud; the forests teem with game. Some
few spots of sandy desert are found, but
their extent is insignificant compared with
the whole area, and even these contain placers
of gold. The whole region is full of gold.—
Silver is almost equally abundant. The mountains and plains also furnish other mineral
treasures of inestimable value. Of coal, lime,

marble, precious stones, basalt, granite, obsidian, salt, sand and alkalies for the making of
glass, petroleum, thermal and mineral springs,
the variety is endless, and the supply seemingly infinite. A clever writer in a recent
number of the New York Herald, dilates
largely on the wealth and promise of this
new region, and especially on that part of it
within the limits of Colorado.

He says;

In short, the plateau presents itself prepared and equipped by nature in all departments,

at every point, and throughout its whole
length, for the immediate entrance and occupation of organized society and the densest
population.
Through the entire centre of Colorado,
from north to sonth, and lapping up against
the indented base of the mountains, are deposits of the primeval ocean—all classing in
the geographical series of “secondary" rocks.
The contact here of the secondary rocks with
the primeval mountains brings into juxtaposition an Immense variety of metals, rocks,

earths and salts. Above these, in the mountains, we find precious metals and lumber
abounding in infinite profusion. Pastoral agriculture there occupies the whole face of naFrom the crowning summit of the
ture.
Snowy Cordillera, turreted by the stupendous
towers of Long’s and Pike’s Peaks, descend,
towards the two great oceans—the Atlantic
and the Pacific—the eastern and western
slopes of the American continent. On the
east is seen the smooth and gently descending
area of the Great Plains, interlaced by rivers.
On the west we see the prodigious system of
mountains, extending to the Pacific sea, chan-

nelled and drained by immense rivers, which
bear off its surplus waters. Surmounting the
central barrier of the continent, like the saddle upon the back of a horse, Colorado Territory is pre eminently the keystone of our continental arc. As in the East the boundaries

westward, and on this new and splendid thealaying the foundation of an industrial, commercial and political greatness

Legislature Ot Maine.

OElCltiAL AND SELECTED,

tre of action

compared with which the achievements of the
East may yet sink into
insignificance.

Glimpses

of the

Oapitol.

Augusta, Jan. 30,1836.

The Berwick contested election case, was
determined on Friday, as I suggested it would

be—by declaring against the right of the sitting member,—Jordan—and in favor of the
contestant,—Lord. The sense of the House
was very decided on the case.
Among other
speakers, Mr. Miller, of your city, made a very
good argument in favor of the majority report
The vote stood, 86 to 33. The case had assumed so much interest, that at one o’clock,
when ths question was called, Mr. Jordan
stated that he wished to be heard, before final action. As there seemed to be no opportunity then he desired to have the matter laid
on the table till Wednesday next, as he wanted to go home on the morrow. The House
responded to the call, and adjourned to the afternoon, with special reference to settling the
matter on that day.
In the afternoon several speakers occupied
the floor—and among them Mr. Jordan, who
was treated with all comity throughout. During the debate, much that wits irrelevant was
brought in, and time uselessly consumed; but
it was the dashing, earnest speeches of Messrs.
Granger and Dingley, at the close, thatbrought
the members away from the fields of fancy
into which several of the speakers had led
them—up to the plain facts and led them well
out of the fog. They were for short speeches,
effective, and telling and when concluded, the
away at explanations and retorts,
harmless as the attacks of James Brooks

pounding
was as

Gen. Butler.
The State Liquor Commissioner,—Eaton
Shaw, Esq.—has made his annual report to
the Governor and Council.
He says that
since bis last report, the patronage of the
agency, has much increased, and sales, in cost
value’ have more than doubled. So far as he
knows, the liquors give general satisfaction.
Good liquors seldom fail of that—and we have
no doubt these liquors are of the best quality.
In some localities, agencies have been perverted by illegal purchases and the introduction of
liquors ^entirely unfit to be put on sale. So far
as he has been able, Mr. S. has corrected this
on

snameiui

anuse oi

me

connuence oi me

chaser, and such liquors

purhave been removed.

He feels the need of an agent and hereafter
keep one at work all the time to pre-

means to

vent these

rascally impositions. Let

the town

and city authorities cooperate with him. If
we must have liquor,—let it by all means be of
the best kind.
But eighty-four cities and towns, and one

plantation

have

purchased

of the agency ior
Portland has been very abstemious.

the year.
The amount sold to that

There must have

29.

city

some

is

charged $911,sold otherways or

improvement in this respect is wonderful- Bangor beat this, entirely—her little
bill for drink is $4,304—and Bath has been
about as liberal $4,251—and Skowhegan, $4,-

else the

196.

This trio leads the list.

those

places

has

The sickness in

evidently been

very preva-

lent.
Another remarkable feature of the report Is,
Augusta has not bought a “drop of the
critter” from this agency for a whole year 1
Hot an order has our agent been perplexed
that

with, from this source. It is about the only
city in the state that enjoyed so good health.
Monmouth beatB Portland $4 worth—and East
Livermore has managed to get rid of 16,29 in
ardents. The whole amount of sales includ-

ing

commissions, is $76,363; office expenses, including rents, clerk and all,
$2,447. The table of supplies to towns is a curiosity and I will see that you have one for your
more deliberate inspection.
The Judiciary committee have reported an
important bill, making valid the doings of
cities and towns in making provision for the
expenses and

payment of bounties, &c. It heals all the doings of towns in raising or providing means to
pay bounties in their various modes for actual
soldiers; and confers authority to pay in the

and substitutes to fill any calls heretofore made by the
President.
An important feature of the bill, is, that it
shall be the duty of cities, towns, <&c., to assess
and collect in the usual mode of taxation, not

future, volunteers, drafted

men

less than 25 per cent annually, commencing
with the present year, of the amount neces-

bounties, and expenses authorized by the act, arising since the 20th of
Feb., 1864, until the whole shall be paid; and
it is made the duty of Assessors to carry out
sary to pay the

Bidewalks.—[Whig.
jy There are building at Kittery Navy Yard
eight national vessels including one monitor.
gy There is no truth in the gossip that Speaker Colfax and the widow Douglas have made a
match.

jyGen. McClellan is accompanied to Europe
by that delicate specimen of American Democracy, August Belmont.
jyThe attention of commercial men is invited to the remarks of Mr. Farwell on taxing
tonnage, upon the first page.
gyln Pennsylvania there are 13,000 publio
schools, with 16,000 teachers and 709,000

pupils.
jyThe subscriptions to the Everett Monument Fund, were reported on Saturday at
$16,425.
jy The vote in the House on the anti-slavery
Constitutional Amendment is to be taken today. Its adoption is very doubtful.
jyThe ladies of West Waterville are to give a
“Calico Ball” in that place on Monday night.
The committee of arrangements and floor managers are all of the feminine gender.
jyNew Hampshire whi:h supposed she was
out of the coming draft, has been ordered to

raise two thousand men.

jy Among the masqueraders at a recent ball
in New.York was a “man of straw," labelled
“peace commissioner from Richmond.”
jyJohn Gilbert, the excellent actor, has been
appointed stage manager of Wallack’s Theatre
in New York.
jy Theatres are henceforth to be closed on
Sunday by law in New Orleans and San Franoisco.

jy Thursday next, Feb. 2d,- is Candlemas
Day, regarded by many as midwinter, henoe the
rural adage, “Candlemas Day, half of the corn
and half of the hay."
jyThe recent kioks at &tn. Butler remind
Butone of the jackass kicking the dead lion.
ler is not dead however, nor is he likely to die at

present.
jy The Boston and Providence

the time the authorities of State and

Railroad
before the

petition pending
Massachusetts Legislature for an increase of
oapital to complete the second track.
gyHon. Alexander H. Bullock has been inviCompany

have

a

ted to deliver an address in Roxbury the 22d of
February, the anniversary of Washington’s
birth.
in Europe has been very seThe Seine and the Loire have been frozen
over, and the railways clogged with three feet of

fyThe winter

vere.

snow.

The shoe business at Haverhill, Mass.,
after a long season of quiet is again lively,
and many workmen have resumed their avoca-

jy

tions.

jy A lad named Edward Eaton was accidentally shot at Conoord, N. H., one day last week,
by a boy named Quimhy, causing instant
death.

fyThe Saturday Evening Gazette says the
new City Hall in Boston will cost over four hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars before it
for its occupants.
The tickets to the inaugural ball to be
given under the auspices of the Lincoln and
Johnson Club in Washington are fixed at $10.
is ready

No deadheads.
fyA theatre is shortly to be opened in Savannah by a northern manager with northern
The Secretary of War has given a
actors.

special permit for this purpose.
fyThe piano trade was never so brisk as new.
The Chickerings, in Boston, are making about
fifty instruments a week—at loast that number has been their average during the past six
months.
life of Rev. Eliphalet Nott, D. D.,
president of Union College for the

fyThe
Ur l>

,

of sixty-three years, is drawing
His infirmities seem to increase
to its close,

long period

daily.
jy The Washington

Chronicle Bays, “We
understand that Gen. Butler goes back to his
home with the kindliest feelings for Mr. Lincoln
and his Administration, and that he will there
await any call the Executive may make.
QTThe Oxford Democrat says that a young
lady of Greenwood, died a short tima since on

day she was

to be married, and in ten days
afterwards her intended husband died of the
the

disease—diptheria.
|y We have received an advance copy of the
JVew York Ledger for Feb. 11th, which contains a long, able and heartfelt tribute to the
late Mr. Everett, from the pen of the great
American Historian, George Bancroft.
Admiral Porter says he has found in North
Carolina a telegram from Gen Lee to one of
the rebel

officers, saying

that if Fort Fisher and

not held, he would have to
evacuate Richmond.
were

nation get all the tax bills filled out, the crowd
will not be a small one, that will exclaim
“blessed be nothing.” It would seem to be

fyThe editor of the Pisoataquis Obterver,
alluding to the late snow storm, and in view of

doubtful whether such a section will get
through, in consideration of all the other
loads under this head which is being piled on
to the towns. Some towns are in much better

ward has been offered for the
ted an open winter.”

condition to

tax—and

respond

than

others,

to such a

shall see how the representatives
large, will take this feature of the bill.—
it
Meantime, is to be printed, and laid before
the members for their careful consideration.—
Ho doubt it will get it. It is too serious a
matter to be slighted.
Pelham.
we

at

Scraps from Scientific Readings.
The active principle of coffee, caffeine, and
of tea, theine, as also of the mate or Paraguay
tea, are identical in composition. Science has
demonstrated that the plants which have been
selected to furnish infusions for the daily beverage of most of the human race, contain one
and the same nitrogenized principle. Coffee

the present aspect of the weather, says, “a
man

who

predic-

The Commercial Bulletin reports that
counterfeit $300 bills on the Fourth National
Bank of Boston, are in circulation.
We examined our wallet and was gratified at finding
no bills of that denomination.
[Bangor
—

Whig.

yThe Saturday Evening Gazette says, on
authority of a reliable gentleman from Vermont, that butter whion has been held in that
the

seventy-five cents per pound
thirty, and cheese that sold for
twenty-five cents now brings thirteen.
y Since President Lincaln learned the facts
concerning the prisoners in the Old Capitol,
by the facts elicited in debate in Congress,
he has released more than fifty of them on
hearing the grounds on which they were arresState for the rise of
is now

selling at

ted.

jy &hs Partington in illustration of the prov-

Theobromine, the active constituent of
colate, is nearly allied to caffeine.

person than to be all the time flinging epitaphs
at him, for no good comes to nobody that never
speaks no good to no one.’,

It is estimated that

a man consumes

in

one

er

a

ton and a half of matter.

The amount

of heat force

Passed to be enacted—An

y On Friday

a

shocking accident happened

the 0. T. R R at Mechanic Falls. A lad 12
years old named Frederio Bonney, while attempting to get upon a train in motion, fell and
was thrown upon the track, the oar-wheel passing over him and killing him instantly. His
body was severed almost in two and his neck
broken.—[Lewiston Journal.
yA friend requests us to copy the following
on

act

to create and

sinking fund; an act in addition to
incorporate the Portland & Kennebec Railroad Co.; an act additional to an act to incorporate the East Branch Dam Co.; an act to
authorize James W. Congdon and Edward N.
Myers to construct a fish wler at Boot Cove,
establish

Lubec.

Bill an act to amend chapter 231 and section 1 of the Public Laws of 1864, relating to
poll taxes, was taken np, the vote reconsider
ed whereby the amendment (A) of Mr. Virgin, was adopted, and the amendment of Mr.
Sanborn of Kennebec, adopted. The latter
amendment substitutes for the original bill the

—

—

—

FOR BOOTS

Sect. 1. In the assessment of all State,
county, town or plantation taxes, the asses
sors thereof shall assess on the taxable polls
therein, one-sixth part, as nearly as may be,
of the whole sum to be assessed; the same
rale shall be observed in the assessment of
highway taxes, and the residue of sneb taxes
shall be assessed on the estates according to
their value.
Sect. 2. Chapter 231 of the Public Laws
of 1864, relating to poll taxes, be and hereby
is repealed.
Sect. 3. This act shall take effect when

Mlddlest. Portland,

^Photographic Gallery
ALONZO a
80

oe

jrlisten 10

act to

engrossed—ao

mi

to

incorpor

ate the Mesalonskee Manufacturing Co.; an
act relating to the Portland Bridge; an act to
increase the tolls of the Baskahegan Dam Co.;
an act giving additional power to the city ot
Portland in relation to cemeteries; an act to
incorporate the Irish Relief Association; an
act to amend chapter 32 of the Public Laws
of 1851, entitled an act to restrict the jurisdiction of Justices of the Peace to Trial Jus
tices; an act to incorporate the Continental
Mills at Lewiston; an act to increase the capital stock of the Buxton Manufacturing Co.;
an act to prevent the defacing of private property and natural objects by advertisements;
an act to amend section I of chapter 91 of the
Revised Statutes, relating to mortgages of

personal property.

Passed to be enacted—Act to amend an act
entitled an act to incorporate the Portland
Dry Dock Co.; an act to incorporate the Me.
Beater Press Co.; an act to change the limits
of Ticonic Village Corporation; an act to
amend chapter 470 of the Special Laws of
1860, relating to the destruction of fish in
Chandler’s River; an act additional to an act
to incorporate the Red Beach Plaster Co.; an
act to incorporate the Crescent Lodge.
Finally passed—Resolve authorizing the
Governor and Council to audit and settle the
claim of Edward Sands; resolve for the relief
of Nathan Weston.

*00.do.2131

1.000 .do.
...Jig]
u S Coupon Sixes (1831) .10W
.do.MM
10.000 United States Ten-Forties.101
3.000 .do.101

J6 000
000

2.000 .do.1002

600 United 8tates 6-20’s. 100
32.000 .de.1081
300 .do (small).100
16.000 United States Debt Certltteatee! June).... 99|
6.000 .do. 98;
60 Androscoggin Mills.160
7 Bates

10./do.124/

17 Eastern Railroad.100)
27 Vermont and Massassachnsetts R R. 89(
5 Western Railroad.147

MARRIED.
In thia «jity, Jan 29, by Rev Henry D Moore, Cbas
O Murphy and Mias Martha B Thacher, both ot
Portland.

In Paraonafield, Jan 38, by Rev ▲ P Sanborn, Thoa
E Fox, of P, and Mra Martha A Trafton, of Porter.
In Auburn, Jan 26. Wm J Smith and Mia* Lydia L
Flagg, both of Danrillo.
In Leeds, Jan 26. Cyru* B Lane and Mis* Lydia A

Lothrop.

In Monticello, Jan 8, Isaiah Garrison and Louise

Dodge

of Fremont.
In Bangor. Jan IS, Alpheus Bar sett and Miss Lizzie L Wbelden. both oi urriogton.
In Bangor, Jan B, Ovaudo W Ireland and Miss
Mareia A Tuck
In Bangor. Jan 27. Stephen Foster, Jr, of Lagrange, and Mra Sa-ah E Snow, of Vasaalboro.
la Eaatport, Jan 22. Sami Campbell and Mbs Martha J Varney.
In Eaatport, Jan 21, William E Baaa and Mist Maria Rogers.

DIED.
In this city, Jan SO, Mrs Henrietta L, widow of the
late Kben Sumner, aged 83 years 8 months.
ty Fun.ral this (Tuesday) afternoon, at 2} o'clk,
at her late residence. Not Federal street.
Relatives
and friends are Invited to attend.
In thia city, Jan 29, ol apoplexy, Mr Edward Hall,
aged i' years.
On board steamer Calontta, Dec 12. on the passage
from Caloutta to Liverpool, Mr. Wm. Jenkins, late
Purser M. O. 8. 8. Co's service.
In Bath, Jan 28, Hattie A, daughter of Stephen
B ant Hannah F Sawail, aged! years 2 months.
At Parker’s Head, Jan 28, Mr Abraham Jewell
aged 67 years 10 months.
In Auburn, Jan 11, Mist Minerva Know’.toa, aged
32 years.
In North Anton, Jan 19, Mrs Susannah Mantor,
aged 74 years.
In Libeny, Jan U, of consumption, Benj F Dunton, aged 3.1 years

MIIFLATUKB ALMANAC.
Twesday.January 31.
Sunrises.7.16 | Length of days.9.69
Sun sets.6.14 I High water (p m).... 2.02

PORT

References—Hon. Samuil Cont.Gov.'of Me.,
Hon. Wm. Pitt FissiNDiN.Seo’y Treae’y.
oct. 13d 6m.

to sell papers

on

NOTICES.
alloeeod

their routes.

Edward 3?. Haines,
WATCH-MAKER,
For eoveral years past with N. J. Gilman, hu removed to No. 1374 Middle street, second story, (over
W. C. Beckett’s store) where he will be hmppy to receive the patronage of his former customers, and
the publio generally.
All work entrusted to his care will receive his personal attention.

January 2,1866—d6w

“DRY UP FOR THE CATARRH.”
“Sympa' hy with those In afflistlon makes It a duty
B ate that after suffering for
thirty years from that
loathsome disease, Catabrh in the Head, and gir
enupall hope of a oure, I heard of Da. Wads
worth's Dry Up,’’ and procured a bottle of the
medicine, from whioh 1 found Immediate teller
1 hare used in tha last three months, three bottles
ol it, and am now comparatively well, and doing
my ostial work, and I cheerfully recommend it to
all afflicted in like manner.

ARRIVED.

Steamer
A Fox.
son.

SAILED—barque Maria Henry, and others.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 30th, shin Monsoon. LorManila;
Ing.
Slat, barque Samuel Merritt, Wiggins,
Columbia R.ver.
Cld 28th. ship Norway, Coombs, Callao.
Sid 28th alt, ships Kentuckian, Freeman, lor Falmouth E; 2Jth. Pocahontas, Graves, Callao; 80th,
Shakespeare, Reed, do; K eanor Wood, Graves, Valpartlao.
NEW ORLEANS-Ar 16th, S Sawyer, Gam age,

HOB 13 HOUND

AND

TAR!

FOB THE CUBE OF

Cough*, Coldt, Influenza, Hoarecnets. Difficult
Breathing, and all Affections <jf the Throat,
Bronchial Tube* and Lunge, leading
to Consumption.
This sovereign remedy is compounded from ths
favorite recipe of an illustrious Physician and Chemist, who for many year* used it with the most complete *uoeesa in his extensive private practioe.
ha had long been profundly impressed with the
wonderful virtue of honey of the plant Horehound,

in union with the Cleansing and Healing
properties
of tar extraoted from the Life Principle of the forest
tree Abie* Baleamea or Balm of Gilead For years
he was baf&eo in his attempts to blend these great
medioinalforoesinto suih a uoioathat the original
powerof eaeh would bo pr .served, the disagreeable
qualities of oommon tar removed, and the price oi
the oompound be within tbe means of all.
At laat,
alter a Iona oonrse of diffioalt chemioal experiments
he found that by adding to these dee other lugredients, eaob oue valuable by itself, be notoaiy obtained the de ired results, but
Inereasod .'ha
ourative power of the oompound. This ha- lag been
thoroughly teste 1 by practice, is now offered to tbe
generarpabllo as asafe, pleasan t and infallible rem-

Madeira Not 28, Garibaldi, Stinson, from

Leghorn

7tb Met, A L Peek, Carter, from
New York.
Cld at Malaga 80tn ult,
Small, fbr
Young
* Turk,
Boston
Arat Lisboa Dt inst. Maohias. Cates, from New
Tork.
Sid 2d, 8aoramento, (US s) cruising.
Ar at Havre 11th lost, John Clark* La tour max, tm
Baltimore IBB
Cld at Rotterdam 6th last, Fred Warren, Phinney.
London.
Ar at Bremen 7th inst, Mary McRae, Lane, from
New York.
Ar at Antwerp

delphia.

NORFOLK—Ar 26th, brig Monies, Phillips, from
Fortress Monroe; sobs Union P'lag, Maloney, WlaNautilus, Fillsbury, Boston.
BALTIMORE-Ar 27th, brig Mountain Eagle,
Hughes, Fortress Monroe.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 27th, barque Nettie Merriman, Merriman, Key Wtst
NEW YORK—Ar 28th, ship Winfield Boott. Rand,
Pensacola; UonqneTer, Bootetle, rrom Philadelphia
for Pensaoola. (towed round tor repairs, having been

easset;

damaged by ioe and lost anchor.)
Cld 28th, barque M W Brett, Ttmrlow, Cardenas;
sob Desna, Wesgatt. Port Royal SC
Sid 27th. harases Sicilian, and J A Bishop.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 28th. brig Isabel Benrman,
Small. Elizabetbport: suh Trenton, Martin do.
NEWPORT—Ar 27th, rch Nevada, Mann, from
Portland for Philadelphia.
Inport 21th, sobs Warren ton, Cousins, Ellsworth
for new York; Adtelope. Morton. New Bedford for
do; Clura Norton, Mayo. Belfkst for do; Nevada,
Mann, Portland for Philadelphia.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 27th, aoha Joseph W Fish.
8now. from Calais for New York; Trident, tram
Vinalhaven for do.
In port, barque Mary B Rich, Clapp, from Cow
BayUB for New York; brigs Fanny sutler. Bartlett, Salt Cay T1 for PoiHand; Lucy Anu, Bryant,
Miragoune for Boston; Cuthuriuo Nickels, Yeaton,
New York for Boston; sohs L Walsh, Eaton,Georgetown fordo; Shooting Star, Parsons, tm Boston for
New York.
BOSTON—Ar 28th, brig Sea Lark, Bates, Grand
Turk.
Cld 28th, barque Chief, Harding,New Orleans; ach

Sophia, Crooker, Cienfoegos; Leesburg, Snowman,
Portland.

Ar 29th. sobs Ger'rude, Caldwell, Eastport; TR
Hammond, O’Brien, Lubec; Emblem. Sbortwe'l,
Wiseaaset: Albat OSS, Mo Far land, Boothbay; Wm
Penn, French, and Frank. Chard, Kennebunk; Superior. Robinson,And Novel, Crediford, do
Ar 30th aeba Belle, Bulger; Benjamin. Cram, and
Delia Hinds, Willis, Eastport; Venus. Horsey, Pembroke. 24 hours; Solon, Boardman, Camden; Emellne, Colby, Wiseaaset; Gen Meade. Ferguson, Belfaat; Or on. Matthews, do; D K Arey, Rvan, do;
Sarah. Harding. Frankfort; Eliza El en, Noyes, fm
Port and; E G Buxton. Titeomb, Saco.
Be!o». barqae John Dwyer, (see disasters. I
Cld 80th, barqae Arthar Pickering, abbott, Loando; sen Damon. Pitober, Fortress Monroe.
Sid, barqae J C Niekels: brig Mary Lowell.
Sid 28th, barque R A Allen.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 86th, sob* Amazon. Wheeler,
Belfast lor Boston; 27th, Sylpn, Soul-. Boston for
Woolwich; Falrvlew, Clifford, do lor Bristol; Dacatur, Wentworth, do for Cutler.
BATH—Cld 2Sth, ship Northampton, Mono, for
Port Royal SC.

rORKlON PORTS.
At Shanghae Nov 28. ships Yoriok, Moore, for Liverpool; Sabino. Woodward, nnc; and others
Sid Nov 14, ship Mary (Mover, Hughes, Foochow
and back, (gets *8&.0, with 80 lay days J
At Foochow Nov 28, ship White Eagle, Williams,
from Shanghae. ar 21st, for New York, geta £310

per ton, with 45 lay days.
At Hong Kong Nov 80, ship Speedwell, foi San
F'ranclaoo.
Sid Nov 22. sbip Northern Crown. Saunders for
Foochow, to load for Australia at £3 10] per ton of
50 cob c feet.
At Calcutta 9th nit, ships Cromwell. Crocker, for
Boston, ldg, takes a full oargo at *28 per ton; Sooloo, Hutchinson, for Bombay; Akbar, Chase, for'
Hull (old 7>fa)
Passed Gibraltar 4th, barqae Mary, Lord, from
Palermo for New York
Ar at Aspinwall 14th last, brig B F Nash, Laacy
7’

Perth Amboy.

Ar at Cienfoegos 18th inat, brig A G Cattail, Watson, Philadelphia.
8ld31st, barqae John Carver, Carver, New Yorkbrig Alex Milliken, Milliken, do.
S'd im Mansanilla 18th, barqae Sea

Mew, Merritt,

Philadelphia.

York. Havana;
wb"VeJ*■!*“’
brig
Milo, (Br) Pongee, Portland.
Sid fin Havana 22d, barque
Arizona. Colcord. for

Cardenaa; brigJ

tanzas.
Ar at

H

Dillingham, Mudgett
*

Cardenaa 20th, suh Thistle

Portland.

(Br) Creighton.

20th last, ach Starlight, York, from

Per steamer
Ar at

Cuba?at

Nsw York.

Liverpool 8th Inst. Tigris, Miller, Singapore;

h. Atmosphere, Eves. New ror«: 11th, Peruvian,
(•) Ballantine, Portland: 18th, Mary O’Brian, Vaaper, St John KB,
10

Scotland, KafUae,

Philadelphia.
[Par steamer America, at New Yark.)
Cld at Liverpool 18th, Stampede, Jewett, tor Cardeuaa.
Ar at Deal 16th, John N Cashing, Swap, London
for Swansea, (end proceeded.)
Pat luto Holy heed I4tli, Lepnnto, Welker, from

Liverpool

for Point de Guile.

Off Brondsttire 16th, Mongolia, Melcber, fm London for Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Falmouth 17th, Ocean Queen, Glover, from
Enstport for Appledor, (see below.)
Ar ut Glasgow 16th, Julia. Strickland, Callao.
Ar at Montrose 8th, Gladlrtur, Yoang, Callao.
Cld at Helvoet 14th lust, Windward, Fid ridge, for
Sunderland
Ar at Meaaina 6th inst, Cosmos,Talbot, Bangor Tin
Casielmare
Ar at Palermo 7th last. Baltic. Hooper, Bangor.
Ar at Marseilles 12th inst, Imogene, Saunders, fm

Philadelphia
Falmouth

Jtnl7—Tha Ocean Queen, from East-

for Appledor, has put In here
port
bout end rudder
load,

with loss of deck

bulwarks,
damaged
Newport, Jen 14—Barque Priscilla was damaged
during tha gale last night and this morning.
[Per steamer Peruvian.]
Bid fm Liverpool lath, Zimi, Bradshaw. Boa sea;
Magnolia Berry,Valparaiso; ISth, Rochester,Brace,

for Swansea
Ar at Deal 18th, Statesman, Pendletcn. fm Shields
for Hsva.ia.
Ar at Havre 14th. Elizabeth Young, from N York.
Sid ftn Deal )7th, American Eagle, Uiquhart, for
New York
Liverpool. Jan 18—Tbs Rutland. from 8t John NB
for Liverpool, was spoken on the >d of January,with
deck house stove and other serious damage, having
been struck by a sea. Was steering for Fayal.
Falmouth, Jan 16— Barque Geo S Hunt, from Cardiff tor Calais, drove afoul of barque J tteott, for
Bahia, yesterday, doing her considerable damage.

SPOKEN.
Nov 7. let 26 8, Ion 14 W, ship Catharine Ho'.'oroefc,

Lawrence, from

Boston for Maariitns.

NEW ADVERTiBEMKNTS.
DEERING HALL.
Lee esc and Managers.Bidwtll i Pike.
Basinese Manager.G W. Pike.
8tage Manager,.c. X BidtoeU.
Prompter,.W. B nearer.
Musical Dtreoti r,.Mr. M. Cram tie.
Properties by. O. H. narren.
The manse.rs take pleasure in announcing to tbo
eitizsns of Portland that they will open the ebove
named place of avusemsnt, for a Short Season, on
Monday M renin g, Jan. 8o, 1865, with a fail and ef-

ficient

Dramatic

Corps.

They have also effected an engagement 'or a limited number of night* with the popular Commedian,

HR. JOHN

HURRAY,

Who will sppoar each evening in a round of his beet
characters.

Tuesday Evening,

Jan.

31,1865,

be presented the great Sensation Drama
entitled

WAITING FOR THE VERDICT.
ROBERT WOOD

JOHN MDRRAY.

To eonolnde with the Drama entitled the

Irish
Tim

O’Baixx

Emigrant.
Joun Murray.

.......

Door* open at 7—commence at It o’oloek.
Admission—Parquette86 ots; Reserved Seats UP
ot-; Gall; ry 26 eta.
Tickets for sale at ihe nsnal plaoes and at the door.

Box office open from 10

A. m.

4 r.

to

8tJan27

a.

PROF. CARNES’ CONCERT

For the Children.
Prof. W. A.

Carnes,

The lun Vue a list will give

one

of h!i

Unique Entertainments
For SCHOOL CHILDREN at

O I T Y

HAL L,.

Wednesday Afternoon, Feb. 1,1885,
Ladies and Children admitted to the door of ikn
Hall for )6 cents.
Reserved Seats, In the Proso»nium( 25 cents.
Doors open 1J; Concert begin* at 24.
j aa812t

DISSOLUTION.

fJiB

E

Co-partnership heretofore existing under the
CLEAVFLAND and OSGOOD

ia this day dissolved by mntual oonaent
The buslneaa of the Srm will be settled by Mr.
Ci.BATai.Aia>,
to wbom all domanda should be paid.

fxxxxx L. Ciuvauao,
UlLSM HI. CXOOOD.

Portland, Jan. S8,1866.

Tba late Srm ol Ctuvauai and Oeooon take>
pleasure In reoommending, to the oonfidenee and
of the anblio, their Successors Mews.
patrensge
r'ULLua and 8Tavaaa.
JanSldlw

U. S. MARSHAL’S SALE.
Ubitbd Status oa Ambrica, I
District or Mains,ss.
J

to Monitioas from the Boa. Ashur
PURSUANT
Ware, Jndga of the United statee Dlstrlet Coart.
Within and

for the Dietriot of Mains, I hereby give
public notice that the following Albe a have been
Sled in said Coart, viz
A Libel against tbe Brig Chahlis Wxzlrt,
se zed by the Colleeter of the District of roriland
and Fv moa'h on tbe twen y-eeventb day of January instant, at Portland in said District
A Libel against Oaa Bsrrsl and Taa Dmjorns of Santa Ceuz Rum. seized by the Co Ice'or
of the Dietriot of Portland and Falmoutn on thn
twenty aevoath day of Jaanary instant, at rort.and

is said District.
A Libel against Oaa Barrsl oa Suoar aid
Tsana Babrbls or Molamzb. seizeo by tne Co*
isolor of tbs Di.tr ot ol Portland and Falmoatb,»
the twemy-Sret day of January, instaat, at ParU
land, In said District.
Which se zarsi were for breaches of the iawa ef
the United Slates, as ia more
particularly sal forth
in said Li' sis; that a
betrlag and trial will he bad
thereon, at Portland, in said Diatriot, on tbe Second
Tuesday of February next, where any persons Into,
rested therein easy appear, and show ears*, If any
can bs shewn, whereto e I be same should not be decreed forf- it, and disposed of aooordlng to law,
Dated at Portland thia thirty Sr.t day of January, 1866.

JnnBIgHd.

F. A. QUINBY, U. S. Dept. Mtrshal.
Diatriot of Males.

Farm for Sale.
subscriber offers hii Fans, situated in CapeTHE
Elizaboth. about three end
hair miles from
Portland
a

Bridge, oontsir inf 70 Aor< s Laud, Buildlniegood, Fences substantial S'onesrmll, yoasg i>
chard. ohoice gra'ted Fruit A bon t IOC cords wood,
bail Oak and Walnut. AUo Farmiag to ole, and to
cords dressing.
Terms nf payment made easy.
For particulars enquire of SCOTT DY KB
Premises, or through Portland F. o

on

JaaSldtf

Special Notice.
COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP.
mHIS oelebratrd Toilet
Soap. In eaoh nnir.rsal
I.~f," mV?e ftom the oholoeet

materials,
ia mild and emollient in Ita
naiare. frag-anfaw
SO anted and extremely beneficial in its act upon
hoods Dealers.

Mtig by all Druggisti

a*«

Fancy

jan31dlyr

Wanted
writes

who
good, plain h and
young
BTwith
situation
experienoe in business,
wholesale house:
a

man,

a

a

Bookkeeper

eun
ia u
srenoes from preeeut employer ; is
useful
Address
make himself geasrslly

»tf

bring »0od

willing

to

Z. W„ Post Otricn-

jau812td.

LOST.

LADIES Gold Watch, small sirs, chased gold
Faoe and Baok. a porUon of the
guard
two charms sappoeed to be attaohed to the mme
will be suitably rewarded
under
The
hy
No. 40 Dunforth Street, or.Ho. 1M
CummraW
Jan.re dlw

A

?lth

leatln^t*

8trf,t_

for Ms-

21at, brig loong Reput)u0i Llbby *>■
Poland;
Sid 21H, brig J Polledo Plummer, New York.
Ar at Matanaaa

8th inet, Desiah, Gilkey, fm Phila-

Gaaatomuade let iaat,

Arat

Rnatan Is and.

Be ow 21st Inst, barque Emma F Horriman, from
Boston.
Cld24th, brig Rolling Wave, Collins, New York;
17 b, baroae Finny Eater, Perkins Matamoraa.
KEY WEST—Ar 13th, brig Caroline Eddy, Smith.
Philadelphia Ibr New Orleans (in distress.!
SAVANNAH—Ar20th, ship Mayflower, Goodwin,

ja*19dfw8w

OF

Bangor.

,,

vtNlf.
Ar at

Francisco for 830,000.

DISASTERS.
Soh Independence, Daggett, arrived at Ho’mes’
Holes 27th, with 26 hhds molasses, saved from the
barque Albion Linoon She reports tbe oargo a>l
taken oat tbe A L, and that there is no prospect of
getting the vessel off.
Brig J R Nevins. at New York from St KKts, had
heavy N W gales on the pa-sage; a ovea boat, tulwarki. spl t sails, and most of the crew frost hiiten.
Barque John Dwyer, which sailed from Winterport for St Andrews N B, and loaded and started Ibr
Buenos Ayres, put into Boston SOih In distress, having been ashoie and come off leaky. Pat in lor repairs.

B. BA Y, Druggist, Special Agent, Portland.

HALE’S

Sourabay Not 12, Andrew Jackson, McCalPaaearoenng,
At Calcutta Dec 8, Coatiuental, Johnson, for Lonlon; Harry War.en, Atwood, for do; Wide Awake,
Smith, for Bombay; Tlialatts, Hare, for oo; Astrea,
Norris; Western Empire, Woodworth; Sardinia.
Nelson; Vicksburg, Boyd, and A H Badger, Marshall, unc.
Arat Table Bay CGH Not 80, Merrimac. Hayt,
Boston.
at at Algoa
Bay CGH Not 18. Western Sea, Hardlug, Boston.
Ar at Sierra Leone 1st
ult, Mary Eyans, Bichards,
Ar at

um,

8hlp Starlight, of Boston. 1163 tons, has bean sold

at Saa

Karlville, Sept 10,1864.

HONEY

CLEARED.
Chesapeake, Willetts, New York—Emery

Sch Pioneer, Talpey, New York—Orlando Nicker-

Abigail Babcock.”
H.

Elong Kong.

PORTLAND-

Steamship Peruvian, (Br) Ballantlne, Liverpool
via Londonderry.
Steamer Chesapeake. Wi’lett*. New York.
Sob Citizen, Upton, Boston.
Sob Fleetwing, Starling, Monhegaa.

the

Dated

OF

Monday,.January 30.

jyThe undersigned gives his exclusive attention to oolleoting Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of
Pay and Prize Money, for Officers, Soldiere,
Seamen, or their Heirs. Offiee, 821-2 Exchange
St.,opposite Postoffice, Portland.
W. 8. SAWYER.

Laith 18th, Forest Eagle, Sleeper, Callao.

Ar at

W<il

was

found in some milk at Worcester. The attention
of the milkman was called to the
strange fact,
bat he “couldn’tacoountforit.”—[Birmingham
Post.

not

NEWS

MARINE

Evening Express.

are

—

In tbe Peruvian, from Liverpool—Ensign Barilo,
Capt Tobr, Pbliiip Day, Crawford Gord, Alexander
Gibbs, and 190 steerage passengers.

The 4th page of the
Ledger—the page on which Mr. Everett’s articles were usually printed, is in monnring, and
the entire contents of that page are devoted
to the memory of the departed statesman.—[N.

yr Carriers of the Daily Press

■

PASSENGERS.

to write this sketch.

lively minnow

■

.----

Bancroft, written expressly for the Ledger. Mr.
was Mr. Everett’s life-long friend,
and for that reason Mr. Bonner requested him

SPECIAL

Manufacturing Company....167

400 Ogdensburg 1st Mortgage Bonds,. 94
1,600 Katland 1st Mortgage Bonds.64j
3.000 Boston k New York Air Line K R Sixes 66
7 Boston and Mains Railroad.1241

Bancroft

a

Boston Stock List#
Baoaaae' Boabd, Jan. 30

AT THn

10,300 AmerloanOold...218
6.000 .do.b 30 114

The New York Ledger, for this week,
contains a sketch of Mr. Everett’s life, from
the pen of the great historian, the Hon. George

E2T A few days ago

0IMTMEMT

Cure the Itch in 48 Hour*.
Also cures Salt Rhkum. Ulcus, Chilblaibh,
and all Eruptions of the Skis. Pllce 60 oeuu. For
sale by all Druggists.
By seadl-g 60oents to ..y Apothecary in Portlaud, It will be forwarded by mail, free of postage,
to any partoftho United Slates.
Wbxkb A Pottkb, Sole Agents,
170 Washingtsn street, Boston.
Also for sals by
W. W. Whittlk,
and E. L Stahwood.
JacXwdSm

SALn

Philadelphia.

Newcastle NSW Oct 27. Alice Thorndike,
Sid
rborndike, San Francisco.
Arat Swatow Mot 28, Ntstor, Cloutman, from

dee&tf

ITCH, ITCH j
Scratch!
Scratch 1

WHEA TOMS

Sid 6th, G H Warren, Jones. Melbourne.
Ent fOr ldg 18tb, Gertrude, Doane, ter Quebec
Adr 14th. Peruvian, (•) lor Portland 19th.
Ar at London 12th, Kobt Alexander. Moora Have
fork; 14th. Hamlet, Snow, St John NB.
Cld 7th. John N Cuabiug, Swap, for Swaniea and
Maaapore; 10th, American Eagle, Urqubart Mew
fort; 11th, Mary Brougbten, Trask, rurlnam.
At Shields 12th, J Belter, Allen, for Boston
Norwegian. Hadeltam. for do.
At Bristol 18th, Moat Blanc, Donnell for Genoa
loading.
Ar at Grangemouth 11th, Prowess, Brown, from

ftn

Will

incorporate

the
Lisbon Manufacturing Co.;. an act to make
valid the doings of cities, towns and plantations in raising bounties to be paid to volunteers drafted men and their substitutes and for
other purposes.
an

in the best manner.

Scratch!

Portland.
Read and assigned—An act to amend an
act to incorporate the Portland A Forest Av-

Co.;

done

ITCH,

HOUSE.

Y.

DAVIS, Proprietor,
Middle St-,
Portland, Me.

Copyiug

Bill to incorporate the Portland Tenement
House Co., being on its third reading, was
laid on the table on motion of Mr. Miller of

Railroad

dec21dtwtm

Mo.

PORTLAND

approved.

enue

SHOES.

AND

J. w. UanniLD'a Store, 17*

following:

generated in the body of a min
by this enormons consumption of material, is
sufficient to raise from 25,000 to 40,000 lbs. of
water from the freezing to the boiling point.
All the acts of the body, every motion, utterdefinition of “Pastor” from Webster’s Unaof the State of Pennsylvania bestride and
ance, breath, or thought consumes a portion
bridged: “A minister of the gespel who has the
neutralize the barriers of the Alleghanies, fusgreatly
ing the Atlantic sea with the Mississippi basin of this force. We make about 9,000,000 sep- charge of a church and congregation, whose
the same on the West, in the sublime prospecarate motions of breathing in a year; the
duty is to watch over the people of his charge,
tive expansion of our immense interior, onedy.
heart contracts and dilates 40,000,000 times—
and instruct them in the sacred dootrines of the
Price 80 Cents per Botttlc.
ward to the great mountains and beyond to
Christian religion.”
For sale by W. F. Phillips, Portland, and alldrng
the Pacific sea, is accomplished by the su- each time with an estimated force of 13 lbs,
yThe total license receipts reported by the gists.
preme and crowning geographical position of while thousands of tons of blood are annually
CHanna Downs, General Agent,
Colorado.
driven through the heart and general system.
Mayor of Cincinnati, during the year 1864, nov4d8mn
44 Cedar st„ Mew York.
The idea of embracing within the bounda- Besides these
involuntary acts, the organism amount to $15,833. Of this sum hucksters
ries of states and nations massive chains of
$5,095, pedlers $4,007, balls and exhibitions
OB. TEBBETT8’
mountains, instead of causing them to form generates force for ail forms of voluntary paid
limits of separation, is here demonstrated in physical action. A healthy laborer Is assumed $1,733, express wagons $420, drays $529, pawnPHYSIOLOGICAL
brokers $1,167, dogs $307, gunpowder $183,
two instances on the American continent. Is
to be able to exert force equal to the
raising street railroad cars $1,500.
it wise to perpetuate the profound blunders of
HAIR
of his own weight through 10,000 feet ia a
antiquity, which have made for thousands of
Chief Justice Woodward of Pennsylvania,
y
day.
years the Pyrenees, the Alps and the CaucusREG ENERATOR!
has decided that a person employed by a railes bulwarks to crush affiliation and make eterProfessor Youmans, from whose works we
road company, if injured while riding to or
ITI MODUS OFKBAMDI:
nal social isolation; or shall we confine these cull some of the above
facts, institutes an infrom his place of employment through the
barriers where social unity and energy shall
illel
the
between
human organteresting par
Immediately beneath the soalp there are very
obliterate them as barriers against the fusion
carelessness of another servant of the company,
small bodies called Glands
;ormoreeommonly Roots
ism and the steam engine. We give his table
of mankind into the grand scheme of civilizafrom the8e
can reoover of the company damages for those
that every hair
°J*VhQullair:
tion and Christianity ?
ofthe
head is ?
of comparisons.
formed and secreted As Iona as the
injuries.
I* tree from disease these bodice also remain
eoalp
The steam engine in acThe animal body in nahealthy, and the hair keeps its natural appearance
Though mining is likely to be the chief in- tion
yThe Boston Advertiser says Miss Pauline and
takes—
takes—
color But whan humors and other diseases afterest of this Territory, the facilities for agri1 —Fuel—coal and wood
1
Food
Vegetables Cushman, while playing in “The Peep-o-Day,” fect the soalp these glands become involved in the
and flash—both combusticulture are great. All the cereals and fruits —both combustible
at the Tremont Theatre on Saturday evening,
?nd tde b»ir graduallv turns gray, dry
8M5eui*f?a98’
ble
and
brittle. Sooner or later tbe hair
begins to tail
8 —Water—(for evaporaknown to European nations, and all our do2
Water (for circulasuddenly fell in a fit at the end of the third act. off, and in many cases, if
not arrested, will prodaoe
tion.)
tion.)
Dr. Clark was called and Miss Cushman was re- oompleto baldness.
mestic animals thrive there. Everything rais8
Air (for combustion.)
3.—Air (for respiration.)
To remedy this pathological ooiditlon of tho
And Produces—
And Produces—
moved to a neighboring hotel, whese she now glands, and oreatea
ed in the States of New York and Pennsylnew and healthy action,the
4 —A steady boiling beat
4.—A steady animal heat
ill.
is
Hair Kogenerator has proved a peras
with
dangerously
Physiological
thought,
be
ease.
Luscious
of 212° by quick combus- of 96° by s ow
vania can
produced
foot suooees.
combustion. lies,
Times
Houlton
the
repeats
silly unIt is not a “Dye," and will not stain a particle. It
QfThe
white and purple grapes, grow in profusion,
6. —Smoke, loaded with
6.—Expired breath, loadwill positively1 Rbctobe u ray Haw" in all eases
truth of another paper, that the Press gives the
and wine is already made in considerable quan- carbonic acid and watery ed with carbonic acid and
to its
original color. It promotes a growth of new
rapor
wstory vapor.
oold shoulder to every attempt to reduce the
hair in all oases on Bald Heads when the glands or
tities.
o.—Incombustible ash,
6.—Incombustible animal
roots
of the hair are not completely disorganized.—
We
are
as
much
interof
refuse
prioe printing paper.
It prevents the hair from fallingoff, and removes all
Such advantages as these, added to the
7.—Motive force of simple
7-—Motivi force of simp's
in oheap paper as the Times, but do not
ested
dandruff,
heat, humors and itoiung from the scalp.
a
brilliant alternate push and pull in alternate contraction and
charms of a vernal temperature,
.tk.k.l.aAft mriiatanil narfruitlv hnaltw
I
the piston, which acting relaxation in the mnsclea
feel called upon to believe the moon is made of Itkeer
is
I
sky, and a pure, exhilarating air, must give to through
gives
wheels, bands and which acting through joint*,
in order to lessen the price of dairy
cheese
Igreen
big!
this region in the future an Importance which
levers, does work of endless tendons and levers, does
or.
rue jtegooeraior-• is werrameu im proaaoe toe
variety.
work of endless variety
products.
cannot be estimated. When the completion
above results In all oases, if not the money to be
8 —A deficiency of fu 1,
8 —A deficiency of food
of the five blockade runners
third
The
With it every “Gray Head" In Naw Engrefunded.
jgfor
water,
air, flrat disturbs drink, or air, first disturbs
of the Pacific
land oan be restored in less thanthlrty days.
Railway shall afford a more ad- and-then stops the motion, and
then stops the motion
which left Nassau two weeks ago and ran into
equate means of communication and transPrice $1. per Bottle.
and lift.
Admiral Porter’s trap at Fort Fisher on the night
In addition to this, nature’s machine conportation, and when the return of peace, now
TEBBKTT8 BBOTHEBS,
if the 24th, proved to be the Blenheim, a new
and Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester,
happily among the promises of the near fu- sumes and repairs itself. “It is as if the wheels
vessel of five hundred tons burden, loaded, like Druggists
N. H.
ture, shall set free the immense energies at of the steam engine were made of coal, revolthe others, with arms, blankets, shots, Ac.
GRORGB O GOODWIN tf CO., 88 Hanovtr
present absorbed by the war, we may look to ved by their own combustion,” aad grew as
Boston.
General
Wholesala
itreot,
Agents
She has been sent to New Tork for adjudicaW. W. WHwrtn, Agent for Portland, Maine.
see the tide of activity and
enterprise surging fast as they were consumed.
tion,
Jan Jeod 4a*
—

Water-Proof and Leather Preserver,

a

to

erb, “a soft answer turneth away wrath,” says,
“that it is better to speak paragorically of a

year 800 lbs. of solldfood, the same amount of
oxygen, and about 1500 lbs.of water—altogeth-

Farnsworth Manufacturing Company; an act
to incorporate the SL Croix Hall; resolve relating to the printing and distribution of the
Adjutant General’s Report for the year 1864.
Passed to be engrossed—Resolves In favor
of Albert A. Sawyer (under suspension ot the
rules); an act to change the name of Nancy
J. Huey; an act to incorporate the State of
Maine Oil Company; an act to incorporate
the Range Fond Dam Company.

re-

seldom contains more than one per cent, of this
principle, while tea furnishes three or four.—
cho-

SENATE.

Bead and assigned—An act to incorporate
the Lincoln Milk); an act to incorporate the
Lewiston Machine Company; an act to incorp irate the Hudson Manufacturing Company;
an act to increase the
capital stock ot the

same

Fort Caswell

this section of the act.

By

y The Richmond papers are now sold at
fifty cents a number, or $30 a hundred.
§y The Tacou theatre, Havanna, is now occupied by a troupe of negro minstrels.
jy Enoch Arden has been dramatised for the
American stage.
gySure way to get up ice Bcreams—Slippery

WAR REN’S

Augusta, Jan. 28,1866.

Srwsrsftasrjr
RUSSELL

WRIGHT,

^,.Rgs,yaa,„c;eg«^!-yne..fr
dt£I!ld. ssffutJ!' W?° S*

said

*°

PoarLAXD j»n. 17,

,k*

d’HundHth^w
‘hereon, {^Tubli

and those who hare any
the tame for settlement to

IIM™0'**18

tv exhibit

PORTLAND AND VIC1NITT.

TWO DAYS

LITER

JTme dtwHMMMW To-Be*.
V. 8 Marshal's Sale.
Farm for Bala.
„__
Special Notice—Colgate « Honey Soap.
Wanted—Sltaatlon a* Book-keepor.
Crockery Were, to »t Auction.
Hora*s, gleixhi, Ac., nt Auotion*
_

arrived

this port at 5 o’clock last evening,
bringing five cabin and 130 steerage passen-

_____

The fjllowihg regulations will be rigidly obeerred
by the Proprietors ol the Frees ;
1. No papers will be delivered by Carriers except
to those who hare t&bsorlbed at the office.
8. No Carrier will be allowed to eelJ paperaon his
route, or to oolleot money from subecribere.
Carriers found guilty of rlolatlug the foregoing
rules they will be discharged.
8.

U. S. Commissioners’ Court.
CLIFFOItD, ESQ., OOMMI83IONKB.

A
Bold Rogue.—Jacob Seabold was
brought before the Commissioner last Friday,
charged with aiding deserters to escape from
the camp on Friday night, 20th instant. The
examination was continued on motion of Assistant U. S. Attorney G. E. B. Jackson, to
Monday afternoon, for the purpose of obtaining evidence from Augusta, that ihe nine
men whom Seabold assisted to escape weie
enrolled soldierB.
Yesterday afternoon, Capt. Delaney came up
from Augusta, bringing with him the descriptive roll. On entering the court room he noticed Seabold and went up to him, exhibited
the descriptive roll to him, and asked him if he
did not sign a name pointed out, and accused
him of being a deserter. Seabold owned up
that he was a deserter, and that be had en-

listed under the

pointed out by Capt.

name

Delaney. Whereupon Mr. Jackson moved to
dismiss the complaint against him, for aiding
soldiers to desert, and that he be handed over
to the Military authorities to be tried by a
Court Martial. This was done by the Commissioner, and Seabold was committed to jail.
He will be taken to Augusta to <lay to he tried
by the military authorities, aud it will go hard
with him, for he is, undoubtedly a great
scoundrel.
There

caped

were

on

that

thirty-five soldiers, who esFriday night. Thirty-four of
recaptured before, and Seabold

them had been
makes up the full number.

Judicial Oonzt.

Supreme
JANUARY

TERM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.

Monday.—The jury in the case of Adams
Foster, came into Court and reported that
they were unable to agree upon a verdict—
They were then discharged from any further
vs.

consideration of the case.
No. 265.—Thomas Edmonds

Spear.
Assumpsit

vs.

Thomas
the

$142,63, being
amount received by defendant of the Piscataqua
Fire and Marine Insurance Co., return premiums on a policy of Insurance on schooner G.
W. Carpenter, Plaintiff alleges that he purto recover

chased the schooner while she was under a
of insurance, and that defendant

agreed
to cancel the policy and pay plaintiff the
amount of return premium. Defendant denies
having made any such agreement as it regards
policy

the insurance.
After the evidence was out, the case was
withdrawn from the jury, and submitted to
to the presiding judge, who ordered judgment
to he entered for plaintiff for the amount
claimed.
Howard & Cleaves.
Shepley & Dana.
S. C. Strout.
No. 301.—John E. Donnell, Administrator
vs. Henry Loring & als.
Assumpsit on a note for the benefit of N.
B. Soble. The defence was payment. The
case was submitted to Judge Davis, who ordered judgment to be entered for the amount
of the note claimed.
N. Webb.
Howard & Cleaves.
No. 299.—Ammle C. Chick vs. Crispus

an

account annexed for

$100,

for labor and attention to defendant’s father
during his sickness in March 1859, and, as is

alleged

at defendants

The delense

request.

is that the plaintiff was never requested by
defendant to attend to his father, and no
promise was ever made. On trial.

Fessenden & Butler.

S. C. Strout.

«^cota

of

Maine.—The quota of the State

We

Maine under the late call for 300,000 men,
is 8,389, and is divided among the several dis-

tricts as follows:
First district 2,172; second district 1,477;
third district 1,402; fourth district 1,644; tilth

district 1,694.
The following are the assignments oi quotas
In this district, made under the recent call :
Acton 22, Alfred 18, Baldwin 12, Berwick
14, Biddeford 128, Bridgton 28, Brunswick 70,
Buxton 68, Cape Elizabeth 67, Casco 16, Cornish 8, Cumberland 39, Dayton 1, Eliot 24, Falmouth 7, Freeport 42, Gorham 40. Gray 31,
Harps well 31, Harrison 14, Hollis 26, Kennebunk 30, Kennebunkport 44, Klttery 96, L«ba
non 13, Limerick 13, Limlngton 28, Lyman 20,
Naples 4, New Gloucester 10, Newfleld 13,
North Berwick 28, North Yarmouth 20, Otisfleld 6, Parsons field 20, Portland 623. Pownal
16, Baymond 18, Saco 101, Sanford 24, Scarborough 34, Sebago 9, Shapleigh 20, South
Berwick 45, Standish 21, Waterborough 23,
Wells 53, Westbrook 75, Windham 26, Yarmouth 24, York 33.

Mb, Bbadfobd, we learn, proposes to inincreaee the attraction and usefulness of hit
institution by a course of familiar lectures on
to

physical culture,

sev-

eral ot our most eminent physicians having
consented to be the lecturers. The first of
the course will be given by Dr. Goodale Thurs-

day evening next. Subject—the Bones—illustrated with a skeleton. Patrons and friends
of the institution are especially invited. The

usually occupied by the
gymnastics, No. 4 1-2 Free Street

lecture at the hall
class in

Block.
Pbof. Cakn’s Concert last
very

evening
respectable audience. Poppenburg’s
drew

Band assisted on the occasion, and discoursed
The Prof, was in good
some fine music.
humor and voice and performed well his
fine readings.—
parts. Miss Drew gave some

pleaswhole, the affair passed
antly, and much to the gratification of his
auditors, The Prof, will give another concert
at City Hall Wednesday afternoon, lor the
benefit of the children, who will be admitted
Oa the

off very

for fifteen cents.

Concert.—Mrs. Parsons of Brooklyn, N.
Y., assisted by some of the best musical talent
of that and our own city, will give
here some time next week. The

a

concert

Brooklyn

of
papers speak in high terms of performances
Mrs. P. at a concert given in that city, and
pronounce her one of the best of home singVfe believe Mrs. P. is a native of this
ers.
State, and sister of Mrs. Pierce, who for some
years was the leading soporano at State Street

experiat 9 A. M.
enced strong easterly winds; middle part of
the passage strong westerly winds, and the
latter part easterly and westerly winds.
The steamship St. David arrived at LonFirst part of the passage

donderry

on

the 19th.
UBEAT BRITAIN.
on the

editorially,
diplomatic
correspondence in the Florida case, says:—
Seward’s reply to the Brasilian Minister is in
He makes the
his most effective style.
amende honorable with an air of magnificent
superiority, which shows him to be master in
the art of apologizing. The Times adds: It
is due to the American public to record, that
The Times

Seward’s disavowal and condemnation of the
capture was anticipated by the most enlightened part of the New York press, and the fallacy of designating the Florida as a pirate
only because she burnt prizes at Bea, was exposed with great force and fairness. The article concludes by remarking that it is scarce-

ly consistent with natural dignity that such
effusions as Webb’s letter to the Brazilian
Government should be allowed to pass without
reprievance.

Scholfleld and Bright had been addressing
their constituents at Birmingham. The former
expressed his regret at the intention of the
Americans to terminate the reciprocity treaty

and place gunboats on the Lakes.
Mr. Buxton, M. P., had been delivering an
address in Scotland on the American question.
He eulogised President Lincoln’s administration, and was emphatically for the North. He
had perfect confidence in the ability of the
North to bring the question to a most satisfac
tory solution.
The Liverpool Post says extensive orders
for army clothing for rebels have been executed in Liverpool. Lately 20,000 uniforms had
been executed for the rebel artillery. [How
1
are.they to get them. I
FRANCE.
on the

A duel took place
Boia de Boulogne
between Talleyrand Perigord, recently made
Duke de Montmorency, and M. de Larochfou
cauld, Duke de Doudeauville, one of the plaintiffs in a pending suit to prevent the formei
from assuming the Montmorency title. They
fought fifteen minutes with swords, when Larochefoucauld was wounded in the arm and
hostilities were stopped. Count Perigord also
received two slight wounds.
* Bourse firm and advancing at 67f. 20c.

The Vienna

GERMANY.
Presse asserts that

the relations
between Austria and Prussia continue excellent, but nevertheless Austria is determined
to withdraw Irom the alliance rather than permit Prussia to arm the Dutchles.
Prussia is
said to seek principally for an alliance against
revolutionary movements.
The Catholic representatives in the Prussian
Chamber of Deputies have been the first to
endorse the declarations of President Von
Grabois against the outrages on the constitution, effected during the last three years.—
They say in their address that reconciliation
between the Deputies and the Government can
only take place when the Government formally acknowledges the constitutional right of
the Chamber to on vote the Budget.
SPAIN.
The Madrid Noticias asserts that Spain will
demand from Peru an indemnity of 15,000,000
francs for the expenses of the expedition.
The Correspondencia announces that government will act energetically, and that the
Encyclical letter is published without authority of the Council of State.
ITALY.

It is rumored that Russia and the Pope have
quarreled over the Encyclical letter. M. de
S .rtlges had communicated to Antonelli the
measures adopted by the French government
against the Encyclical letter. There was a
complete rupture bet ween Cardinal de Andrea
The Cardinal was summoned
and the Pope.
to Rome to answer for rebellious language, under the penalty of being deprived of the emoluments of his rank. It is stated that the Cardinal refused to leave Naples.
BRAZIL.

against Brazil.
had been issued announcing the rupdeclared war

A decree
ture of the treaty.

MONETARY

AFFAIRS.

Funds-were dull, but without material fluctuation. The discount market was unchanged
at 5 1-8 a 5 1 2 for the best bills.
Satterth wait’s circular says the market for
5-20 bonds bad remained steady at 45 1-2 a 46,
with moderate transactions. In Eries considerable business bad been done at declining
rates, closing on offer at 34 1 4, including div-

idend.

Illinois steady.
Latest via

Londonderry.

THE CANADIAN RAIDERS.

The Times says tlie question of jurisdiction
by the Canadian Courts, in the case of Vermont raiders, has been decided in the affirmative.
MONETARY AND COMMERCIAL.
The Times City Article says—“The funds
yesterduy experienced a further decline. One
cause for the general heaviness consists in the

feeling of despondency created among a large
portion of the commercial world by the unrelieved depression of the market for the variThere was a
ous staples of colonial produce.
full average discount demand yesterday at
Bank and in the open market, but la Stock Ex-

change short loans continued to be offered at
4 per cent. There was no expectation that
the Bank would make any rash reduction in
their rate of discount yesterday, the state of
the market having for the past week shown
that the present charge of 5 1 2 per cent, is
exactly in accordance with the natural course
of transactions.”

Church in this city.

Theatke,—There was a large audience at
Deering Hail last evening, and the perform-

received with marked favor. The
well got up and the characters
were
plays
Murray is a host in himself,
sustained.
ably
and he was well supported. This evening two
comedies are to be performed cast to the

ances were

whole strength of the company.
Temperance Convention.— We learn
that the Cumberland County Temperance Association will hold a session in Falmouth, at
the Second Parish meeting house (brick), on

Thursday, February 9, commencing

at two

o’clock in the afternoon. Officers for the current year will be selected at this meeiing.
An entertainment is proposed for the benefit of the Maine Camp Hospital Association,
U> be given on the 14th of February, at City
Hall. From what we hear, it will be entirely
novel in its character, and from those who
have it in hand, it cannot be other than a suc-

pesl.

■

■

—

LUCIFER MATCHES.

The Maine State Press,
Thursday
Tear In Advance.

la published every

Two Dollars

XXXVIII CONGRESS ^Second Session.
Washington, Jan. 30.

a

the largest pal tical paper in New England,
quarto form, gives an unwavering support to
the Government in its conflict with a giant rehellion,
contains a large number of carefully prepared Orig-

ported paper was reported from the Finance
committee, with amendment, striking out
three and inserting linen per cent., and ordered to be printed.
The resolution for the

appointment

special corruption committee,

was

of

a

then taken

up.

Mr. Hale said he would oppose the formation of any more committees to investigate
frauds until the action taken in cases already
brought before the Senate after full Investigation. He then read extracts from the report
of the select committee of last year upon
frauds, &e., and said the reports implicates
He
heads of bureaus in certain contracts.
made a long speech animadverting severely
upon the Secretary of the Navy, continuing
his remarks until the expiration of the morn-

ing

hour.

introduced reorganizing the
Paymaster’s Department. Referred.
A bill was reported in addition to the enrollment act providing for the acceptance as a
substitute of persons liable to be drafted. The
clause holding the principal in the case of desertion by the substitute is stricken out and
the substitute furnished by forfeiture of the
right of citizenship.
The retaliation resolution was taken up.
Messrs. Wilkinson, Wade and Chandler favored it. Messrs. Richardson and McDougal
bill

A

was

it.

opposed

The Senate then went Into Executive

ses-

Adjourned.

sion.

HOUSE.

The Naval appropriation bill

was

prepared

ceive him, and others, who are not
scribers, will become so at once.

to

now

re-

sub-

Whitcomb’s Remedy for Asthma is a sure
Ex-President Martin Van Buren was
cure.
relieved from distressing paroxysms by its
habitual use. It is not injurious.
Sudden Death.—Mr. William E. Hall,
son of the late Joel Hall, Esq., was suddenly
attacked with paralysis on Sunday, and died
about 9 o’clock in the evening.
Mechanic’s Assemblies,—The fourth
Assembly of the course will come off this
evening at Mechanics’ Hall.
Hflf yeu would enjoy your meals, be goodnatured
An angTy man cannot tell whether he
is eating boiled cabbage or stewed umbrellas.—

[Exohange

Hf The Portsmouth Chronicle says

large
gray Eagle with a small bell attached to his neck,
a

has made his appearance in that region, and may
be seen almost any day with his tintinabulistic appendage, soaring up and down the river. It is

supposed to be a bird formerly a pet at Cape
Porpoise, but which was sent adrift with a
sleigh bell attached to his neck, as a punishment
for his frequent raids upon the chicken coops.
EyThe duty on English coal, or any other

the British American provbe from 20
inces, is $1.25 per ton, which
to 25 per cent, ad valorem. This duty has to be
paid in gold. Why don’t petitions flow in upon
Congress to abolish this duty, when domestic
coal is $16 per ton, and tbps reduce the price to
$10 ? The movement might be urged with pre-

imported from

cisely the same and just

foroible arguments as

those used to secure the abolition of the paper

duty.
53TThe

New York Herald—not very partial
to Gen. Butler
says, “The defense of Gen.
Butler by Mr. Boutwell of Massachusetts was
thorough and complete, and placed Mr. Brooks’
—

attack upon him in a new and not very favorable light. Mr. Stevens was particularly severe
and caustic, and Mr. Brooks appeared anything but comfortable during the whole discus-

sion.”
l7 The special correspondent of the Boston
Advertiter says: “Notwithstanding the ill-natured sneers of some persons and papers, the
facts about General Sherman and the negroes

telegraphed you January 9th, on the
authority of Colonel Ewing of his staff, vii:
That he would gladly incorporate fifty thousand
negroes in his army, though perhaps he would
not plaoe so much reliance upon negro soldiers
as some commanders; that measures were taking
to organize them; that the work had been or
would be put into the hands of a competent perwere as

News of the Day, Latest Intelligence by Telegraph,
Congressional and Legislative Proce dings, a ftrll
Marine List, Portland PrlceB Current,
carefully prepared Bevlewot the Market, Stock List, Now York

Markets, Boston and New York Brokers’ Board,
Brighton and Cambridge Cattle Maikets, ho.
Kudos a 82 current money by mail, and
for one year will be returned.
To any person

The largest daily east of Boston, large eight column
a Tear in Advance.

Address,
FOSTER &

CO.,
PUBLISHERS.
PORTLAND,

HE.

State can receive the Daily
year, by giving the above
prospectus as many insertioi s, »s an advertisement
as, at their regular rates, will amount to the difference in terms; the first insertion to be prior to ihe
first day of February. They will also direct attention to prospectus in an editorial item..
dfwtf

JUST

additional Midshipman shall be appointed
from each congressional district.
An amendment appointing a board of Admiralty was discussed, pending which the committee rose, and the House adjourned.
Washington.

Washington, Jan. 20.

The Secretary of War sent to the Senate
to-day a list of generals in the service on the
1st of Jahuary.
It comprises 66 major generals and 267 brigadier generals.
Five major
and two hundred brigadier generals are in
command. Eight major and twelve brigadier
generals are waiting orders. One major and
fourteen brigadier generals are off duty on account of sickness and wounds.
Brigadier
generals Hayes and Duffle are on parole to attend to the distribution of supplies sent to our
prisoners. Maj. Gen. Banks and Brig. Gen.

Lee are before the Committee on the conduct
of the War; and Generals McNeil, Spinola,
and Sweeney are on trial by court martial.
The Secretary of War states that preparations
for the publication of an army register have
The delay has been occabeen commenced.
sioned by the numerous changes in the army.
Some time since, the House made an inquiry
respecting recruits to fill up the old regiments.
The Secretary of War replies that no letter
had been written to Gov. Andrew on the subject as stated in the Besolution; but says that
in July, 1862, the following telegraph was sept
to Gov. Andrew: “Vou are authorized that
new recruits for old regimets will be mustered
out with the regiments.”
The prin cipal announced in the telegram, he remarks, has not
been applied to all soldiers mustered into service to fill up old regiments, as it was held inapplicable to subsequent enlistments in 1863;
but the principle applied to such cases has
been to hold them for the term of service for
which they were mustered in, taking the muster-in-rolls as conclusive evidence of their enlistment and contract with the Government
where it was not modified by the express authority of the War Department It is believed
also that in all cases, excepting those where
bounties were paid, the bounties received by
the soldiers corresponded with the mnsterr-inrolls. The President deems it inexpedient to
furnish the House with a copy of Gen. Dix’s
report relative to the rebel raid on Lake Erie.
The Secretary of the Treasury has concluded an arrangement with Mr. Cooke of Philadelphia to take a general subscription agency
for the sale of the seven thirty loan, daily requirements of the Government demanding a
systematic and united movement to increase
the Treasury receipts.
A. J. Burroughs, a clerk in the Comptroller’s Office was shot dead this afternoon by
young woman from Chicago.
The affair occurred in the Treasury Building.
No reason assigned for the act,

OPENED

PRAY * SMITH’S
Morton

Trimmings,

Laces, Edgings, Hankerchiefs, and White Goodi.
Gloves and Hosiery, Hoop Skirts and Corsets,
Worsted and Worsted Goods; Horn, Rubber, Amber and Shell Combe; 8oap and
Perfhmery; Brushes of various kinds
and quality; besides numerous
and

new

desirable

Our Goods are all new and earefuiiy selected
Were bought lor cash when gold was at its lowest
figure, and we mean to sell them as cheap as the
same quality can be bought elcewbere.

—

Dray

the Ooerland Mail.

St. Louis, Jan. 30.
dispatch from Atchison, says the Overland Mail stages will probably begin to run
through in ten days.
A

Commercial,
Per steamship Peruvian ut Portland.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Jan. 19th.—
The sales ot Cotton for four days were 12600 bales,
ineluding 860.) to speculators and exporters. The
market opened dull but olosed with u rather better
the Manchester market olosed quiet

Smith,

received the

agency
HAVING
manufactured by the

for the Piano*

NEW YORK PIANO PORTE

394 Hudson

Street,

CO.,

N. Y.,

the attention of the pub io to the
•uperior quality of these instruments. Thev are
equal to bteinwaya', Chlokeringa’, or those of any
other noted manufacturer intais country or
Europe,
The company being composed of twenty or the
I would call

best workman that could be found In tbe drat class
manufactories in New Tork, principally in Mr
bteinway’sFactory, every part 01 tbeir instruments
la dona fn The boat manner, and this
enables the
Company to furnish Pianos, whiohii equalled can
hot be suipassed for quality and power of tone,
easinese of action and beauty.

Judges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
oall at 244 Cumbsrland, head of Meohanic Street
any time du>iog the day or evening, where two
Pianoe are lor sale, and Judge for themselves.
A

good Bargain

is warranted.

CH.J. SCHUMACHER, Agent for
N, Y. Piano Forte Co., 394 Hudson St., New York.
11
References—M. Hermann Kotzschmar. "
Mr. Entry.
Jau30d2w

For Sale at First National
STATE OF MAINE
on

BONDS,

hand ready for immediate delivery.
WM. ED W. GOULD, Cashier.

Jan301wd&w

LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Jan. 19
Beef firm. Pork steady. Bacon quiet and steady.
Lard firm. Tallow easier and downward.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET. Jaa. 19
A hee firm; 8ugars inactive; Coffee steady; Rice
andsteay; Rosin quiet and steady; Spirits
urpentine firm and unchanged; Petroleum quiet
and downward; refined Is lld@2s.
Latest via Londondery.
Livbhpool. Jan. 60.Cotton—Sales lor the week
were 18,609 bales including 2,000 to speculators and
8,250 to exporters. The market olo ed (tail at a
decline of ld@13d for American and jd@d for ethsr

fuiet

descriptions.

The sales Friday were 4,000 bales. The market
closed fiat and unsbaeged. The following are the
ant horized quotations :—
New Orleans, lair 261; Middling 243d;; Mobile
fisir, 263 Middling 24*d Upland fair, 264a. Stock in
port amounts to 600,600 bales, of whtuh 34,000 are
Ameri-can.
Breadstuff! quiet and steady.

Provision^—tdv 'i ein g.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Jan. 17—Consols
894@*9i for money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES —Illinois Central railroad snares <9@6ldis; Erie Railroad 34@45.

olosed at

Uses York Market,
Nsw YOBK.Jan.30
Cotton—dull; sales 350 bales at middling upland

Flour—sales 4600 bbls State and Western 10@16o
lower ;8tute 9 86 @ 9 75; Round Hoop Ohio 10 70®
It 66: Western 9 40 @ 10 Id: Southern lower; sous
600 bbls ut|1056@14 60; ennida 10@16 lower; sales
350 b e a « 60 @11 66.
Wheat—nojiiuully 2®3c lower; no salc4
Corn—rati; sales 760d bushels mixed Western ut
in store.

Beef—••u«et.
Pork—firmer; sales 6800 bbls

new me as

at

86 00

@37 60.

Lard—drelining: sales 400 bbls at 19@28.
Butter—Ohio 82@47
Whiskey—firmer sales 1200 bbli at 2 82 @ 2 31;

Groceries—dull
FT rights to Liverpool—quiet.

Nsw

Yonn, Jan. 30.

Board.—Stocks better.

Amerloan Gold.2113
United States 8’s 1881 coupons,.l'9l
United States 10-40 ooupous.1 01
Unit :d States 6-20 ooupous.108j
r u ted States one year certificates.98
Cnton Company.
Cumberland Coal Co.
New York Central, ..
Erie..
Hudson.

Miohigan Central...* "
■£
Miontgan southern...

"ilnois Centre 1 ..1*03
k Pittspurg. 803
Gold closed at Ga'lager's Evening Exchange at

Cevelurd
211.

Chairman, T. R. Hayes, reoeives Stores atllO Kiddle street.
Treasurer, Cyrus Sturdivant, receives Money at 7i
Commercial street.
Secretary, Henry H. Burgess,rcce*vci Letter, at
80 Commercial street.
Andrew J. Chase,
Dr. W. V. John.on.
lunelgdtl
JOHN F. ANDERSON,

Surveyor

and Civil

OFFICE,

Engineer,

CODMAN

mebl7dfcwtf

BLOCK,

Tumi tnnt,

tok«ep your chest locked.

Sulphur

or

Photphoru*

enter into its composition. Satisfied of Its
great valand superiority over all others, the die
iugutshed
inventor was awarded the Prize Me lal
the
Comby
mittee of the International Exhibition at the Crystal palace, in London, while all other matohes were
•veiuded from the building.
In order that the
ue

PEOPLE

OF

The Universal
now

The whole designed to relieve mothers, comfort
and amuse obildreu.and save the exDeuseof a nurse.
Its motioo is perleetly healthy and charming.
Circular.

Or Nbw York,

offer to oltlzens of the United States

Safety Flaming

A

Friday

A

C. F. Thrasher, where, with
mores sad facilities, and in connection with the old
stand I shall keep as good an assortment of

Shoes

be found la the

Oity.

the present sell the following at greatly
reduced prioee
Ladies' Cloth Congraess Mook-Welt Sole,
S2 00
*‘
**
Balmorals
2 26
•*
D. S.Ba morals
2 00
“
Button Boots,
2 00
“
Hl'set’
Balmorals,
160
Ladles' Bobbers,
1
I shall for

Misses'

Sandals,

50
K

kinds of Boo's and Shoes, too numerous to
tion.

All

men-

-ALSO-

Boots &, Shoes tor dents,
-A.1;
Bargains !

o

Doors
dock.

that

certify
the Machine
WE
t that th
is

an

re

NEW

we

Shop of the Portland Company
danger of aooident.

The only de
in a few of the floor timbers
of the thi d story.
This has been remedied so as to be pe fectly safe
until the whole struomro oan be made doubly strong
by new beams and columns which are in progress,
and will he oompletsd as soon as ursc ioable
Thoft. J, Sparrow,
Geo. Brook.
)an90

No.

Yarmouth

Academy,

YARMOUTH MAINE.
Spring Term will

THE
particulars
pal.

address

or

!an24tf

eomuenoe Feb IS.
For
E. 8. Hoyt, A. M., PrinciJAMES BATES,

Seo’y.

JU. C. N. A.
meeting of the Maine Charitable
^rVMeehanio's Association, will be held in 'he
Library Boom, on Thursday Evening, Feb.
NF 2d. at 7j o’olook.
STEPHEN MAB8H,
JanSOdtd
Secretary.
a

A statsd

Notice.
meeting ot the Portland Union HallBack Bay Land Company for the

annual
THE
way and
choice of officers

and such other business aa may
oome before them, will be held at the offioe
Moses Gould, corner of Middle and Exchange
Streets, at 3 o’clock, P. M., Tuesday Feb’y7, 1866.
J, N. WINSLOW, Secy.
janDOdlw

legally
o>

Notice.
rUHE Bond holders iu the Androscoggin B. K.
A Co., are notified that th-ir meeting standsadjourned te ihursday next, Feb’y2d. at S o’oloek
P. M., at the offioe of Hon. Wm. Willis Exchange
Street.
J03. ILSLEY, Clerk,

JanSOdtd

Incorporated

under the

$200,000.

100,000

Shares;

Stinson,

Per

Office of the

Company, 30

Firemen's, Military

"The Old Oaken Bucket.”
Temperance and Literary paper will
THI8
he issuod the flrat week in February.
Canvassing agent!

wanted—male an1 female—to
whom a liberal commission will be paid.
B. F. THORNDIKE, Publisher.
Address,

janl8d*wtd

Portland.

& Civic

GILBERT E. CURRIE, Treae. A Sec’y.
PENNINGTON WHITEHEAD, Attoraey-at-Law,
Couniel or the Company,« WaU at. New York.

Ocean

A
On

HOSE

Will commence their second

Lancaster

Linen

HARMON

at

&

the Office of

Cash

O

T

I

O

for we ihall offer
of ever y one.

El

.

it a Hat of unclaimed Baggage remain’ng at the Company'a Office, In t-ortiand,
J unary' 1,1866. Parties
own'ng the atme are requested tocall, pay oharget, and take it away, or it
will be
of aoonrdiag to law.
See Revised
Statutes Chap 61. See 60.
Trunk, oidinsry size, no mark.
:
1 Carpet Bag, no maik.
Carpet Bag, cheot No 163, no mark.
I Blank Trunk, small size, check No 618.
1 Valise, no mark.
1 Hat Bex, marked k. McDonald, 8t
John, N. F.

J

H. J.

LIBBY,

UVemsnrer.

..

Portland, Jan’y26,1866.

Boot & Shoe

Jan27dlw

Manufactory,

REMOVAL!
removed Iron. West Minot to Meohanie Fails, shall contlnae to mann'aeture all the
kinds of Pegged Boot* end Shoes, for Men’s, Women's and Children’s wear, that I have usually made
at the former place for the past^iine yean, shall ondeavor to make it lor the Interest ef my former customer to oontinue their patronoge, and wruld invite nil Maine Shoe Dealers to open a ‘trade wi:h
me
JOSEPH MERRILL.
Mechanic Falls, Jan 28. 1866
|au26ltf

HAVING

—

Save

Y oar*

Oil.

I have the agenoy of

Olmsteadslmproved Patent Oiler.
CALL AND EXAMINE.
Whlaslow’s Machine Works, No. 1 Manmf. Block,
Union Street, Portland.

J. L.
Jan28dfcw3w

the view,

meet

BY

theoonrse, including Ball, .00
for Ball,. ... j
Assembly. 76
Gallery Tlekete. gj
For sale by the Managers and at the door.
MANAOSRSr
Foreman E. Hodqkinb, Ass’tS. 8 Hahsatobd,
Seo 0. O. Hiudlb,
B. D. Pagb,
C. H Phillipb,
B. A. Hail,
W. A. Tayloh
HP* Dancing to oommenoe at 8 o’clock.
Clothing oheoked free.
janlOeodtd

A.R. A. ASSEMBLIES.
fi|L
IM

The Irish American Belief Association will
gW
MuAiKive a Second Course of three Assemblies at

at '0 o'olock, a. k., at cffiie,
ahull sell an invoice ol Crockery, ko.. o >uof Cops and Snuoera. FUtos, Platters Pichers, Batter Dishi s, Pres rve Plate*, Creamer*. 8ugars, leupots, Nappies, Covered Dittos, bauce'lu*
reens, kc., kc.
—Also—

ON

we

Tea, Coffee, Tobacc', Bar boap, Fancy Soap Piokles, oreim Tartar, Pc* per, Ginger, Pimento, lube,
Brooms, kc., kc
jinSltd.
Hivir Biilut k Co.. Aue'loners.

rior Muscovado

Morse..

at Custom House Wharf.

Real Estate for Sale.
SHALL soil at public nation on the pren ises on
Saturday, the 26ih day ol February ut»t a li
o'clock, «. M., the lol owing r a> estate ol Owea
Martin, deceased, namely the te enitnib use and
lot in t< e rear of hou-** No. 8tf Monnim ut, being ibo
same
property bought by said MaiUn <f Fniu
Gonel y by deed recorded la Krgis ry ot Deed*,
vol. 806 page 2*6. lit I© supposed perfect.
WIlLIaM L. PUTNaM, Adminis'rator

Silver st-eet.

ot Groceries

as

EDWARD HI. PAllLAl,

!

Commission Merchant 4 Auctioneer
Hu removed to Ute apeoiou. store la
■xobange Street, four doora below
Merobant’a Exchange.
Will receive consignments of Me''handle* ol
•vary description, for pnblio or private tale. Sale,
of Boa! Estate, Vessels, Cargoes, Stock, and Merobandiee eolicited.
C»£h advances mace, who
met 12 illy
prompt sales and returns.

Norip.
REMOVAL!

Thousand Dollars,

OR. W.N.

OEMliVtt,
Medioal Electrician

CAPE ELIZABETH

SCRIP,

OFFERED

FOR

Apply

PERRY,

Has removed his offioe from Clapp's Bloek to

1M MIDDLE STREET,

SALE.

Town Treasurer,

respectful,/ announoe to the oltisens o'
Portland and vioinUy, that he has asimantit

WOUU)

ly located in thisoity. During the two years wo
have been in this oity, wo have oureu .owe o
tha worst forms oi disease in persons who have tr,ad
other forms of treatment in vatu, and ouring patients In so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay eared r To answer this question
we will say that all that do not
stay oni ed, «, wil
doctor the second time tor nothing.
Dr. D. haa bean a practice. «deo trie urn icr twenty
one years, aad is also a regular graduated physioiun
aieotrioity is perfectly adapted to ehronio disease <
In the form of nervous or siok headache; neural,
In the head, naak,ar extremities; consumption,Who.,
in tha aoate stages or where the lungs are not ftni,
Involved; aonte or ohronie rheumatism, so-o tul a, hk
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, vurrati e
of the spine, oontraoted mnsolcs, distorted limbs
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Danoo, deafness, stammering Or hesitanoy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigos
tion, oonstlpation and liver oomplain t, piles—we ears
every ease that oan be presented: asthma, broncin
Us, strictures of the ehest, aad all forms of {email

Tucker’s Patent Spring-Bed Bottom*)
OOTB.

ALL KINDS OF IRON BEDSTEADS.
K ohsaper or better in the market. The best
materials and the most skillful workmen characterise Tucker's Establishment
Address Hiram Tuoker, U7 and 119 Court at.,

Non

Boston.novltdtf

FOR

Tuesday Evening;, January 31st, 1860,
The 3d, on

Wednesday Eve’ng, Feb.

8.

THE FRONT.

WIJTSLOW, Agent

WILL
JanS if.

THE

LADIES
—

USM

TBB

—

BEARS’

L”

LADIES

GREASE

Who have oold hands and fleet; weak
stomsohs
lamp and weak backs; nervous and sick
headache’
dinalnees and
in the head, withtadw
swimming
tton and oonstipation of the
bowels; pain in thesldo
(®* whites); falling of the
womb with Intonnlaanoers;
polypus, non
all that long train ol diseases tumors,
will flud In EleotrioFor painful menstruation
[‘y * anra means of ooro. and
all of those long lint
f‘i'iI!,tn,*tJon.
oftranhles with
young ladles, Klootrlnity is ,
‘ UMB'rB,torB thB «*>»•

For the growth and luxarlaaoe of the hair.
Beware oflmltations—observe the
nature.
For sale

name

by the Druggists.

and

sig-

1,®»°°"ha»a.

janlldlm

by Hallet, if0»E^°Jo8B

^fhJSth‘

hts

TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!
«till continues to Extract Teeth
by JSUcttirtty without Pa*n. Ferrous having decay* d t***rh
or stumps they wish to have remox
ed iorreoettius
*
he would give a polite invitation *o call.

prepared to furnish at Manufacturers
prices. These Pianos are used by the most celebrated Pianists of the eountry, who speak of them is
the highest terms. For quality of tone and bounty
of Oinfsh they have an superiors. Plsase call and examine before pnrehesingelfewbere. Apply to
M. C. M1LL1KKN, Teacher ot Music,
lanfidlm

Superior
hfectro
use with

Belle,

full rig, will leave her moorings at the Siding
School, South street, for a cruise around town,
at 2 o’cloofc p. x.,

IN

Saturdays.

commencing this afternoon. Jan’y 7, for the benefit
of Ladies and Children.
Fare lor adults 36 cts:
children 16 ts.
J W. ROBINSON, Commander.
Parties ean arrange for a ride out of town by applying to the Commander.
janfdtr

Dr. D. 'an accommodate a few
patients with
board and treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 s>l'-i»t 4 g to )lg
from 1 to « f. m., and 7 to 9 in the
EveningOonsuitawoe Free.
novltf

!)j Meehaatogtreet.

partnerhip heretofore existing nader ths
style and name of Bradley, Moulton k Kogers,

THE

-of Mr-MoBlton'

Copartnership
day

C.

-

Mo. 8

We hare thin
formed a copartnership under
the nams and style ot Bradley,
Coolidge t Kogers,
as wholesale dealora In Flour, Grain and Provisions
at 88 Commercial it, Thomas Block, Portland, Me.

Aid to

„WArtlflolal

jantdlm

PARK.

increased expenditure* in fitting
the Skating Park, the managers deem it
OWING
to
to

up

neces-

oharge small fee lor the admission of ladies.
The price of Tiokets are as lollows
Season Tickets,
$3 00
Single Tiokets (for gentlemen)
30
Tickets
(for ladies)
Single
10
N. B.—The Park is lighted np each evening; and
Is open to the publ o every
oay—Sundays excepted,
when posit- vely no skating will he allowed.
xr A White Pennant will be displayed on the
Ci'y Buildings whenever the Park is in eondition
for skating.
Jin38o3w*

sary

a

Commission.
Sanitary
the
ft.
Office <£

V
*•»nitary Commit,ion, I
Broadway. N Y., Deo, 20. 188t. )
I8B CEL WA9HBCBN, Jb., of Portland.
833

HON.
Maine, ha* eoneented to
General
is

aooept the duties oi
agent of the Commission f r Maine, and

hereby appointed such agent by authority

oi

me

Commission.
He will te ready to furnish advice to the Wendt
of the Commiasion’s work thronghont the S'ate.
All money contributed in Ma'rc tor the use of the
CommisWon should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by Mu.
Hon. Mr. Waahbnrn is the sola agent recognized
by the Commission tor Maine.
J. FOSTEB JENKINS.
General Secretary.
dec38dfcw'f

LIVERPOOL SALT
TO

ARRIVE.

HHJ>8- per b,r,,“

1600
3300 Hilda per
j an38dlmis

ship “W. Libby.”
DANA *

STATE OF MAINE.
Citt ov Pobtland, as,—To George T. Ingraham, Esq., one of the Constables ot the City of
Portland
Greeting.

of sixty qualified voters of
the City of Portland, yon are herehv teauiied
to notify and warn the inhabitants of uj,j
,
Pot tune, qualified to vote In city
to meet at
the City Mill In saidI eltv. on
ol Febrnary n#xt. a‘ 8 o olrok In the a ternoon to
act upon the following hnsinets, to wit
Is —To choose a Moderator to preside at su'd
the

UPON

r.

aflilr

on

Oold, Silver

and

Street, Portland,

Me.

References—-Bev. Dr. CaTut ert. Re*. Geo. L
Ur' XVm Robinson.
W*lok*^,iJr' 2**rkCspt t’y1
ru» Sinrdivnnt. E.
Egginton.
J nil odlf

I

I
BAY

8TATE

Commercial
228

College,

Washington Sr., Boston,

Bass.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Oommeroiai College,
Oonoord.B.

H.

—

meeting.
2d—To

see

wha* action said inhabitan’s will take
*
Por,,a»d under the President

f°?H.,neq“0t*0f
last
c«ii.

witlh,,r*o0urd‘oi.^VSKo5*T*
b‘n<*“ A011

y0U thC"

PortIwdB^M r^?r
*»»»ty-*t«th

yea? nt

rixfy five

“»'• At the City of
day of Janasry, In t e
Wd0n<’thou,ind el*ht hundred and

JACOB
t" ®*• »•]

t.A.]

[t. a

j

MoLELLAN,Mayor.

Catxn V. Bouwoutb,
F. G. Maaaxa,
l
Wm. H Stxwabt,
Gno. W. Bbal,
J

Aldermen
of the
City of
Portland.

Cumbbblahd, as.

City of Portland. Jaa’y**>18®*.'h
Pnrsnant to 'he Warrant <ome directed. »r?bl°h
the foregoing is a true copy, I hereby •**“
tity the Inhabitants of said chy of Port ond, to meet
parpose therein
at th* time and place, and for
named.
GEO. T. INGRAHAM.
City
Constable.
Jan27dtd
_

Boarding.
CO.

Teeth inserted

No. 1361-2 Middle

qnMtion

Friday, thittWtUy

Square,

I>entlst,

haring friends in the Prisons of the
PERSONS
South, shonld they wl*h to lorwrsrd any Boxna

Articles ofNeoemity can so do by following the
directions below.
Le-every B'x or Barrel be properly strapped, thr
nams ot the Person, Rank,
Regiment,Company and
Prison, and the contents marked on each, plain.
"Perishable Frod shcuM not • e sent.*’
Send to my care at Portland, and It will bo 'orwarded a'onoo to the Agent of the Sanitary Commission at the nearest point where the men are eon■ned.
GKO. R. DAVIS, Bute Agent,
Portland.
Jan 21 dlOd

Market

OK TLAND.

™3F AUo’t^gz£x$&'"
C. KIMBALL,

Da vie W. Coolicub,
Alfhbus G. R^csa*.

Soldiers in Southern
Prisons.

our

OUpp’s Block,
P

Kobkkt Bsadlbv,

Portland, Jsn’y 2d.1888.

H. OSGOOD

DENTIST,

Notice.

of

SKATING

-waynetic Machinet tor sale tor
thorrujrh instme^iens.

family

Dissolution.

A MERRY SLEIGH BIDE!

lass

tTheiS-an”

^oagdi

the

-MAD* FBOM—

CANADA

0,8 Isun* “<* ‘he

MTSd: faintneea eonverted to vigor, weakness to
i tho blind made to we, the dtlaf
palsied tons to move upright; the bleanhes o
yonth are obliterated; the accident $ of mature lUt
orerented: the oalamitice of old "
age obviated, an
U M«w aHwnlatlou maintained.

BOSTON

OF

A.RCTIISINE,

l Diamond') Quadrille Bad.

and

tlw

•*»<> more with the agility and
JJfP with J®y. the
elaetio
heated brain la oooiod; the ttoet
V,®4 y<™th; raatorad.
hfomltaU
the anoouth defbrmmrnre

subscriber
taken the Agency for the sale
of Messrs. Hallet, Davis k Co.’s Piano-fortes
THE
which be is

Tiokets for the Coarse S3. Single Tiokets 76 ots.
XT Dancing to oommenoe at S o’eloek. Clothing
ohecked free.
JanlSdSw

Portland

■By Elootrlolty

to he aha to answer orders for out.
fits ot clothing, military or civil—a good
opportunit}
for those in the servioe to order from home.

measures so as

Davis & Go.

Floor .ommittee.
Wm. HoAleny,
T. «. Whalen,
John Walsh,
B. O'Connor,
John H. Daley.

By Etymond

•ompliints.

visit the Army at the fonnt, and be absent
same four weoka, and will take his flttia,

Pianos Manufactured

Committee qf Arrtmgemente :
Wm. McAleney,
John Walsh,
D O. Billy,
J. H. Sheehan,I!
Was. H. Dyer,
J as. McLaughlin,
John H. Daley,
J. H. McCue,
B. O. Connor,
T. E. Whalen,
P. Conne'len.

tk. lliitot Hike. Hotel, ftker. kc

Rorij ftpfoite

to

At (he Sheriffs Offloe, City Building.

jan24tf

Martin,

of estate of Owen

Jan. 18—dtdw8w

1 arm will Begin Nor. ZB
mBIS sohool is for both Misses and Mmstera.with
A
out regard to age or attainments.
Pupils may be admitted at any time in the term.
For further particulars apply to
J H. iiANSON,
aovltdtm
171 Con great street.

E. N.

Lime

Sleig*s,

PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Bnohangebt

R. M.

The Winter

Fifteen

So.

on

I

Academy

Town

Robes,

Fungs, Double Sleighs, New and beewnd hand harnesses, Rohes, kc.. ft c.
iikNRY Bailky k Co Aaotioneete.
Jantl d

wboleaale by
F. A. SMITH,
Jaa23d4w19 and 21 Silver 8t.

Portland

Harnesses

ue

SMITH,

19 aud 21

Sleighs

8ntnrfajr, #eb. 4, at il o'c ock. end
ONstreet,
shall sell at Auotli n, Hois*

ISAAC EMERY,
Head of Long Wharf.

Jan23d4w

Sail.
on

Friday, Fob. 3,

sistlng

NEW CROP

AND FOLDING

Feb 22nd,

Anot'r*.

Auction.

at

decMedigtf_
FOR SALE.

TO FVBN1TDRE DEALERS!

On which oooaaion

of the Executor.
U EN B Y BA1 EE V A CO.,

oruer

Crockery Ware, Groceries, &c.

Cengreaa at.

-AMD

Wednesday Evening,

By

jxn.Btd

CYRUS K. BABB, 9 Clapp'* Block,

BALL I

following

disposed
5“ok

_

Commeicial atreet.

Iavited

are

gooda at prion to

Jan. 12th.

International Steamship Co.

THE

Buyers

18

Washington’s Birth Night

a.

other apjpara on belongt g to tbe eatate
lata l harlta E. Sawyer, and aaed by h.m lu
hla e al hnalniai.
2 Boreea,
1 8eta Ba-tieaaea.
2 Coal Carta,
2 Wooden Whe. Ibarrowa
2 Coal -tleda,
2 Iron Wheelbarione,
Mhovela, FirXa, ard other to, la; me iron fea’a. Also the offioe building, at the foot ot U
gh atre* t to
he removed. TermaCath. Sal, at Sawyer’, Wharl,

of Utv

COTTON GOODS & FLANNELS.

GRAND

Wednesdays

SEJVEY,

No. 88 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
JanSSdlw

N-

Executor’s gale.
Wedneacay, Feb lat, at 11 o’olcck In the fbreONaoon,
aball aell at aaetion, Ucraia, Crr
and

Housekeeping [Goods,

TOWN

Hall,

at

Auction.

Winter Dress Goods,

ol

coarse

Dances at

The
York.

weather.

or

afterno u pr v.oiia u»
pertect, b,e,v aarmect
No portion, m.iit icr
JaukOdta

ieeerve.

Mleda,

Hall.*

Engine Co., No. 4,

A

Iuic

ot warranted

Horses, Coal Cart, gltd», Ac.,

BABB’S.

lOO Boxes Cheese.
For bale by
F. A.

The ooorse to consist of six assemblies on
Thursday
Evening, and

On

Every

be cold without

Bale

Butter and Cheese.
KEGS Miohi**n
1, 100
SO Tabs Canada Butter.

CO., NO.

Thursday Evening,

BANKERS.

Subscription Books

®n

muat
wind

we

janl7 dim

MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND.
D. H. Chahdlkb, Prompter.
PTFiremen and Military are requested to appear
in Uniform.
Tickets SI 26. to be had of the Committee. Gallery 60et«. Dancing to oommence at 8 o’o’ook.
EF'ClotUng oheoked free.
jan26ilw

Broad Street,

No. 7 Wall at. N.

K.

FEW

Committee or Abramo em jcirrs.
Foreman.Chae. E. Chase,
Aea’t Foreman,.G w. Pridham,
.. ....E. K. Ellis,
DH Steve, b,
John Lane,
T H Bibber,
Frank Fickett,

OFFICERS,

Bank,

FOX BLOCK.

Hhds 8uof
Molanw.from
A Matanzae,
landing from brig P. K. Curtis,

BALL.

Share,

JOSHUA PEIRCE, President.
WM. P. TURNBULL, Vice-Prea’t.

St. Nicholas

ST.,

commence at 81

GRAND

For Full Paid Stocka and liable to No Farther Assessments.

ALL

Agent.

C.

J. B. Rackleft, W
A. Hanson, C. Griffin.
jan27td

The Second of the Course

15,000 Shares Reserved for Working Capital.

ROTIci

JOHN POBTEOU8.

71—Dancing to

Xiancaster

PAR VALUE, R.

Subscription Price $1

Dry Goods Store,

Single Tioket.
"

Laws of New York.

Capital Stock,

Freight/ros* the United States for Canada,
will be detained at Isla d Pond, unless it is accompanied with Invoices of value for the United

States Customs
jan27dlm

.At

Tickets for

YORK.

Exo'ung. st.

Circulars, gacques

aiiM?*
I£d?To
the
Sfiwt itvia*’5*of
222 ,Ji?rcu»5h mainor and 1« md
Kacqueo, Caaaeeha
Brred^’OaktoaT
Chinchilla,
hot?
?
cloth, rludb,
Beaver wllfc
Firgt.d
Beaver, Wool and Umeu Bexw. £**7"’ a*ao
T**1*
"*U **
exhibition

THI

Seventh Annual

1865,

Chaadler’a Fall Haadrills Band.

PETROLEUM COM’Y,

leaa.)

E M. PATTEN,
Auctioneer.

and
Cauochi at Auction.
ON Thuraduv and Friday Fab. 2d a d Sd a* 10 A.
VIZ Middle St.,
aZLJkl “dA- v N at afore Ao
Otney f Co tie tntne itock Oi
C JSr.»
“ **id at
ore being the mott extensive aaXf**?* •» Aueiirn In tbto ct y all

MUSCOVADO MOLASSES.

TECH

Pobtl a HD,

no
ect was

open at

MU8I0

OF

Ladies’

axle.

BALL,

Evening. Feb y 10,

The Hall will be Appropriately Decorated.

SECURITY

or

<>»

I

JanSOdtd

FEIJCHTWARGER St ZUNDEB.

Barbsrick,
B.*£a?a*m—*■HG.
=

Thanking my customers for their past patronage,
I would solicit a continuance of the same.

Notice.
Jan. 28,1866.
have thoroughly examined

81 MIDDLE

—

191

SPECIAL MEETING of the Maine Historical
Sooiety, for the purpose of recalling and reading papers on subjects connected with the design of
the society, will be held in the Court mouse at
Augusta, on
Friday, Feb. 3,1865.
at 7 o'clock in the evening and will be open to the
EDWARD BALLARD, Secretary.
pub ic.
Brunswick, Jan. 27, 1886.
jan&O

LANCASTER

George Chlpman.

N"o. 89 Middle Street,

or

JaaSSdtw

On which oooasion the Firemen and Military are
requested to appear In nuiforra.
Mr. Custis and
lady of Boston, will arrive In our city Wednoedav
morning, Feb 8, and will be at R. L. uobimon's
Laneaster Hall, until tbe night ot
the '£“l,UD?er
Ball, where he Till supply a I who may .lsh
with Fancy and Character Dresses;
alio, Masks, at
a reason*ole price. All are invited to
call and see
the splendid a sortment of dresses which will
tar ex.
oeed anything ever worn ata Dali
Ladles
inthlselty.
will please seleet their dresses in the afternoon
Gentlemen in the evening. The Hall on thie oocasion will be splendidly decorated wl.h
Flags. Bunting, I ranspar nt Printings. etc, by Mr Hudson, t e
arttat the• manager* will spare no labor or
expense
in making this the finest ball ever
givee in oaroity
Music by Chandler's Pull Quadrille Band.
Tlokets admitting gintlemaa and two
ladies, (1.
Gents single tiokets *1. Ladies single tlokets
60 ets
to all parts of the home. Tickets lor sale at
Paine’.
Mntlo Store, irosman A Co’s, J. J. Gi
bert, K. L
Robinson’s under Lanoaster Hall and by the
gers at the doer.

NEW TORE.

Maine Historical Society.

Middle St. New

at 1 neat eleven

E. M. PATTEN, AUCTION EEK, 12

eaa

Formerly oeonp'ed by

MB

Lot Beef

ASSORTMENT
AT

day Peb’r

ely art
“I*8 Whar’f.'tmnleaU
,0“
“8
•««»“*

Nail*, (more

1) tent Iren

EARLY!

GOOD

lat

3*2MS?S!£!?:W
1-6 kega

To Grocers.

I

As

ON Wedneaday,

You will And

A

at

Auction-

Cents pw Yard

CALL

AUCTIONEER, U Exchange fit

Damaged Sail,, Iron ud Beef

of,

DOMESTIC COTTON GOODS,
Ten

Jxc2*dtd

PATTEN.

ibis Dai,

ity and attortmeut
Wednesday Eve’ng. Feb. 1,1865. AS goodbe qua
found ia fan!and.
Tor sale at

WOULD respectfully inform my old customers
and the publio generally, that owing to increased trade, and for their better accommodation, I have
taken Aroade Store

JORDAN A WILDER.
Washington 8t„ Boston.
tf An Kxclueive Agent Wanted tor this vicinityJantl 2aw4w

Comic, Fancy Dress
And Mask Ball I

Iisnoaater

Ditfier,

PRICES.

and

hnd hard coal • ne date mill commence wi U
the engine and machinery. A deposit mi.l be
rtquizof the purchaser at time of bale,
enquire ol Emery k Fox,
orfc

—■

rur

Grand

Will give their Third Annual Ball, at

BOOTS AND SHOES,

Boots

ofr‘w

Lets than the previous
week.

AT
MECHANICS’ HALL,
On Thursday Evening, Feb. 2d.
Tickets for Three Assemblies ft 00.
Mueio by Raymond t Dimond’e Fall Quadrille Rand.
Mahaqkeb—J G Anthoine, F
Wormell, W U
Colley, MT bur, WW Knights.
Tioktts can be had of the Managers. Assemblies
to begin at 8f r. ir,
JanltM

at,,]

{™Wp*rUciil»ti

*11 kind,

A ASSEMBLY.#

AMERICA

W. F. PHILLIPS.
Agent for tbeStatn of Maine.
Agents wanted in every town in the State.
jan26eod2w

LOW

dxy 01 Febiuar
„
»t eleven o’clock in the lore
toon.’at, ha
Wharl, loot ol Mute atieit, la the
rortlaiid, tltloe, by consent of ftll concern d, will
be told a public auction, the Hull ot the *»te ner
Potomac, partly consumed by ttre, a to her boiler*,
and all her machinery, together with a lo» ot old

week, Jletm, C.ah.

Commencing

which nel’her wind nor rain oau extinguish.
A fair trial will verily our statements.

AT

ON 1886

E. M.

SELECT

USX,

Fuse or Wind

I v»rUOTu°aih'“u"

SoaJBor—Politicil infidelity,
Deers open at So'olock. Lecture oommenoes at
7.SO.
Per order Committee.
GEO. H. BM SRDON,
Cor. See j.

Public Auction.
Wnoneedxy, the let

Greatly Reduced Prices 1

HALL.

Evening Tickets. 60 oents.

AUCTIO^^^.

M- FATTEN,

uatlroad

°ne

—AT—

Safety Match Co.,

AXD FOB OUTDOOR

COTTON GOODS!

now

A Domestic Match, Inodorous and Safe,

Spring Cradle, easi-

Baby-Jumper, Baby-Horse, Baby-Walker, High Chair, Ottoman, or
Hobby Horse.

George Wm. Curtis,

auction sales.
■

1865,

AMEBIC A

pay share with thore of Eur pe the blessings of this
inventiou, arrangements have been made for the
working of the patent here, and an association
formed under the name of

Brown’s Batoy-T coder.

n )*

Is as important in guarding the secrets
bosom, as in protecting your treasures,

CHEMIST,

who his produoed, to bless mankind, the
long-looked for Alchemy, and if it is true that he who makes
two blades of grass grow where but one grew beis
a
fore,
publ.c benefactor, will not the meed of a
world’s gratitude b awarded to him whose persevering efforts have resulted in prooucing chemical
combinations, the piactloal application of which in
daily use will be ihe annual saving of thousands of

U. S. Christian Commission.

tteek Market.

^•It

—

Amy Committee

89@90.

of your

requisites
First, Freedom from offensive and injurious odors.
Second, I he imnrlng of perfect safety in its daily
use as a match composition. The honor of the discovery belong to a

o» rjia

a

HAVE,

EDWARD T. MERRILL ft CO.

Portland

Send for

MUST

Bank, For Misses, Children and Boys.

United States Seven-TlitriRs.
Bonda

WE

TINDER BOX, FLINT AND STEEL.
While tolerating the T-ncifers (dearly as a ohoice
of evils.) scientific chemists have, for more than a
oowter of a century, been experimenting
upon tbe
difficult problen of the production of instantaneojs
light and fire, in combination with two important

Congress Street.

PIANOFORTES! PIANOFORTES!

LIVERPOOL BREADS TUFFS MARKET, Jan.

19 —Richardson, Bpenee fvUo., and others report
Flour dull and downward; Wh at inaotivo and easier; Corn dull and declining.

Second

FIRE

and the Lucifer Match, dangerous as it is, has been
regarded as a verv great oonvienoe, when contrasted with the primitive modes of ignition, the rubbiBg of dry sticks together, or even the still more
useful advance upon hat mode, the old fhshioLed

A

MORTON BLOOK,
jauSOdgw*

Picture is Incomplete,

dark as it is, without reference tj the annual lost of
valuable property, whioh may safely be stated at
millions of dollars.
Sead the daily Juurnals, or enquire of any Insurance Company, lor a verification of this statement.

a

Resumption of

863

The

who

a

1

a week pasets without a record of one or
children lesing their lives by these dangerous
articles.

articles.

&

Death,

to

INODOROUS AND SAFE,
all will admit, is a valuable disoovery, and those are
the qualities of the new maioh.

FANCY GOODSI

other

Burned

Soarcely

No

Dress

was

BY LUCIFER MATCHES.

Stock of

new

noiseless
ATEBTICAL
ly oonverted into

tone.
Trade report
ut u decline.

Humanity Drops a Tear

l,

MISCELLANEOUS.

—BY—

CITY

of sorrow, over tbe unnumbered oauses of accidental deaths, caused by the use of these easily Ig-tted,
inflammable agents. A truthlul Inscription upon
thousands of little tombstones would be,—

This Child

lectures.

Wednesday Evening, Feb.

On

causes.

A MATCH

Congress Street,

l.T

The Kierenth Lecture of the oour.e win
be delivered

Friction Matches.
The
moet ghastly of these diseases is Microtis, the decay of the lower jaw bouo. Thirteen oi these oases,
mostly young women, have keen treated In tbe New
York hospitals, within a lew months, what then
must be the aggregate of human
suffering from these

lives and millions of treasure

Bloek,

m.

or

SCANDINAVIAN

AT

A

woes. Incurable diseases, and premature
deaths, which have been caused by Inhaling the
fumes of Phosphorus and Su'phur in the manufac-

>

Weekly papers in the
Press in exchange one

an

Mary Harris,

subscri-

pages, at $8

A.

the fearful li-.t of

over

human

additional

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

N.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

more

new
an

receipt

a

then tak-

np.
A resolution was adopted, Instructing the
Judiciary committee to inquire what legislation is necessary to prevent payment for the
transportation of troops over railroads which
have received grants of land.
A resolution was adopted, instructing the
committee of Ways and Means to inquire into
the expediency of establishing a bureau ol
commercial statictics in the treasury.
The same committee was also instructed to
Inquire into the expediency of providing a
uniform mode of gauging and inspecting domestic liquors.
A bill was introduced amendatory of the
internal revenue act by which duties would
be increased S3 per cent.
Mr. Farnsworth of Illinois, explained his
position on the paper duty question, founding
his remarks on charges contained in the Washington correspondence of the Chicago Tribune, that he was officious in opposing a reduction of the duty.
A resolution was adopted that Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama and Tennessee having been
in rebellion Nov. 8th, 1864, shall not be entitled to representation in the eiectorial college, choosing the President and Vice President from the 4th of March next.
The House then went into committee of the
whole on the Naval appropriation bill.
An amendment was adopted, providing that

Front

who will forward ten

bers, cash in advance, we will send
ooiy gratis, for his trouble,

en

woujd

as

an

Philanthropist sighs

Article,, Stories—original and selected, Poetry,
ext< naive Army Correspondence, the Currant

and

Tracy, Agent of the Press, is now
travelling through Cumberland county. We
trust our subscribers will be

inal

The

ture of common Luckier

is in

A petition for the establishment of steam
signals at certain points along the North Atlantic coast was referred.
The House resolution reducing duty on Im-

Mr.

son.

PROSPECTUS FOR 1865.

—

-s-

not

MISCELLANEOUS.

It is

Indebted to Messrs. Allen Brother*
A Co., through the courtesy of Wo. Brown,
Esq., Purser, for files of papers.
Mr. Brown reports that the steamer was detained off Lough Foyle 20 hours with fog, and
sailed from Londonderry Saturday, the 21st,

_

a

—,

are

01

subjects pertaining

..

—.—

at

Paraguay had

Graces.

Assumpsit on

Portland Daily Press.

gers.

Notice-

MISCELLANEOUS.

TOTH*

Steamship Peruvian, Capt Ballantiae, from
Liverpool 19th and Londonderry 21st inst.,

DrcmctJc.
Concert
Dissolution of Co-partnerihip.
Loct

WM. H.

M T81EGRAPH

EUROPE.

Arrival of the Peruvian.

Kxe:utcrd Notice.

Special

FROM

tarnished or nnfornished
Free street.
Transient

OF Rtoms,
SUITS
with board, at 77
aooommodAted.

I hoards

e

jan27dlw*

tv th* Jmeri-

Institution-sre embraced
THESEChain
cf Commercial tv'tepee
imparting

sno

o,»

sent

unequalled

laeiliuea

lor

a

business education
Scholarships good, for time anlimitod,
Ou theen’lre ohaie.

rrc.

practical

thorougL-

address

For Ciroular.

WARNER
wriRTHINGTON,
■**

A CO
ei‘hc,r Of ihe.bove places.

JanJ7?od*»

Dissolution.
under the

copartnership
existing
ol Davit A Cloyes brother*,
drm
TUB
dissolres by mutual oonsaut.
heretofore

same

day

»

this

A. Ds*is,
K M CLl'TIS,
a. U. CLcrtna.

A Card.
The under* gned, owing ro D- ueilth, havinr. this
sold Ms Interest ii W* rbo\e to Joseph John<Hr ihe name
son, the business will beconduciet1
snd styl* of Johaaof * J Iouoa Broth* rs.who are authorised to settle »n bills of the late ft, m.

day

PA Via.

Jsn24d2w^_A.
EDWARD L. PICKARD is
member
Mr.oar drm from January
2 1866
A
a

T

Portland, Jan'y lg,

rt

SONS.
TYX.EB, BICE
jggj.
janl7dlm*

™- -*■
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RAILROADS.

POETRY.
■

■

Portland and Kennebeo R. R.

For the Preee.

The
I

Passenger Trains leave Portland dalwH^^Hitly for Brunswick, Bnth, Augusta. Ken.s

Dying Soldier,

dying, ye* I'm dying,
Far from friends I loved so

pgggygyan

well,

lying,
cold, damp ground I fell.

On the

Mother,

could

0! that I

the passenger train is dus in
‘’Xw^niug,
takes passeugera
lb
at 2

1 Huoudu Kaekb from Portland and Bolton by
this route to Bsngor * ill be made the Sikr as by
any other line.
Ft eight Train leaves Portland at 7 A. M. daily, and
EDWIN NOYES,
is due at 8 F. M.
Dec 19, *84—dooMtf
Bupt.

I marched AU"th to meet the foe,
With the death-knell earth resounded,
By rebel hands I am laid low,

..

flghtfug for my country.
When a minie pierced my heart,
And I fell where now I’m lying;—
Farewell mother, we must part.
was

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

JEftfUSn On and after November 1st, 1864,
’WeZ^Htrains will leave as follows, until further notice:
Leave Baco River for Portland, as 6.80 and 8.40
A. M„ and 3.40 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saeo River, at 8.00 A. M. and

again I hope to greet thee,
Where the soldier’s toils are o'er;
Farewell mother, I will meet thee
that

bright, celestial shore.

Now I’m dying for my country
That I’ve loved so long and well;
Farewell sister, angel* call me,
I

2.00 and 6.30 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out aud the 9.40 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger

attaohed.
Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Btandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson, Limington, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. U.
At Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonney Eagle, South Ltmineton, Limington, Limeriok, Newfield, Farsonsfldld, and Ossipee.
At Saooarappa, lor South Windham, East Standish, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgton,
Tuesdays,
Thursday and Saturdays.
DAN. CARPENTER, Bupt.
dtl
Portland, Oot 81.1864.

oars

lying where I fell.

am

H. A. L.

Portland.

“Gosts and Biot.”
Petroleum V. Nasby, late pastor of the
“Church of the Noo Dispensashun,” thus theorizes about ghosts and dreams:
I am no beleever in gosts or dreems or sich,
never wuz.
Ef the tyrant Llnkin, (which is a
ape) Bhould draf me, and I should be dragged
to the tentid held, a unwilliu inarler, I know
I should much prefer ineetin the gost of a rebel soljer, which is a shadder, than 2 enkounter
with a muskit and a

) in the flesh

—

bagnit,

On and

pHtgygm

MiC9Htrains will
until

The

lurther

Company

are

not

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

k

Yarmouth,
Depot.
Enquire of Charles Humphrey at Yarmouth Vil-

U. 11.

janl3 eoddfwtf

Houses tor Sole.

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
BiP—IHe! SUtlon. for Lewiston nnd Auburn, at
7.40 A. At. and 1.26 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.26 P. M.
Kstossus-Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. hi and
arrive in Portland at 8.80 A. H. Leave Bangor at
7.801 A. hi, and arrive in Portland at 2.16 -P. M.
Both these trains connect at Portland with trains for
Freight train leaves Portland at $ A. M., and re
turning is due in Portland at 1P. K.
Stages oonneet with trains at prinoipal stations,
dally Ter most of the towns North and East of this
lime.
0. M. hlORSE, Snpt.
WatervUle, Nevember, 1868.
tJecU

!j

Danforthsireet.

A two story House aod Lot, corner Pi oe aud Clark
str.eta. Also a Vacant Lot near Washington st.
Terms liberal. Apply to
Janlld8wJ. C. rEOCTOB, LimeStrete.

PORTLAND, SACO <b PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

Farm For Sale.

frrNTBB

The subscriber offers his Farm for
sale situated ueir Dunn's Depot in
North Yarmouth formerly known
th<# “Mo Be Farm." Likewise
_as
_Phis s.ock and Farming tools. The
Farm ooniaius about 11U acres 01 good laud, good
buildings 4c. Those wishing to purchase are invited to oall and examine lor themselves.
E. T. Dillingham.
East North Yarmouth, Jan 2d, 1866.
Jan4eodtf

AUHAXOBMBRTa,

Commencing Nov. 7th, 1864.
ffl-HttWfflfi Passenger trains will leava the Sta—~Tr'Tjaiwtion. foot or Canal (treat daily, (Banas follows

Leave Portland fbr Boston, at 8.46 A. M. nnd 2.80
P. M.
Leave Boston tor Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 8.80
P.H.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. U. and
6.00 P. M.
Theae trains will take nnd iaave passengers at way

on

Lawrence,
interceeded by
considerable riven with eligible Mill sites.
Well
wooded with eveiy description of timber, suoh as
In large quantities, and maple,
pine and spruce
birch, beech, tam&ruo and bass wood to any amount.
H. T. MACHIN, Portland.
Enquire of
Portland, Feb. 1864.lebK eodtf

Portland, Nov. 4,1864.

REDUCED

zmm

IMPORTANT

FOB SALE.

Saeoorappa.

For Sale.
The Schooner Nnllie Tarbox, 168
Fore
tons, two years and a half old.
ASail, Main Sail, and two Jibs are new ;
has landed 149,000 feet lumber.
to

YEATON 4 HALE.

A Furnished House to Let.
CONVENIENT Dwelling House, furnished
with genteel furniture, situated on the corner oi

Vaughan and Bracket

streets, and near the Congress
street Horse Cars, will be let oh reasonable terms;
Jan
2d.
possesion given
Inquire on the premises.
dec29Jtf

Beal Estate for Sale.
and Let on Hampshire Court, occupied
The house is two stories, in

good repair, and will be sold at a bargain. Enquire
decSldSW
JONES, No9 Merrill st,

of JOSIAH

Let.

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 30
.rooms, large stable and sheds—situated two
and one-half miles from Portland, and the
Hnest situation in Cape Elisabeth for a waplaee and summer boarders. For
of
GEO. OWEN,
particulars
101 Commeroial Street, Portland,
aprdtf

Apothecary Shop for Sale.
change his plaoe
Shop. Furniture,

new anu complete in
stand is one ot the best in

all its

departments Thi
Portland, being suited to Family and Country Trane.—
Apply at 146 Congreaa Street.
rot34

FOB SALE.
TWO

story Store, near Falmouth Depot, formerly occupied by B. Merrill A Co
Enquire of
tbe subscriber.
REUBEN MERRILL.
deol&dSm*

To Let.
Offices, single
in snitos,
Stores Noe.
FOUR
163 and 154 Exobango Street,
opposite the Interor

national

over

House.

Apply on thopremises to
dUA. L. BROWN.

Wood for Sale.
eight acres of Pine Wood on the stump
at Graves Hill, Westbrook, will be sold at a
bargain.
Enquire of FBANCI8 B. HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babcock's, Federal 8trtet, or of ASA HANSON,

ABOUT

Borlin Whirl.

head of

oetd

dtf

House and Land for Sale.
of Congress® d Merstory house
ATWO
rill streets, with the lot, is offe-ed for sale. Inearner

quire of
Jau8d8w*

W D

CHARLES WEBB.
103 Congress street.

18

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

i

I

New England Sorew Steamship Go

■■■■■■■ uatil further not fee, run as follows:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, ut 4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock P. M.
These vessele are fitted up with fine accommodations tor passengers, making this the most speedy,
safe and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage 88.00, inoluding
Fare and State Rooms.
Goode forwarded by this line to and Dorn Mon-

well-known favorite Clyde-built
steamers of the Axcuou Linn of
sUsmenips.-'HtBBBNiA,” ‘‘Caledonia,*' “Bbitankia” and ‘‘United Kingdom,” are intended to sail
fortnightly to and from New York, aurrying passengers to and from Liverpool, (Hotgow,

Belfast,

ourrency.
To New York from any ot the above places: Cabins, *66 and S&0; steerage, S26 payable in gold or
equivalent ia American currency.
Thus* who wish to sand for their Iris&dc oan buy
tickets at these ratet firm the Agents.
FRANCIS MACDONALD A CO,
6 Bowling Green, New York.
JanBdlm

OF THE

Manhattan Fire Ins. Comp’y,
IS TUB CITY OF IfMW
YORK,

Incorporated iu 1821
the 1st day of Nev.
Laws of Maine.

ON

A Float Exquisite, Delicate nml Fen.
Perfume, Diutillcd from the
Bare nnd B<-nnlirnl Flower from
Kraut

it

which

tnkeu

its

name.

Manufactured only by PHAI.OV A no\.

13^ Beware of Counterfeits.
Aal;

decl7d3m

|

Amt.

Total

Ahdbbw J.

_
~

Oruvvinte6

P™rUflLl6f

Sri’

•£&
streets, »uPPoylna»wnu
»

Tremor?,’

sep27 eodfceowBm

,br“
A e.nNbTeLaooommod4,u‘?ywi^
th b°lrd S?h tJTeS'

ant rooms,

at 21

Free

str£,.w

Board.
Front Chamber
APLEA8A1ST
Danfortu street.
at 24

to

w

woe

JsSidlw

Public.

Exchange Street.

Statement

1 or

me

saw

Co.,

YORK,

Invested as follows:
Cash ou hand and in Banks.*706,879 06
Bends and mortgageeat7prot. intersat, 4.788,966 87
United S'ates Stocks, cost,. 4.916,668 76
Real Estate. 647,876 86
Balanoe due from Agents.
24,086 80
Interest accrued but not due,... 168,400 00
Interest due and unpaid,..
2,97001
Premiums due and not yet received,_
87,679 04
..

Premiums

terly,

semi ann. and quarsay.

Notes,

226,000 00

*11,462,464 38

This Company is purely mutual, dividing all its
to the insuredThe last dividend of *8,000,00) among the
Policy
holder?, was about seventy per cent, on the part,cipating premiums, being the largest dividend ever
deolared by any Life Insurance Company.
Portland Agency 31 Exchange street.

profits

W. D, LITTLE,

Agent.
Jjp,rtT

dec»dtf._
Annual Statement
OF THE

Western Massachusetts Ins.

Go.,

OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.,
Made In compliance with the Laws of Maine.
November 1,1864.

Capital Stock, all paid in, $150,000.00
Surplus Over Capital $96,232*48

Joseph Cretey, lam of Gorham, in said county,
decease J, having presents1 h s petition for license
to sell and convey certain real estate of said minors,
as described io sa d petition,
It was Ordered, That the said Guardian give no-

Invested as follows, viz :—
InU. 8. 6-20 Bonds, valued at.825,376 00
In Massachusetts State Bonds, valued at.. 13,116 71
In Bank Stocks, valued at. 28,2e6 00
In Railroad and Gss Co Stocks, valued at.
1,676 00
Loans on Mortgages of real estate "
86,816 01
Loans on collateral securitise,
“. 18,603 90
Cash on hand and in Banks. <4607 72
Cash in hands of agents and in transitu,
*,263 17
Personal property and other investments, 8,210 97
..

JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy, attest,
4 w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

Total

Assns,....8216,28218

LIABILITIES.
Losses adjusted and due.
none.
claimed and unpaid.
87' 0 00
', reported and unadjusted
6,980 00
E. H. Kclloos, President.
J. N. Dukhah, Bec’y.
Sworn to Nov. 1st, 1861, before me,
Benry Checkering,„ ustice of the Peace.

io

Portland Office 31
nor

16dtf

Exchange Street,

W. D. LITTLE,
General Agent for

Maine.

Btacknier’s Concentrated

FRUIT

WINE,

Hade Without Fermentation.
THIS WINE possesses a mild
flavor, foil body.
from ohoioe indiand from Its purfruits:
genous
ity and peculiar mode of prep,
aration, possesses remarkable
healing properties.
and deiioious
It is prepared

Nothing more Palatable,Nothing more Invigorating. Nothing mere Strengthening.
A half wine-glass taken a short time before breakfkstwill sharpen the appetite, and it is to he relied
on when every other mode ol treatment fails.
Uted for Nervous Weakness, Used for Kidney Com-

plaints, Used for Indigestion.

Slate of

It is rapidly growing into pnblio favor, for those
who use It once invariably bay it the second time.—
It is used as a dinner wine by many in plsoe of all

Maine.

*8.—

Supreme

Judicial Court begun
Portlaud, within and for said

DonLriMrhird
Upon

Tucsday

wj .1

CoSSty Jf cumber

°f

j“»"y?A^ro

the fhrcgoing libel,Orderod, That
theUbell.n.
give notice to all persons Int.-rested in the
Fhereot to appear before the Justices of our
Supreme
Judicial Court to he holden «t Portland, withiii
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesday
of Apr‘1 next, by
an attested copy of said
libel, and this order thereon, three weeks success
ively in the Maine State Press, a weekly newspaper
printed in Portland, inftie county of Cumberland,
the last publication to be thirty days at least before
the sitting of said court, that she may then and
there, in our said Court appear, and shew cause, if
any she has, why the prayer of said libellant should

prkt?!

publishing

be granted.
Attest:

D. W. FE88ENDEN, Clerk.
A true copy of the libel and orde- of the Court
th.reou,
4w8w
Attest:—p. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
M. B. CLEMENTS is admitted a partner in
onr Arm on and after this
date,
E. UHUKCHILL Jc 00.
Portland, Jan. i, 1866,
lm*

MK.
,,

_

oolleotion of

Fancy Types

Will bear favorable comparison with any establish-

city.

ment in the

Business and Professional

others.
Goedfer the Sedentary, Good for the Consumptive,
Good for the Invalid.
"it Is qnlte refreshing after a tiresome walk, and
to the sedentary and convalescent it can be said to
Every household should have
be truly invaluable.
a

supply constantly

on

hand for

flunily

nse.

This Wine is Unfermented, This Wine is Unfermented, This Wine is Unfermentsd.
Prepared and for sale by L. BLACKMER A CO.,
Worcester. Mass. For sale in Portland bv W. T.
and dealers
PHILLIPS, A CO., and by Druggistsoot27evd8m.
generally.

Aid for the

National Freedmen.

A RRANGEMENT has been made by whioh all
contributions for the National Freedmen’s Re•f*- Association
with

lier

will be forwarded promptly,
York- Commodities s’oulu be
“<> directed to C. C. Lsian.Nos.

0?»U. pi“Lfe£rw
e^Snm^nUion,
r V

"l

nWM

Yo,k< c,r* OfOborgeB.

Eben Steele, Esq., PortGE0 HAWKISH,
F. B. Association.

Er^Comm. of N.

January 2d, 1886,

JaidkUm

no ono seems

only

forerunner of death
but the companion of a miserable life. It hue well
been called tbe Nation’s scourge; for more persons,
both old and young, male and female, suffer from it.
ravages, than from all other ailments combined, li
robs tbe whole system of its vigor and energy, gives
weariness and total indisposition to those once
and active; renders the stomach powerless to
the food, and has lor its attendants,
the Bare

»

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Nauseo
at Stomach, and General Debility
of the whole System,
refusing its subjects a particle of nourishment 01
hearty food, without paying tbe penalty in the most
agonizing distress, and oftentimes complete prostration. To muet tho terrible ravages of this worst ol
all diseases, we have prepared

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE”

Cards,

(Of every veriety, style and cost,

and

we

when

pledge our reputation upon

we

our

statement

say it will

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Cure tke Worst of You,

Positively

not in a
in a month—nor in a week-hut
yon shall see ite beneficial iulluence at onoe. immediately, and the day you take it. To you who have
lived lor years upon Graham Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any thing the least-wise heartyfirst. because the Doctor has ordered the plainest
fooa, and secondly for fear the distress it causes—
rising and souring on your stomach, wesay sit down
to your dinner, eat as hearty a meal as you wish,
and as soon as the food begins to distress you, follow it by a single teaspoonlul of

year—not

Bill-Hruds Ruled and Cut iu the Nerl*
Manner.

ent

BLANKS AND BANK CHECKS,\
Of every deeeription executed in the but atyle.

COE’S
Hailroad, and other Corporation Work, dene
with promptness and fidelity.

DYSPEPSIA CURE
A.VD

INSURANCE POLICIES, RILLS OP LADING,
TIME TABLES, and all sorts of LEGAL
DOCUMENTS, at thort notice.

ui til kiada ef Ptmphleta,

Beporti,

8unom,

Pat up In superior Btyle.

Bronzed

Colored

and

Labels,

For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealers
got up in the beet style of the art.

O ards,

W eddino1

Relieve Ton

IT

WILL

Instantaneously.

thus enabling you, by hearty eating, and the use ol
the cure alter each meoi, (as often as the food dietresses you, or tours on your stomach,) you will gel
in a very few days so that you can do without the
medicine, except occasionally, and by the time the
first bottle is used up, we will guarantee you free
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat, digest and enjoy
as hearty a breekiast as you ever sit down to in your
healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to you the prioe
of the bottle, upon your shewing that our statement
is not correct.
The medicine is powerful but harmless, and whilst
a single teaspoonful will at onoe relieve the dyspep
tio sufferer, the whole bottle would not materially
injure him, as it is entirely vegetable and contains
All classes oi disease that have thoir orino opiates
gin in a disordered stomaoh and bowels, arc dispelled in the same instantaneous way, by the use of

(JOE'S DYSPEPSIA CUREI

LAR

E

Hand-bills,

POSTERS,

Shop-bills,

nics, Circulars,
plain printing of every description. Also,
Rule and Figure work, executed neatly, and on
terms that oannot lhil to

satisfy.

one

of Soper’

Improved

Prtssti; Haggles' superior Card Pres ;
Adams’ and Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the maohinery neoessary for a well
Machine Job

believed to be as well
furnished as any similar establishment in the State.
Those sending order from the oonntry may rely on
receiving prompt attention.
We execute ail orders in the shortest possible time
and in the neatest and best manner.
We will do ail kinds of printing as well and as
promptly, and as cheap as any other establishment
in the City, County or State.

Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Pains
in Stomach or Bowels, Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeling of Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,
will not and cannot exist where the cure is used.—
It removos the disease by removing the cause, nef
like Alooholic Bitters whioh eover up your bad feeli
ings for a few moments by thoir exhilarating effects.
Beware of such remedies or beverages, but in theii
place.use a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normal condition, and set in motion the entire human mechanism in perfect harmony, and upon
synony mous with well
defined physelogioal laws. Thateuoh will be the ef-

COE’S DYSPEPSIA
immediately
word

aa men

Printing must be direoted te
Daily Press Job OJ/lce, Ho. 82j Exchange street,

Portland, Me.
the personal supervision
proprietor, who is the CITY PRINTER, and is himself an experienced practical workman, dud employs only well-skilled mechanics in
this department of his work.
The Job Office Is nnder

of the senior

Daily Press,

Thelargest daily paper
Boston, and having
a larger circulation th$p $11 the other dallies in the
is
at
the Offloe in Fox
published
pitv combined,
BlbeR,
Exchange Street, every morning—
Sunday excepted, at 88,00 per annum.
east of

CURE,

and instantaneously, we pledge otu
of honor—our reputation as Pharmace-

utists—our favorable acquaintance with|the people as
proprietors of the World-renowned “Coe's Cough
Balsam,” if it is luod according to our directions,
which may be found with each bottle.
We add below some Testimonials from our neighbors and townsmen, to which we ask your carethl

attention.

PRESS,

largest paper in New England, eight pages, is
published every Wednesday, containing all the
news by mail and telegraph, important reading
matter, Marine List, Market Reports, Ac., of the
Dally Press, at the following prides, via •—
The

Single

copy,

one

year.

Prom the Pastor of the Methodist X. Church, Madison, Conn.
1 have used Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure in my
family,
and can willingly testify to its value as a medicine.
Hknky Gidmand, Pastor M. E. Church.
Madison, Conn., June30th, 1864.
Voice from home through our City Papers.
New Haven, Conn., June 18,1864.
Messrs, editors:—Allow me, Through yuur columns, to acknowledge my gratitude lor the benefit 1
have received from the use of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure.
Although I was a great sufferer lrom Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave instant relief, and one ounce has
enabled me to oat anything I please, without pain.
I have now Btopped using the medicine, as 1' no
Palmira Lyman.
longer need it.
A

Madison, Conn, June 30,1864.
From the benefit derived by the use of Coe’s Dysin my family, I am prepared to say that
1 never intend to be without it and advise au who
are afflloted with Dyspepsia to try it.
Philandbs Lxwis.

pepsia Cure

Mr. Coe:—The bottle ot Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure \ on
me has backed up your statement concerning
t. I have only used half a bottle, and can eat pine
else, without trouble.
apple short cake or
It aots like a sharia. The relief it affords is instantaneous.
Jans A. Lowbky.

{[ave

anything

N. A. FOSTER A
Portland June 1, 1864.

U.

S.

Co., Pkopsietom.
dtf

Marshal’s

United Stats
District or

Notice.

America, »
Maine, bb.
j
ta Monitions Irom tb* Hon. Ashur
Ware, Judge of the United States District
Court, for the Distriot of Maine, I h'rtby give
public nctloe that the following Libels and Informations hare been died in said Court, vn<—
A lAoel against Foou Darrels or Molasses;
seized by the Collector of tie District of Portland
and Falmiuth, on the tf eemh day of November
last past at Pori land id said District.
A Libel against one Trunk containing five Car*
rings Harnesses, seized by the collector vf the District ol Portland and Fa'mouth, on tbe twenty-ninth
day of November last past, at Portland in said Dison

PURSUANT

trict.
A Libel
Thirty-two Hundred Cioars
seized by the Colleotor oi the Disiriot of Portland
and Falmonth, on th, thirty-first day of December
last pa«t, at Portland in said District.
A Libel against Thebe Barrels or Molasses
and One Demijohn or W I. Rum, seined bv the
Collector of the District of Portlsnd and Falmonth
on the fourth day of January instant, at
Portland
in said District.
A Libel against Eleven thousand bbyen hundrbd CsuAESj I'wo hundrbd twenty
pounds or
Ounpowdek; One hundred sixty-hive pjusds
or Sugar; Eight barrels or Molasbss- one
Babrbl or Sug-r; seized by the Collectoroi the
Distriot of Portland and Falmonth, on the seventh
day of January instant, at Portland in said Distriot
An Information against thirteen Ckbbts or
tea, seized by the Collector of tbe District of Machine. on the tenth dev of December last v
naat
>t
Machiss, in said District.
An Information aganat Five big-tb Casks
or Brandy; Onb hal» babrbl or
Brandy One
Ihree barrels or
bale Barrel or Wire;
Spirits, seized by tbe Collector of tbe District of
Portland and Falmouth, at Portland in eatdDinriot
on tbe eevgnth day of January instant.
An Information against One Horse, one Fung
Sleigh; one Robe, one Horse-blanks
one
Harness; one Halter; Ten Dottles or Bran
BY, and ONE KEG Vi Spirits, seized by the Col.
lector of the District Of Portland and Falmouth at
Portland in said Distriot, on the fourteenth
1 of
January instant
A Libel against Two Barrels and Six,Bags or
Suuar, seized by tbe Collector of the District of
Portland and Falmonth, on tbe sixteenth day of
Jannarv instant, at Portland, in said Distriot
Which seizures were for breaches of the law- ol
the United States, as Is more particularly set forth
in said Ubels and Informations; that a
nearing and
trial will be had teereon.at Portland in said District
on the First Tuesday of February next,
where aav
persons interested therein, may appearand show
oanee if
any can be shown, wherefore the i-nshould udt be decreed forfeit and disposed ofaoo, dImp to low.
Dated at Portland thit twenty-fourth day of January A. D„ 1886.

against

day’

Udjan24

U. 8. Deputy Marshal,

DLt.'of Maine,

SPECIAL NOTICE.
one

anything

New Haven, June U, 1864.

may obtain information in regard to

ANT
friends supposed to be In Hoepitalsat
WaBhincton, by addressing

o riant
on

te Travelers.
the oars,

stomach bepain io my
would have
sitting by me,
knowing my oonaition, reached out a bottie saying,
"take a swallow." I did so. and in loss than five
minutes my trouble was ended. The medicine was
"Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure," and from the effect it had
upon the Stomach, and what I have learned of It
si ace. 1 think it must bo an excellent remedy foi
oame

badly deranged, eansing

my

severe

head. Had it been on the water
been called sea-aiekness. A lady

Now Haven, Jane 28th, 1864.
Messrs. C. O. Clark It Co.—Gentlemen -.—1 desire
to make known the almost instantaneous cffeots ol
“Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure;” in oases of cholera morbus.
I had been for twenty four hours purging at lbs
stomach and bowels, every fifteen minutes. 1 went
into your drug store to procure some brandy, as 1
bad always been told that it was a good remedy lor
Dysentery.
My pallid face and my weakness at
onoe attracted tnc attention of the elerk in
charge
and he asked ms at onoe “what is the matter7" 1
replied: ”1 hare been fortwentry-fbur hours vomit*
lag and purging, and 1 am unabio to stand or walk,
from weakness and this deadly siokness at my stomach oomplotely prostrates me.” He produced a bottle of Coe’s Dyspeoaia Cure, saying, “take a large
swallow of that; it is now 11 o’olook; taken another
after dinner.”

From the moment I took that first dose of the
medicine my sickness at stomach was gone** its sffeot
was instantaneous. In an hour I eat my dinner with
as good a relish os ever hungry man partook, (as I
was well oloared out of food.) and followed
by a
tsaspponful of cure. I have not suffered a par dole
djflfisonvenienco sinee I took the remedy.
Its aotion was so wonderful and so immediate
that I could hardly believe the evidences of my owe
senses, and 1 desire to publicly make known these
faots, that the whole world may avail themselves ot
Its use. Like broad, it thould find a place iu every
one’s houao, and 1 believe that no one should gc
sway from borne without a battle of it in his pooket.
or where if oould bo quickly made available.
GEO. L. DRAKE.
Truly yours,
(Me

of the Twenty-Jive.
New Haven, July l)tb, 1864.
Ms. Cos—Nir.-—Having been troubled with the
Dyspepsia for some sight or twelve months. I have
taken the usual kinds of medicines, which have done
*

no

good.

I

saw

your advertisement of

a

modi-

oinetocure the Dyspepsia. I hare tried it, and
found it to be the medicine. The first 16 drops (the
7th of June,) that I took, relieved me in one minute
I have taken it three or four times, but have had no
distressing feeling in my stomach since taking the
first 16 drops; although before, 1 oould not eat t
meal, and sometimes no more than three or font
m

vsthfolls without

distressing me.

3. T. WOODRUFF

Reapeottully,

New Haven, June 11th, 1864.
Mu. Cqe—Dear Sir:—The bottle of Dyspepsia
Medicine 1 received from yon, gave instantaneous
relief. I only used it whon my food distressed ms.
It was about like taking two doses to-day, one tomorrow, then every other dsv, Increasing the quantity oi food and decreasing the medicine.until I was
enabled to eat without taking anything at all. My
oase was an extreme one, having suffered for seven
years. I now consider myself oured, nnd by using
only one bottle of mediolne in the space of two
months. The dose was a teaspoonfui.
Ells* 8. inn.
Sold by Druggists in oity and oountry, every,
1
where.
Price $1.00 per Bottle.
Orders by mail, from either dealers er eonsumers
promptly attended to.
C. G. CLARK A CO.
Wholesale Druggists, Nets Haven. Conn.,
Sold In Portland by W
•ad all ether dealers.

is.

Diseases !

favor like the

Proprietors
Phillips, H. H. Hat
marehlsoitiyes

L’lrsaUr.CoMBl-

OAN Ifl FOUND AT BIS

PRIVATE medical rooms,
N°.
hour,

theMead,

Dischargee trim tli. tar. Catarrh.
Neuralgia, SbeumaiUm, Asthma,
Serofala, Consumption, Bronchial

Affections, Throat Difficulties, unseated
oithe Hair, Dyspepsia. Enlargement of the
Diseas- • of the Kidneys,.
Paralysis, with all ana every disease which
the human body, cored effectually by

Eyes, Los#
Liver,
Constipation,Gravel,Piies,

Mrs. M.

White

infests

BBOWH’S

G.

Discovery!!

Metaphysical

Pemberton Square, Boston.
410 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
46 Bond JStreet. New Ton.
EXTRACTS FROM

M.

BROWN’S

G.

PHRENOLOGICAL
Bj Fowinn

You bnve a
vitality enough to zu.tiuD it. You are organized for
health, and loug life, having descended lrom a substantial, healthy, vigorous and long lived stock; In
many respects you have the nrgauizztion of yoar
father, your nteliect espec ally. There is not more
than one person in ten thousand of either sex so
strongly incl.neu to reason logiozlly. Yen are willing to stand by logical facts and to follow out the
plau or purpose to its'egitimate conclusion, judging
Of its merits or demerit* accordingly.

appreciate Philosophy,

and such persons a«
have a
turn of mind.
You relash wit, and readily perceive the ridiculous;
and it you cannot oarry the argument by direot logic you use the <aReductlo ad Absurd urn,” and show
the unaouadnessotthe opposite proposition by disclosing its weakness.
You are capable of making great discoveries; you
have the power of invention. You could not follow in the footsteps ot others, although with your
large imi ation you are capable ot aaapting yourself
to the forms and wages of society. You are not inclined to adopt o her peoples’ thoughts.
You have large ideality and Constructiveuess,
which g ves imagination and originality; yon are
never better satisfied than when poring over some
new problem, or following out some faint hint into
its legi imate and logical results. You are fond of
the beanti'ul and the new, and are inclined to make
combinations of wo ds, ideas and things, and not
easily puzzled with complications. Yon have a faculty lor unravelling causes. Your Spirituality is
large, which elevates your mind into the unseen and

philosophical

unknown. You promise yourself only so much happiness or success as you really work out; lor the rest

you trust to Providence.
uur love.01 apt rooauon is so
targe mat you wisn
the good will and favorable opinion of everybody;
want
all
to
a
you
give you hearty and generous re*

option.
You cannot bear a

Irown;

smile is sunshine to
to yon, a blight, a storm
a

ycur soul, while a frown is,
aud a sorrow.
You have stiong social feelings—are capable of
loving as a friend, wife and mother: and if properly
mated, s. daily, would feel at home in the domeetio
circle.
In character and
j on are
In your intellect and tendercy to realy
son and
you are decidedly masculine—when
among into lee nal men. you wish you were a man;
when your life falls back into the domestic channel,
y u are oontented as a woir an; bat have ever felt a
desire for more intellectual elbow room.
You have a good memory of laots and principles
but the strength 01 your intelleot lies in the reasoning department; and tour reasoning power comes
from Casuality, Ideality. Constractiveness. Metaphysical power, Imitation and Mlrthfrilnese.

disposition

womanly.
plans

Dr Nichols of Northfield Vt. says:
“I find the White Pine Compound to be very eff "?ious
not only in coughs and other pulmonic affect<<" :i. but
also in affections of the kidneys, debility ot the
&
and other kindred organs.”
Rev.J, K. Chase of Romney, N. H.,writes:
“I have for years regarded your W bite Pine Coi- otmd
as an invaluable remedy.
I can truly say I regr
W as
even more efficacious and valuable than ever.
I .hare
just taken the Compound for a cold, and it works Mrm-

pre-eminent*

In giving the above extracts from my Phre: ological Cnart, I do so having a two fold object in view.
First, Because I do not wish to be classed with
Quacks or Humbug?, who have exper mented on the
suffering masses till the blood of those slain by
Quackery, pouring Mediciue down the throat, and
ingly.”
Instruments, would float all the navies in the world
lion. P. H. Sweetse* Of Seuth Reading, writes:
Secondly, I,.wish to appear before the world in my
“Having long known something of the valuable meditrue colors, <or li rightly understood, 1 may be etacinal properties of the White Pine, I was prepare^, on : bled
through m Metaphysical Discovery to save
of
an
advertisement
White
Pine Compound, ! ihousandsof valuable li*es from au
your
seeing
untimely grave,
to give the medicine a trial.
It has been used by mem- 1
aud prevent di ease from being left as an inheritance
bers of my family, for several years, for colds and coughs, I
to unborn generations.
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, with
There are many wno do not be ieve In Phrenology
excellent results. Several of our friends have also rebecause they are not abstruse thinkers. Phr oology
ceived much benefit from the Compound. We intend to
is begotten, born, and sustained by immutable latoi.
keep it always on hand.”
READ THE FOLLOWING REMARKABLE CERRev. H. D. Hoge of West Randolph, VC, who is a
Tie 1C AXES.
physician, says;
“I find it (the Compound) an excellent medicine in
diseases.”
kidney
Cure
Catarrh of Ten Yean*
Says Mr. S. Boody, of the 14th regiment Massachusetts
1, Mb. William Dosnklly. corner of Dexter
Heavy Artillery, at Port Tillinghast:
“The White Pine Compound effected a cure where a
aud D streets, South Boston, do certify that my
fellow was cousidered in a critical consumption by ail
daughter has been Buffering frcm Catarrh for the
who knew him. I can fully substantiate this by men lu
past ten years. She lost the sens of t-meli, and had
no passage hrough her nostrils during that time.—
this Company who thought It folly for him to make a trial
or it.
in colds or coughs, men leave the care of the
Every remedy was resorted to. without receiving
a »v relief.
surgeon, where treatment can be had for nothing aud
Seeing Mrs. M. G. Brown’s Me aphysteal Discovery advertised. I concluded to try It. Aftry the White Pine Compound.”
ter
so. 1 must acknowledge my gratitude to
UOL. GOULD,
God for inclining me to tuis great remedy for that
Formerly Major of the 13th Regt. M. V. (that Veteran
Regiment!) in a letter to S. Dean, Esq., of Stoneham, dreadful disease—Catarrh. 1 believe my daughter
never would have beea cured had 1 not found this
bpeaks in the highest praise of the Waite Pi-e Commedicine. It must have been sent of God to the
pound, and expresses a wish that it might be sent to
to rid them of the horrible diseases that take
the soldiers. His opinion is based on personal knowlhold of them. My daughter's Catarrh is eatirely
edge.
broken up, her sense 01 smell has returned, the pssNo effort has ever yet been made by the proprietor to
introduce it into the Army; and yet it has often been pursage to her head is dear. I cheerfully recommend
the Metaphysical Discovery to all who suffer from
chased by friends of soldiers, to send in packtges, and
Catarrh.
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantities hare
been forwarded by express,
Jveuralgta.

qf

Street.

privately, and with
tRa utioovt cuaudouoo
by the afflicted, it all
ftom 8 a * to

Vxm

SK5£Stt^5^u%,&iitfea
medloal profession,

he feels warranted in
(jUASCotta IX ALL Cash, whether of Iona
contracted,
standing reoently
entirely
removlna
the dregs oi disease from the system, and matins a
*
parthct and PRRMANEN T CURE.
He would call the attention of the aillteted to the
net of hie long standing and well earned
reputation,
tarnishing sufficient assurance of his skill aid suo-

the
ari'sKire

a

or

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
person mast know
that remedies handed out lor general uso should
have their efficacy established
well tested experby
ience la the hands of a regularly educated
physician, whose preparatory studies Bte him lor all the
duties he must huiail; ye theoouairy Is flooded with
poor nostrums and eure-aito, purporting to be the
best in the world, which are not only useless, but always injurious. The unfortunate should he rsuTiodlab in selecting his physician, al it is a lamentable
yet inoontrovertahle iaet, that many syphilitfo
an made miserable with ruined oonslitntions
y mnltteatment from inexperienoed phys'ciansin
praotioe; for it to a point generally oonceded
by the beet sypbilograpbers, that the study and man*
agement of these oomplainta should engross th
whole time of those who would be competent and
successful in their treatment and core. The Inexperienced general piaotitloner, having neither opportunity nor time to make him sell acquainted with
their pathology, oommouly pursues one system f
treatment, in mpet oases making an indiscriminate
use of that andq sated and dangerous weapon, Her-

Eatien's

CHART,

fc

Will*, September 1, 18«3.
strong constitution, Urge brain,end

You

Temple

Every latelllgent andthlakiag

118
MRS.

5

dally, and

•

PRICE 80.00.

Apothecaries, and, indeed, from all classes in r;oiety,
speaking in the most flattering terms of the WMV Vlad
Compound.

Standing.

doing

general

onry

•
HAYS CONFIDENCE.
AH who have committed aa excess of any kind,
whether It be the solitary vioe of vouth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced oonfldonoe in maturer years.

SEEK FOE AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aehes, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait or the consummation that Is sure to follow. do not wait for USlightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of bounty
and Complexion.
HO W MAN Y THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXP BRIE NCR.

TO

troubled with emissions in sleep,a
complaint gemraliy the result of a bad liabitia
youth, treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day pssaes'bat wears oonculted by one
or more young man with tbe above disease, some of
whom are as weak sod emaciated as thougb they
bad the consumption, and by their friend, -opposed
to have it. All snob cases yield to the proper and
only correct ot urse of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoioc in perfect health.

Young

m-n

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There are man; men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bludder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
burning sensation, and weakening the system In a
manner the patient cannot account for. On examining urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
fonud, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the oolor will be of a thin,
miikish hue, again dunging to a dark and turbid
appear an oe There are many men who die of thin
difficulty, ignorant of the oanse, which ia the
SBCOND STAGE OP SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.

Persona who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
do toby writing In a plain manner a description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies wilt
be forwarded immediately
All
strictly oonddential and will
ba ret rued If desired.
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
Address,
No. S. Temple St., (corner ol Middle] Portland.

oan

correspondence

OT Send Stamp for

circular,

Eleciic medical
TO THE

luliruiary,

LADIES.

DB HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
a medical adviser, to call at hia
rooms. No. i

need

Temple Street, which they will had arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. H. ’• Eleotio Renovating Medicines are unrivaled in effloaoy and superior virtue in regulating ail
1 emale Irregularities. Their notion is
speoibe und
oertain Oi producing relief In a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in nil cases oi obstructions miter mil other remedies have been tried in
vain, it la purely vegetable, containing
nothing is
the least injurious to the health, and may bo taken
with perfect saftty at all limes.
Sentto may part of the ceuutry with fulldireotiona
DR. HUGHE8.
by addressing
Mo. ( Temple Street, oorner ef Middle, Portland.
N.

B.—Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendJanl IMbdAwiy

own sex.

Good Mews for the Uufortuaate.

people

J. HOYI.

Bradford, N.H., Sept, 1860.
Poland.—In the fad of 1857, I took a very vio-

Dr.
lent cold which brought on a very severe cough, pain in
side and lungs, and raising bleod. 1 was also very badly
afflicted with that tronblesome disease—the
K*anty
Complaint. For the three years past 1 have been very
much troubled with my throat and lungs,
choking up
and raising an immense sight, with a bad cough after
raising blood; I felt that my time here must be short unless I soon got relief, In the spring I was induced to
try
your White Pine Compound, though my feith in it was
small. But to my astonishment, before I had takeu two
bottles, mv cough was better, the kiduey trouble also,
and I could rest nights without choking up
andjraising so
much. I have taken nearly three bottles, and am
feeling
like a well man.
I would add, that my father’s family is inclined to conand
two
sisters having died
sumption, my father, mother,
of it.

FROM STEPHEN BARTLETT.
Bradford, N. H., July, 1860.
Dr. Poland —I had been aflicted with Kidney Complaint for a long time, and had a bad cough of ten years’
standing, which caused me to spit blood quite frequently. No one of my acquaintances expected I wouid get
But two bottles of your White Pine
my health again.
Compcu >d have cured me of both the cough and kidney
complaints.
1 wouid also state that a lady, a neighbor of ours, was
so badly afflicted with a cough that she rat
up only long
enough to have her bed made, and we all thought she was
going in a quick consumption. She took only one bott:e
of your Compound, and it cured her. She is
just as
now as ever

she

was.

FROM

B. F. AIKEN.

Ooffstown, March 14, I860:

Dr. Poland.—I wish to bear testimony to the value of
your *hite rinc Compound. You will remember how
feeble I was at the time I called on you in July last. My
chief complaint was tnjlomation qf the kidneys. In
addition to other disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dreadfully from severe pain.—You sold mo a bottle of the
White Pint Compound, aud before 1 had taken twothirds of the contents of one bottle, my pain had all left
me
Though I have been afflicted with that comp aint a
long time, 1 have not had a return of it since, and have
for many months past enjoyed excellent health.

it

Soa-siokness and Dyspepsia.
MSB. SAMUEL FIELD.
Madison, June 30th, 1364.

ms

gained

*

Voisesin

TESTIMONIALS.
A very large number ot important testimonials have
already been received from Physicians, Clergymen,

WHITE PINE COMPOUND FOR DIABETES.

For sixteen years

or more I
was

have suffered much at incalled kidney comr. teinte,
fell sick, and my aiteu iing physicians pronounced my disease Diabetes. Tue
prostration of my system was so great, and of *o
long continuance that neither relatives, neighbor nor
physicians expected that I could possibly live through
the spring
Tile same was my own opinion.
Near the last of March, 1859, being well
acquainted
with Dr J. W. Poland, I feU inclined to test the value ot
his White Pine Compound, as the article was hi hlv
reccommended for inliamation of the kidneys. A bottle
of it was procured, and immediately af er commencing its
use 1 began to amend
My strength gradually returned,
the severe pains subsided, and in the fall was able to
attend to considerable business
I lelieve Dr. Poi&nn
White Pine Compound, under God, has been the means of
my recovery thus far
To say that I ever expect to have perfect health >. .&’a,
is out of the question atmya^e, (94 ) But thi* 1 will
say. that while I use the Compound, my health is very
comfortable When 1 have relinquished its use, the severe
pains h *ve returned, and all the disagreeable svmptoms
of my disease. But a return to the use of the Compound
has produced immediate relief
During the eleven months, in which I have beeen taking this medicine, I have used not quite five bottles In
a word, let me
say to all afflicted with similar complaints
to mine, try Dr. Poland’s White Fine Compound.
ASA GOODHUE.
The White Pine Compound, advertised at leng*h in
our columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but.* *
highly approved iredrcine. Dr J W. Poland, the inventor, has the confidence of the many who know btatt u
confidence which he enjoyed while abort ig usefn
tasHis experience as u
ny years as a Baptist minister.
sufferer led him to make experiments which issue*
n.s
medical discovery.—Boston Watchman and btji.L -,*•
The Editor of the Manchester Datly and V.-A te
Mirror, in o leader of the Daily, thus writes of e

tervals, from what at firet
bat

a

year ago last December

Certificate of lire. J, P. Litch, oi Charlestown.—
March 16,1864.
This is to cartify that nine months ago 1 was attaokad with Neuralgia ia th > moat violent form.—
Several physicians were applied to, who did ail they
oould to relieve me but to no purpose. Every patent medicine and remedy that could be found were
applied without effect My faea was pouiiioeu and
bandaged in order to find relief. Sinoe the Neuralgia attack d me Host twenty-seven pounds of flesh.
In this state

a

friend of mine recommended

me

sided—almost immediately I felt relief. I slept well
without any poultices, as before, aed at tbs time of
giving Ibis certificate ’he list ins!., 1 consider myself delivered of my diseose, and lecommend the
Metaphysical Discovery to all who are suffering.

Remarkable Cure of Deajnett of Twenty
Yeare

Standing.

1

A. Nswoons, of Qniooy, do oenlly that
I have been entirely deafin my left ear tor
twenty
years, and for the past six years my right esr has
been so deaf that I oould not bear conversation or
public speaking of any kind. I oould not hear the
church bells ring, while I was sitiing in the ehnroh.
I have also been troubled for a number of years with
a very sore throat, so that I was obliged to
give up
singing in church, for 1 had lost my voice. 1 had
great trouble io my head—terrible nofaw almost to
oraainess. My bead felt numb and stupid, and was
a source ot constant trouble tome.
1 tried every remedy tbat could be thought of.—
I went to aurists; but as they ,wa seed to use Insti uments, I would hare no hing to do with them
About ope month sinoe I obtained Mn. Brown’s
Metaphysioal Discovery, and used it scoording to
the directions on thcbottlci- And the result is, that
the
earing of both ears is perfectly restored, ej
that I can bearu well as any man. The great trouble
in my head i» entirely gone. My head (Cels perfectly easv and at rest. My throat, which wai so diseased, is sutirely cured; and I have recovered my voice
again. I would not take one thousand dollart for
the benefit I have received in the use of Mrs. M. G
—

Catarrh—Scrofula.

CHEROKEE

INJECTION.

OOKFOUMD

lAO If BOOTS, BASES AMD L BA VMM.
CHEROKEE REMEDY, the greetiDdlmm Diuetie
sores ull diseases of the
Urinary Organs, such as Incontinence ot the Urine,Inflamstion oi the Kidneys
Btone in the Bladder, Stricture, Gravel, Gleet, Gonorrhea, and 1s especially recommended in those
oases of Fluor Albut, (or Whit.s in Females.
It is prepared in a highly ooneentratad
form, the
dose only being from one to two
taaspconjaJs tJtrso
times per day.

and

purifying

oleinsing toe blood, causing it tofljwin all Its
original purity and vigor; thus removing from the
system all pernicious

causes

which have Induoeddis-

ease,

CHEROKEE INJECTION is Intended as an ally
assistant to the CHEROKEE
REMEDY, and
should be used In conjunction with that medicine in
all oases of Oomorrkea.
nisei, Fluor Aibus or WktUu
Its eflbots are healing,
soothing and demulcent; removing all scalding, heat, ohordee and pain, instead
of the burning and almost unendurable
pain that
experienced with nearly all the cheap quack tujeaor

Itoas.

By the use cf the CHEROKEE REMEDY and
CHEROKEE INJECTION—the two medicinal a
the same time—all Improper
discharges are removed
and the weakened organs are
speedily restored to
full vigor and strength.
For full pert culsrs get a pamphlet from any drug
in the country, or write us and we will mail
free to any address, a full treat)ve

Curet

of

.Advice !

Metaphysical

'£hf *?■*«? b?;*“tio1£8

Discovery

Coughs^

BROWN’S

<

I

Bichard’s

Eye

|

Water!

Breathing, Trembling, Wakefulness, Eruptions.
the Face, Pale Conatenanoe,
Insanity, Censump-tion, and all the direfuI complaints caused by defrom
the path ol nature.
parting
This medicine is a simple
vegetable extract. as>J
on* on whloh we can
rely, as it has been nsou In oar
ob

prsotiee for many years.and, with thousands mated.
has not (ktled in a
airgle ins ante. Its curative
powers bars been tafloient to gain vieto y ever the
most stnbbou ease.

U

To those who have triflsd w.th their constitution
they think tln-maelves beyond the re-ieh of
medical aid, we would say. Ilffair not! the tllEKOK EE CU RE will restore you to health and vigor,
and after *11 qaaok dootors have iklled.
until

For full particular* got a circular from any Drag
store in the country, or write the Proprietors, who
will mail tree to any one desiring the same a full
treatise in pamphlet form.

The White Pine

Compound,

GEORGE W SWETT, M*D.,

Proprietor

Wi Hb* luai.ufactured in fature at the

BOTANIC

DEPOT,

Mo. 106 Hanover Street,

Boston,

NO

SWETT will attend to the business
department,
to whom all orders should be addressed.

Sold by wholesale and retail dealers In medicine
elsewhere
H. H. HAY, WHOLESALE AGENT FOB PORTLAND.

eod3m—wltime.

Prioe, taper bottle, or three bottles tor 86, and
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.

diphtheria

b« »l*e, and educate
SSiiS?* w£SS? “J* “,e<1:
**•*
®y“
W,U|
you

uoU%8'w*l«‘"ta
Price per Bottle,
“

Under the supervision of

REV. J. W. POLAND, M. D.
DR

-AND—-

Cherokee

Sound

ENGLAND

Remedy,

I, Mrs William Ellery, of 76 Central Avenue,
Price, CHEROKEE REMEDY, *3 per bottle, or
Chelsea, do certify that 1 have bsen a great sufferer
three bot'los for f 5.
lUi my litb fr m Catarrh ana Scrofula of f e worst
kind. At the ag of two years, the disease began tj
Price, CHEROKEE INJKUI ION, tt per battle.or
assume a violent form.
All my life it ha< kept me
is bondage. I have had hundreds of ulcerated [ three bottles for 86.
throats; 1 won Id have seven in a winter. I had great
Sent by Express to xny address on
pain and dizzinoss in my head, with many other ai
receipt ol the
meats. Lost winter the ttcroiula broae out under i
price.
ray chin and run to meb an extent that 1 thought
Sold by druggists everywhere.
my life would run out, as no doctor could cure me.
One told mo it would take three years to sto,» The
r jnning. I cann 11 U the suffering endured in body
DR. W. R. MKRWIJi k C...
and mind. Most providentially 1 was advi-ed to go
aud see Mrs. M. G. Brown. I did so. In the
•OLB fiiopuiktobs.
beginning of May last, 1 obtained her Metaphysical bitHo. 69 Liberty St., New York.
j- very, and used it faithiully.
The happy aod glorious lesults are, that I am deliver*d from all rav diseases.
Catarrh
is
dizziness
aud
My
headgene, my
ache are gone. I feel as free from ticroihla and its
effects as any being in the world. In two weeks after 1 began »o use the Medieinc the running sore un
do* m v ohin had ceased; in less than a moa h I found
myself a cur.d woman It is now noarly six months
since, and 1 have had no return ofdiscaee.
My throat,
always troubled me with uloerutions, is enwhi;h cured
tirely
Every exposure used to give me eold;
now I do *ot take cold at all.
I feel stronger and
INDIAN M X 111 C J N X,
bet er than at any period ol my life. I bad wind
on my stomach; that is all
gone. 1 can feel the Disooxrooso vaon boots, bask akd
covery searching through my Hymens. Vy circulaxbav*».
tion was always bad; now it is good. I am getting
Ab unfailing oare for
Tb cbheavierand stronger
I am sixty-#ve years
Spermatorrhea,
Semiua,
oid. I want all the world to know of my great deWeoaneu, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseasss
li trance from Catarrh and Scrofula, and also from
caused
self
by
polution; such as Loss of M morj,
tee grave where I expected soon to go.
Universal Lassitude, Pains in the
irs. WILLIAM KL.LEUY, 76, Central Avenue,
Back, Dimbess of
C lelsea, where 1 can be seen.
Vision, Premature old .go. Weak Nerves,
DiBcully

“The White Pine Compound is adve-tised at much
length in our columns, and we are happy to lea. that
1
the demand for i is inert as ng beyond all
prevk
pcctations It is the very best medicine ibreoug
all oases of local, sudden, or unexpected at! I
colds that we know of, and no
family that haa ©lt> sea i. is of disease, a box of the
it will ever be without it. We
r1speak from our own
edge that it is sure to kill a Cold, and pleasant
com« by
accident, audit*
gular that the White Pine Compound nude for Co J? arid
should prove to be the greatest remedy
•' '•
l» r~hUcker and Safer than the Beet Pkytician in
ney difficulties known
,t
But so it is. Wecanno
band. 0“Let the wise alwava
keep a Box in
it, so many testimonials come to u » from well-l'n>*.n
r holla.
men.
t
Besides, the chairacter of Dr Po'andis such.
we know that he will
is
what
not countenance
MBS. M. G.
ror years a Baptist
u
clergyman, studying medicine
remed'es for his
ailments, with a delicate consul- ve
look, standing with one foot upon the grave, he made in.CELEBRATED
discovery which has saved himself and called ou from
hundreds of others, thestrorgest testimonials p
Me.
We have known Dr. Poland for years, and nerer h
a
oor
more
conscientious, honest, upright man, and are ^ i...
state that we believe whatever he says about his White

NEW

Cherokee

store

Compound:

Pine Compound.”

DISCOVSRSn AT LAST.

It is dlurotio and alterative la its action;

Jone lath, 18f4.

I, John

THI LOMU lOUtiUT If OR

to

try Mrs. M. (J Brown’s Metephysioal 'hsooveiy, as
it had cured a friend of his of very bad e.es, which
had baffled the skill of the most eminent physteians.
Consequently 1 went to Mrs. M U. Brown’s office
and obtained her metaphysical Discovery, on Saturday the 10th iust. 1 applied i' at four o’clock In
the afternoon
The result was that Neuralgia sub-

Brown’s Metaphysical Discovery,

Important testimony from Asa Goodhue, Esq., of Bow,
New Hampshire.

or near

Agent Ind. Relist Depy.,
C. 3. Christian Cm.,
Washington, D. C.
'“hui'1** regarding friends at or near City
Foist, Va., may be addressed
H C. Houghton, Agent, Ind. Relief
Dept.,
U.S. Christian Com.,
Point, Va.
Prompt answers will be siren to all Innnlries di.
rooted as above.
THOU. R. HAT
Chairman Army Com., p. F.li C A
sorbdla

City

Im

While Journeying

W‘U pl'“® *®nd for

deafness,

ed to the originator; where relief in very severe cases has
been experienced in one hour and a cure effected in
twenty-four hours.
There is a very natural reason for this. The bark, and
even the leaves, or “needles,” of White Pine eon tain
eminent medicinal qualities The Indians employed the
bark of W hite Pine in treating diseases long before the
settlement of America by Europeans. One instance confirming this may here be g*ven.
James Cartier, a bo d (french mariner, as early as 1534,
sailed along the northern coast of North America, and
was the first among discoverers to enter the River St.
Lawrence. On his retnrn down the river, he lound his
men sadly afflicted and disabled by what sailors call the
scurvey. Its ravages were fatal, and the survivors were
scarcely able to bury the dead Some of the Indians
along the shore were likewise attacked by' the same disease, but Cartier observed that they soon recovered
He
therefore earnestly enquired about their mode of treatment, aud they pointed out to him a tree, the bark and
leaves of which they used in deoootion, with signal sucCartier tried the same remedy, and had the gratiticess.
cation of seeing all of Lis crew wbo were afflicted rapidly
improving. This tree was the White Pi»«.
A wash ot the bark, steeped in
water, is exceedingly
useful in reducing inflamation and cleansing old sores.
In fine, the virtues of White Pine Bark are known everywhere, and this, doubtless is one grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so favorably received at the
first.
The past year has given a great opportunity to test the
virtues of the White Pine Compound. It hss » ;en au
unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very large
quantities of the White Pme Compound have been soid
and used with the happiest effects. It speaks well for the
Medicine, that the people living where it Is reared
are high in its praise.

well

Those who know my constitution, what my condition has been iOr the last thirty yean, wiH bellevwith me that a medicine that will reach
my case, wi! 1
reach almost any one.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure has
enabled me to eat
I please, and ft is very
seldom I now have to use the medicine. It relieved
me in an instant when 1 was in great pain.
My
whole system is being strengthened by its use.
Ann K. Baooott,

Invariably

In advance...88.00

to have

FROM JAMES

New Haven, June 18,1864.

THE MAINE STATE

tatUiufroe0*

Pine Compound. This Meaicine was first made as
lately as the spring of 1865, and then merely lor oue
individual, who was affected with an inflammation
This inOf the throat. A cure was effected by it.
duced others to apply for the same remedy, and
every one using It received a great benettt. l be article, however, went without a name till November
following,wbeu it was called White Pine Compound.
During that month it was advertised lor the first
time.
Some time in *868, an individual, who purchased
a bottle lor a hard oough, was not only cured of the
ecugh, but also oi a severe kidney complaint, of ten
This being truly a disc:very,
years endurance.
the fact was mentioned to a saililul physioian, who
replied, in substance that, the bars of white
pine was one of the best diuretics known, provided
its astnngenoy could be counteracted, lithe other
articles entering into the compound would effect
this, a fortune was in the medicine. The fortune has
no: yet been reached; but the hundreds of cures effected by toe compound, in the xn°st aggravated
cases of Kidney diseases, including Diabetes, prove
it to be a wonder)ul medicine for such ailments. A
large number oi physicians now employ it, or recommend it *or such use.
But while the White Pine Compound is so usefiil in
Kidney iuflam&tion, it Is also & wonderful curative in all
throat and lung diseases. It so qui kly and sooth ngiy
allays iuflamation, that hoarseness and soreness are removed as if by magic. Numerous cases hare been report-

TESTIMONIALS,

Is

All orders fo* Job

The Portland

the

Calorie

Engines for motive power, and. la furnished with
Improved and costly Presses—Cylinder and Platen—
from the most oelebrated makers. We havs in constant use one of BOR'S LARGE CYLINDER
PRESSES, oapabloof throwing off 8500 Sheets
on hour; one of Adam’s Posner Presees—the best
book press in the world; Adam’s and Potter’s East

the

at

principles

THE DAILY PRESS
hu

Fever and Ague, Sick-Headache, Sickness

Crogatu-

And

momb.

Subscribed and sworn to before me,
Moans B. Maolat, Maine Commissioner,

C. CARD, Guardian of Sarah Ellen Cresey
JOHN
and John H. Cresey, minor children and heire
of

dav of Janu-

deferred,

PnHMiux

hundred and sixty-five,

v-t&ird

Book and

F. 8. WINSTON, President.
Isaac Abbatt, Treasurer.

Portland,

twen

with

$11,462,434 38

Assets,

LIBBY,

duty

our

appointed offloe.
The Daily Press Job Offloe

OF THE

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesday of January, in the year of onr Lord eighteen

not

Board.

Smith, Secretary.

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
°
v

deo&dtf

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within and
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesday of January in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-five,
8.
named Trustee in a certain
instrument purposing to be the last wi 1 and
testament of Mary A Libby, late of
in
sai
decea<ed, in wh eh no exeoutor is
tbe
same
for
presented
named,having
probate: and
alar his petit on I hat administration, with the will
annexed, on said estate me7 he granted to Alvah
Libby o sai l Portland,
It was Ordered, That the said Executrix
give
notice to all persons Interested, by causing notice to
be published three weeks successively in the Maine
State Press printed at Portland,that they may appear
at a Probate Court to beheld at said Portland, on
thethird Tuesday olFebruary next,at ten ol the clock
in the forenoon, and show eauee, it any they
have,
why the sa'd instrument should not be proved,
approved and allowed as the last will and testaments of said deceased, and administration granted, as prayed for in saidpetition.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true eopy, attest,
4 w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

At the

Cornu rapfkey
white, in form
“ tultable for
th© infant in the oradle
as a patient ot three more
years end
ten. Orator* and all who overtax the vocal oreans receive
by their “**■ Sold by all
K M S KISS an, Chemist, 27
U " BAY. cor Free and Middle

31

Office

Portland

FRANCIS PURINTON,Guardian.
6th, 1866.—IwSw

CUHBKXLAHD,

l?!ag 8£* Pulmonary
'tM»n
are

none.

*46,1*4*0
287 60

Sworn to Nov. 16, 1864. Before me,
Thos. L. Thombll, Notary

Guardian’s Sale.

“.I

And

Printing Offloe

LIABILITIES :

adjusted and due,.
Losses unadjusted and in suspense,....
All other claims.
WM. PITT, PALMER, President.
Losses

Mutual life Insurance

me
Honorable
wooaBury Davis, oue of the
Justices 01 the Supreme Judicial Court, begun and
liolden at Portlaud, within and for the County
of Cumberland on the third Tuesday ol January.
7
A. D. 1866.
K. SIDNEY, of said Portland, husband of
Margaret Sidney, respectfully libels and gives
this Honorble Court te be intormed that he was
lawfully married to the said Margaret, on the 17th
aay of April A D 18 2 in Ireland; that since ti-eir
marriage your libellant baa always conducted bimaeJf towards the said Marga et as a faith to I husband; that she has bad by her said husband two
daughters and one sou; but that the f&id Margaret,
whoi y regardless of her marriage vows and eoveuant, on or About the twentieth day of No /ember
last pa-t, committed the crime of adultery with one
John Cook, and did desert your libellant taking
with her her three said children, and has ma ntahied her desertion up to <he present time.
And your libellant further represents, that sinoe
the twentieth day of November last pa*t. he has
made diligent search tot- the said Margaret and
chil.irt.il, out has been unable to learn anything to
him to find them.
Wherefore your libellant represent1* that his divorce frem
th0 pajrf Marg iret, would be reasoua hie
conducive to domestic harmony and
w th tliQ
peace and morality of society,
®*Pe®tfuliy mays that he maybe divorced
^atHmony existing between h»m
and that
Custody Of the
said children may be deer,
ed to him.
Acd as in
bound will ever nrav
Dated at Portland, the

MACHINERY,

MODERN

*861,09217

assets,

to
licecse to
granted by the
1st, 1864,made in oonformity
PURSUANT
Hon. John A. W aterman, Judge of Probate for
NOVEMBER
the Laws of Maine.
to* County of Cumberland, 1 shall sell at pnblie

county,

proved

up, is $500,000 00
if Surplus, is 0361,091 17

Assets as follows:
Cash in Bank and on hand. *20,270 26
Bonds and Mortgages, b .ing first liens, 196,176 00
Loans on demand secured by collaterals, 240,226 06
Unpaid premiums in course of collection,
10,860 86
In'eresi aoeruedanaduc,.
2667166
All other securities,.. 88 000 000

tor California, by the Old Line Mail
Steamers and Panama Railroad, may bo secured by
early application at this office.
mayMdfcwtf

for Minion's—Take no other.
8old by druggist* generally.

SKINNER'S PULM0NALE8
immediately relieve Coughs,
^olds. Hoarseness Lossofvoioe
Bronchitis. Lassitude, Thirst,
and every
symptom o the first

1861. made pursuant to the

Passages

MAJOR

Our Establishment Is furnished with nil tbs ap-

not

Kidney

»K. J. B. BlCIltS

32 Congrett Street, above

at

City Bvitdinq,

THERE

Balsam.”

Dyspepsia is

Blanch Office it

Throat, Croup, and Whooping
Cough.
Cures
G-ra-vel,
And all

_MEDICAL.

MRS. M. 0. BROWN’S

have been many severe cases in boston
and vicinity cnrtd by the White Pine Compound, which can be rtfeircd to, and hundreds of
cases of Kidney complaints, cured entirely by taking
the White Pine Compound, haring been reported
by druggists.
Among all the popular medioines cfljrcd for pale,

Prepared by the Proprietors of "Coifs Cough

of

BOOK AND JOB PKINTING.

Capital, all paid

LITTLE

auction, on the premises, on Monday, the 13th day
of February next, at 10o’clock A.
all the right,
title and in:erest that Marietta, Franklin M„ and
Et en Adlmid Puriuton, minors and heirs of
Abigail
W. iurinton, have as tenants La common and undivided in the <ollowing described real estate, via:—
of
the
Harm
late
Levi
One eighth of tbe homestead
Wilson of ealmouth, containing about two hundred aores of iand. and buildings. Also two wood
and limber lots, situated in Windham, near the head
of tbe Goose Pond, containing about
aores. At
the same time the whole of raid lots wi 1 bo eold.

Every description

Notes qf Invitation, Visiting Cards, Lists qf Dances, etc., etc., qf every variety and cost,
furnished at short notioe.

Sta tement

for all

a

THE BEST STYLE OF THE ABT,

The

Dublin, Waterford, Cork, limerick, Halway or
Londonderry Those steamers were built specially
lor'he Atlantic trade, are divided into water and
air tight compartments.
Rates of Passage.
FromNew York to any of the above place: Cabins,
*120 and *100; steerage *45, payable in American

ALL

S.I0MACH AND BOWELS

dtf

Steam to and From the Old Country.

Indigestion!

lliseases

Attention is reepeetfUly invited to ou unrivalled
ihoilitiee for executing in

POLAND'S

Popular Remedy
Colds, Coughs, Hoarseness, Sore

For

OF THB

treal, Quobeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastportand
St. Joan.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
a teamen as early as 8 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or postage apply to
EMERY & FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. S8 West Street,

AKD

MEDICAL.

The Great

-FOB-

and

|

WHITE PINE COMPOIIH,

the World** Great Remedy

PORTLAND. ME.

LINE.

* J?.
The splendid and last Steamships
CHESAPEAKE, Capt Wiliam),and
VtgLtaKJST PO1OMAC. Capt. Shukwood, will,

DR.

(HE’S IIJPMIA (IUfi£
Dyspepsia

as

every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at7 o’olcok P. M ,aud India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o’clock P. M.
Fare in Cabin.>2.00.
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any am >unt exceeding >60 in value, and tuat personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every 8600 additional value.
Feb. 18,1868.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agsnt.

JOHN

vs.

run

Leave Atlantlo Wharf, Portland,

tice to all persons interested,by
causing notice to
be published three weeks successively in the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that they may appearat a Probate Court to beheld at eaid Portland,
on
the third Tuesday of February next, at ten ol
the dock in the forenoon, and show cause if any
they have, why the same should >ot be granted.

NEW PERFUME

'Sf

^

the great leading routes to Chicsgo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukie,
Galena, Oakoeii, St Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St Louis, Louisville* Indianapolis, Cairo,
etc., etc., and is prepared to furnish Through Ticket $
from Portland to all the principal cities and towns in
the loyal States and Canadas, at the lowest rates oI
tare, and all needful mlorm&tion cheerfully granted.
Travellers will find it greatly to their advantage to
procure their tickets at the
Union Ticket Office, 31 Exchange |iU,
(UP BTAIAg.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

Agent

Jan

1_itering
enquire

A

TRAVELERS

fifty

FOR SALE.

stook

RATES!

W lit, Horth West and South Welt,

THE

undors

TO

edtf

TO TMB

subscriber offen for sale his Farm oa tbe
road between Sacrarappa and Gorham. It contains 64 aoree of land, well divided into tillage and
grass land. There is on tee farm, a one story house,
carriage house, and barn 87 fset by 60, with a good
oellar und r it. It has a good orchard, with about
300 young f uit trees.
JOHN M. ALLEN,

gned wishing to
of rjsidenes, will sell his
THF.
St ok. Ac
The
is

oeSl

Will, until further notioe,

aernM

dt&tiOip.
Freight trains leave Portland nnd Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, 8npt.

acres

of wood land,
ASQU
the south side of the river St
in Canada East. It is
two

To

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

day. excepted)

For Sale.
ABE blook of land, of about 73,000

THE STEAMERS

NATION^

THE

Fox Block, 821-2 Exchange St.,

Portland and Boston Line.

nses&ac

Boston.

A three story Briok House and Lot on Lincoin street.
ill A two story Wood-n House and Let on
Cue.taut street, near Cumberland st.
A three story Brick House and Lot on Park Place

HOUS'K
by Rhoda Hanson

aueoeeded by the Steamship Peruvian, on
the 11th February.
dti
Portland, Nov. 21,1864.

New York.
Deo. 6, 1868.

SUMMBR ARRANQKMBXT.

iaud upon it. Said farm is situated in
about one aud half miles fiomtheG.T.

A

responsible

for baggage to
any amount exoeedlng >60 in value, and that personal. unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every 8600 additional value.
C. J. UttYDGE j, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent.
nev7
Portland, Nov. 7,1864.

rou ot waste

jan2Itolebl*

doily, (Sundays exuept-

ran
as follows:

at 6.60 A. M.

Farm for Sale.
Teat superior A. 1 farm, recently
owned aud occupied by the late
Capt. Thaxter Prince, containing
_80 acres of g od land, 16 of which is
_iwood. Good buildings and not a

Apply

after Monday, Nov. 7,1864,

Proprietors,

steamship HIBERNIAN, Capt.
tton, will Mil from this port tor

Liverpool on SATURDAY, the 4th
February, immediately after the arrival of the tiain of the previous day from Montreal
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool—
Cabin (acoording to accommodations) 866 to 880.
880.
Steerage,
Payable in Gold orits equivalent.
For lreight or passage apply to
HUGH A ANDREW ALLAN,
iG.X.B. E. Passenger Depot.

FOU

N. A. FOSTER & CO.,

The

m^g-

SEMI WEEKLY

notice,
UP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for South Paris and Lewiston at7.40
A. M. Also Island Pond, connecting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at 1.26 P. M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave South Paris at 6.4E A. M., and Island Pond

ed)

FOR SALE & TO LET.

jin26eod3m

JOB PRINTING OFFICE,

and Liverpool.

Batura Tickets granted at Keduoed Bates.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

abuse of the stummick. 1 dreem but seldom,
aud weu I do I alius attribut it to eatin a
rounJ or 2 more sassii, or drink in a quart or
two more whisky than 1 really need, late at
uite, and I never beleeved they were profetick, becoz I dont allow that the seat of prophesy is located In the stummick. These is my
theory of gosts and dreems and Bich.

near

TRUNK. RAILWAY,
Of Canada,

GRAND

which is no shadder. Dreems is likewise unsubstansliel, and result 0 cases out ov 10 from

Yarmouth, Jan. 17, 1866.

CALORIC POWER

MEDICAL.

_MEDICAL.

PRESS,

BOOKED

To be

Yet

On

Londonderry

THE DAILY

Mails.

States

—TO—

^iokandKendali’s

sounded,

were

PASSENGERS

at ikenaaa •

* ’rain

p. u.

ni****
Here
I would whisper how 11 o'* thee,
And how I fell in *** flght.

bugle notes

Carrying the Canadian and United

*’ort‘»“d

a. M.
Mills :rom the train from Bangor *t9.10
Comukct on Tickktb are sold at Freeport,Bran*
between
Brant*
wirk Bath, and all other stations
Mills, for Bangor aha all other
K.
K.
east
of
Ken.
stations oa the Maine Central

the"

see

in stillness of the

When the

MISCELLANEOUS.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Oo,

n.
itutis auu nkowhegun. nt 110 p
At Keuduli
*tillB this train connects at 6 20p.it. with train for
Uaegor and all stations east o! Kendall's Mills same

am

On the battle-field 1 ’m

I

STEAMBOATS.

,

—■.?■-■■■■ L»rg

1

■

Mrs. M. G.

d,Uly

laroe

Bold by all respectable druggists every whew.
DR. W. R. M ERWIN 6a CO
Bonn

.*1.00
*

feb8 eodhwly

ew&u;:;:::::..

Brown’s “Scalp

atb ivs

Renorator.”

Wall known ft>, renewing tha loalp, Inc retain, and

atrengtheniag the hair.

Price per Bottle, ,1.
6V lha above oaiabratad Hediaiaea are to be had
of H. H. Hav, oor. Middle and Free ,U, and Dregaovl7 1861 d WfSfewly
giata generally.

raopxirrona,
No. 69 Liberty 8t„ New York.
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